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to the forces that watch over
and guide us-however we may envision
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Preface
,

..

This book, the result of sixteen years of practicalexperience and
research, is aguidebook outlining basicWiccantheory and practice. It
is written with the solitary student or practitioner in mind; there are
no coven rituals or magical group dynamics described herein.

The Wicca as described here is "new." It is not a revelation of
ancient rituals handed down for thousands of years. This does not
invalidate it, however, for it is based on time-honored practices.

A three-thousand-year-old incantation to Inanna isn't necessarily
more powerful or effectivethan one improvised during a private rite.
The person practicing the ritual or spell determines its success.

Hcenturies-old incantations are nothing more to you than sense-
less gibberish, chances are the ritual won't work, any more than
would a Shinto ceremony in the hands ofa Methodist. Tobe effective,
rituals must speak to you.

Rituals are at the heart of Wicca for some, and are pleasant
adjuncts to Wicca'sphilosophy and way of lifefor others. In Wicca,as
with every religion, ritual is a means of contacting the Divine. Effec-
tive ritual unites the worshipper with Deity. Ineffective ritual kills
spirituality. .

There are rituals in this book, yes,but they're guideposts, not holy
writ. I wrote them so that others, using them as general guidelines,
could create their own. .

Some people might say, "But thars just your stuff.We want the
real Wicca! Tell.us the secrets!

There isnot, and can never be, one "pure" or "true" or "genuine"
form of Wicca.There are no central governing agencies, no physical
leaders,no universally-recognizedprophets or messengers.Although
specific,structured forms ofWiccacertainlyexist,they aren't in agree-
ment regardingritual,symbolismand theology.Becauseofthis healthy
individualism, no one ritual or philosophical system has emerged to
consume the' others.

- Wiccais varied and multi-faceted.As in every religion, the Wic-
,fan spiritual experience is one shared with Deity alone. This book is
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simply one way,based on my experiences and the instruction I have
received, to practice Wicca.

Although Iwrote it,it didn't hatch out ofthin air.Thejeweler who
facets rough emeralds didn't create the gemstones; nor the potter the
clay. I've tried to present a blending of the major themes and ritual
structures ofWicca,notto create anew form,butto present one so that
others can develop their own Wiccanpractices.

When Ibegan learning Wiccathere were fewbooks, certain1yno
published Books.of Shadows." Wiccan rituals and magical texts are
secretwithin many traditions ofWicca,and itwasn't until recentlythat
any systems have "gone public." Due to this fact,few Wiccanswrote
books describing the rituals and inner teachings ofWicca.Those out-
side the Wicca (or the Craftas it is also known) who wrote of it could
necessarily report only garbled or incomplete pictures.

Within a few years of my introduction to Wicca,however, many
authentic, informative books began to be published. As I continued
my studies, both independently and under teachers I had met, I
realized that anyone trying to learn and practice Wicca solely from
published sources would gain a sadly unbalanced picture.

Most Wiccanauthors tout their own form of Wicca.This makes
sense: write what you know. Unfortunately, many of the foremost
Wiccan authors share similar views, and so most of the published
Wiccan material is repetitive.

Also, most of these books are geared toward coven (group)-
oriented Wicca.This poses a problem for anyone unable to find a
minimum of four or five interested, compatible persons to create a
coven. It also lays a burden on those who desire private religious
practice.

Perhaps mytrue reason forwritirlgthis book-besides numerous
requests-is strictlypersonal. I not only wish to present an alternate
to staid,structured Wiccanbooks, I also want to return something for
the training I have received in this contemporary religion.

Although I occasionallyteach,and Wiccaalwaysdraws acrowd, I
prefer the medium of printed words to point out some of the things I
have learned. Although nothing can replace one-on-one teaching,
this isn't practical for all those desiring to learn.

And so, several years ago, I began jotting down notes and chap-
. ters that eventuallybecame this book.Toavoid becoming too narrow-

. See glossary for unfami1iar terms.
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minded (Sybil Leek once said that it was dangerous writing about
your own religion-you're too close to it), I've had Wiccan mends
read and comment on earlydrafts to ensure that the picture of Wicca
presented here isn't too limited or dogmatic.

Please don't misunderstand me. Though this book's goal is a
wider understanding of, and appreciation of Wicca, I'm not pros-
elytizing.Likemost Wiccans,I'm not out to change your spiritual and
religious beliefs; it's none of my business.

However,with the continuinginterest in non-traditionalreligions,
concern over environmental destruction and a wide interest in the
Wiccanreligion, I hope this book partially answers one of the ques-
tions I'm most commonly asked: "

"What is Wicca?"



~

Linguistic Note

Much disagreement concerning the exact (and original) mean-
ing of the word "Wicca" presently exists. It's not my intention to enter
into or add to such discussions, but I don't feel that I can use this term
without defining it. Therefore, "Wicca" will be used within this book
to describe both the religion itself (a loosely organized Pagan religion
centering toward reverence for the creative forces of Nature, usually
symbolized by a goddess and a god), as well as its practitioners of both
sexes. The term "Warlock," though sometimes used to describe male
practitioners, is virtually never used by Wiccans themselves; hence
I've avoided it here. Though some use "Wicca" and "Witch" almost
interchangeably, I prefer the older, less-encumbered word Wicca,
and so use it almost exclusively.

.,
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Introduction

Wicca,the religion of the "Witches,"has long been shrouded in
secrecy. Anyone interested in learning "the Craft" had to content
themselves with hints from books and articles.TheWiccanswouldn't
say much, save that they weren't looking for new members.

Growing numbers today are dissatisfi~ _withtJ:aditioW.J'elig!o~
structures. Manx are searching for ~r§oruilly-ij:lvQI$g}:e}igisl
one which@&!r~D@1-Pfi!Sg&i!'!ii2jP.~!.t@Lrealitie( in which
attunement with deity is coupled with the practice of magic.

Wicca is just such a reij.giJ>J!,.£.eI).t~!4!garoundt rev~r..~n§;Mr
Ila:ffij"~asseen in the(God~s.!'.MLdthe_G,g~lts-spirituilioots in an-

-fiquity,acceptance of magicand mysterious nature have made it par-
ticularly appealing. Until recently, the lack of public information
concerning Wiccaand its apparent exclusivityhas caused much frus-
tration among interested students.

Wiccadoesn't seek new members. This has been a major stum-
bling blockto those wishing to learn itsrites and ways ofmagic.Wicca
doesn't solicitbecause,unlike most Western religions,it doesn't claim
to be the one true way to Deity.

With growing numbers interested in 'practicingWicca,perhaps
it's time to allowthe full light of the dawning Aquarian Age to illumi-
nate these ways. Todo so is not to trumpet Wiccaas the salvation of
our planet, but simply to present it to anyone who cares to learn.

There have been many obstacles:Until recently the only way to
enter Wiccawas to a:contactan initiated Wicca,usually a coven mem-
ber, and b:receive initiation.Hyou didn't know any Witchesyou were
out of luck, for initiation was an absolute prerequisite.

Today,timesare changing.Weare maturing,perhaps too quickly.
Our technology outpaces the wisdom to utilize it.Vastunrest spreads
over the globe,and the threat ofwar looms over most ofthe more than
five billion persons alive today.

Wiccaas a religion is changing too. This is necessary if it is to be
more than a curiosity of an earlier age.The heirs of Wiccamust P9int
their religion firmly to the future if it is to have something to offer

xv
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coming generations.
Since we have arrived at the point where one mishap could end

our planet as we know it,there has never been a time when Wiccaas a
nature-reverencing religion has had more to offer.

This book breaks many Wicca conventions. It has been struc-
tured so that anyone, anywhere in the world, can practice Wicca.No
initiations are required. It is designed for the solitary practitioner,
since finding others with similar interests is difficult, especially in' .

rural areas.
Wicca is a joyous religion springing from our kinship with nature.

It is a merging with -the Goddesses and Gods, the universal energies
which created all in existence. It is a personal, positive celebration
of life.

And now it is available to all.

'.
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Wicca and Shamanism

"-:

Shamanism has been defined as the first religion. It existed prior to
the earliest civilizations, before our ancestors took the first steps

down th~ l~n~journeY.!2the pre~~!l!J2io!~Othis time the shamans
were the~<fi.ciI!~.~pl~ the~,!~~~~ders, maleand female.They
wrought magIc and spoke to the spmts of nature.

Theshamanswere the firsthumans withknowledge.Theycreated,
discovered, nurtured and used it. Knowledge is power; women and
men who possessed it in those far-flung days were shamans.

How did shamans capture or discover this power? Through
ecstasy-alternate states of consciousness in which they communed
with the forces of the universe. Earlyshamans first attained this state
through the use of such "tools" as fasts, thirsts, self-inflictionof pain,
ingestion of hallucinogenic substances, concentration and so on.
Once mastered, these techniques allowed them to gain awareness of
other, non-physical worlds.

Through such "awareness shifts," all magical knowledge was
obtained. Conference with spirits and deities, plants and animals
opened up new vistas of learning. Among their own people, the
shamans often shared some of this knowledge but reserved the rest
for personal use. Shamanic lore wasn't for public consumption.

Later, shamans advanced in the use of tools to facilitate these
awareness shifts, marking the advent of magical ritual. Shamans
around the world still use tools such as drums, rattles, reflective

3
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objects, music, chants and dance. Indeed, the most effective shamanic
rites are those which utilize both natural and artificial tools-a sighing
wind, roaring ocean, flickering firelight, a steady drum beat, the hiss of
a rattle. These combined with darkness and chants eventually over-
whelm the senses, forcing a shifting from awareness of the physical
world to the vaster realm of energies. Such are shamanic rites which
exist to this day. '

From these primitive beginnings arose all magic and religion,
including Wicca. Despite current controversy as to the "antiquity" of
Wicca, it is spiritually descended from such rites. Though refined and
changed for our world, Wicca still touches our souls and causes
ecstasy-awareness shifts-uniting us with Deity. Many of the tech-
niques of Wicca are shamanic in origin.

Therefore, Wicca can be described as a shamanic religion. As
with shamanism, only a select few feel compelled to enter its circle
of light.

Today, Wicca has dropp.ed. the ordeals of pain and the use of

,hallp~!n9ge1.1sinfc}Y.2r~ '~~~Jj~~~ rW

OOl~~~~~~~;ate ofr~:~::;~~s~es:s~::~~~:
attained by the most brutal shaII\~nicgrdeC}ls... '..

I deliberately used the term,r;a.1~~~~" . .. ,

Such changed consciousness states aren't unnatur , a ation from
the "normal" waking consciousness. Wicca teaches that nature in-
cludes a broad spectrum of mental and spiritual states of which most
of us are ignorant..Effective Wiccan ritUal enables us to slip into such
states, allowing communication and communion with the Goddess
and God. .. '.'.'

Unlike sOII\e religions,Wicca doesn't view Deity as~'~tant..il'tCf1~~~~
..
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~.;;.JA study of shamanism reveals much of the heart of magical and
religious experience in general, and Wicca in parpcular (see Bibli-
ography for recommended books). With ritual as a means to enter
ritual consciousness, the shaman or Wicca constantly expands his or
her knowledge, and knowledge ispower. Wicca helps its practitioners
to understand the universe and our place within it.

At present, Wicca is a religion with many variations. Because it is
such a personally-structured system, I can only state generalities
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about its creed and form here, filtered through my experience and
knowledge, to create a picture of the nature of Wicca.

Wicca,in common with many other religions, recognizes Deity
as dual. It reveres both the Goddess and the God. They are equal,
warm and loving,not distant or resident in "heaven" but omnipresent
throughout the universe.

Wiccaalso teachesthat the physicalworld is one ofmany realities.
Thephysical isnot the absolute highest expression,nor isthe spiritual
"purer" than the base. The only difference between the physical and
the spiritual is that the former is denser.

As in Eastern religions,Wiccaalso embracesthe doctrine ofrein-
carnation, that much-misunderstood subject. Unlike some Eastern
philosophies, however, Wiccadoesn't teach that upon physical death
our souls willreincarnate in anything other than ahuman body.Also,
few ofthe Wiccabelieve we began our existenceas rocks, trees, snails
or birds before we evolved to the point where we could incarnate as
human beings. Though these creatures and substances do possess a
type of soul, it's not the sort we humans have.

Reincarnation is accepted as factby many millionsin the Eastand
West.It answers many questions: what happens after death? Why do
we seem to remember things we've never done in this life?Why are
we sometimes strangely attracted to places or people who we've
never before seen?

Surely reincarnation can't answer all these questions, but it is
there for those who wish to study it. This isn't something that should
be believed.Through contemplation,meditationand self-analysismany
come to the point where they accept reincarnation as fact.For more
information on this subject see Chapter Ten: The Spiral of Rebirth.

The Wiccanideal ofmoralityis simple: do what you want, as long
as you harm none. Thisrule contains another unwritten condition: do
nothing that will harm yourself. Thus, if you as a Wiccaabuse your
body, deny it the necessities oflifeor otherwise harm yourself,you're
in violationofthis principle. -

This is more than survival. It also ensures that you'll be in good
condition to take on the tasks of preserving and bettering our world,
for concern and love for our planet play major.roles in Wicca.

Wicca is a religion that utilizes magic. This is one of its most
appealing and unique features. Religiousmagic?This isn't as strange
as it might seem. Catholic priests use "magic"to transform a piece of
bread into the body of a long-deceased "savior." Prayer-a common

,
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form only, you needn't be chained to them. Change rites as the mood
strikes you. As long as the rite attunes you with the Deities, all is
fine.

Don't shut outthe physicalworld in favorofthe spiritualor magi-
cal realms, for only through nature can we experience these realities.
We are here on the Earth for a reason. Do, however, use ritual tQ
expand your awareness so that you are truly at one with all creation.-

The way is open. Theancient Goddess and God awaitwithin and
around you. .

May They biess you with wisdom and power.

:d
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The Deities

All religions are structures built upon reverence ofDeity.Wiccais no
exception.TheWiccaacknowledgea supreme divinepower, unknow-
able, ultimate, from which the entire universe sprang.

The concept of this power, far beyond our comprehension, has
nearly been lost in Wiccabecause of our difficulty in relating to it.
However, Wiccans link with this force through their deities. In ac-
cordance with the principles of nature, the supreme Eower was per-
sonified into two basic beings: ife(,toddesr~_ibe QPCf

Every deity that has recei;ed'WorShip upon this planet exists
with the archetypal God and Goddess. The complex pantheons of
deitieswhicharoseinmanypartsoftheworldaresimplyaspectsofthe
two. Every Goddess is resident within the concept of the Goddess;
everyGod in the God. ~

Wiccareveres these twin deities because of its links with nature.
Since most (but certainly not all) nature is divided into gender, the
deities embodying it are similarly conceived.

Inthe past,whenthe GoddessandGodwereasrealastheMoonand
Sun, rites of worship and adorationwere unstructured-spontaneous,
joyous union with the divine. Later,rituals followedthe course ofthe
Sun through its astronomical year (and thusly the seasons) as well as
the monthly waxing and waning of the Moon.

Todaysimilar rites are observed by the Wicca,and their regular
performance creates a truly magicalcloseness with these deities and

9
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the powers behind them.
Fortunately, we needn't wait for ritual occasions to be reminded

of the Gods' presence. The sight of a perfect blossom in a field of bare
earth can instill feelings rivaling those of the most powerful formal
rite. Living in nature makes every moment a ritual. The Wiccans are
comfortable in communicating with animals, plants and trees. They
feel energies within stones and s~~'5IldS:C1psefos§U§~!Q<~p~~,QfJheir

primeval beginnings.~E~~1<;Wti~~~~~1."'~
.
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~~0I's a .,t\e...Gedaric\G~s1
BecauS\ethe Wicca see Deity inherent in nature, many of us are

involved in.lecology-saving the Earth from utter destruction by our

own ~ands. The C;odd~ssand God still exist,as t~~veal;vays existed,
andeaj!)J\1o~e.~~rre_PJi$ci<!)J!ts...I!~t.

In Wiccan thought, the Deities didn't exist before our spiritual
ancestor's acknowledgement of them. However, the energiesbehind
them did; they created us. Early worshippers recognized these forces
as the Goddess and God, personifying them in an attempt to under-
stand them.

The Old Ones didn't die when the ancient Paganireligions fell to
upstart Christianity in Europe. Most of the rites vanished, but they
weren't the only effective ones. Wicca is alive and well and the Deities
respond to our calls and invocations.

When envisioning the Goddess and God, many of the Wicca see
Them as well-known deities from ancient religions. Diana, Pan, Isis,
Hermes, Hina, Tammuz, Hecate, Ishtar, Cerridwen, Thoth, Tara,Aradia,
Artemis, Pele, Apollo, Kanaloa, Bridget, Helios, Bran, Lugh, Hera,
Cybele, Inanna, Maui, Ea, Athena, Lono, Marduk-the list is virtually
endless. Many of these deities, with their corresponding histories,
rites and mythic information, furnish the concept of deity for Wiccans.

Some feel comfortable associating such names and forms with
the Goddess and Gop, feeling that they .can:t,B9~sibly revere name-
less divine beings. ~t1iM§1til\)!&~~@~6fhames~&s~~s,~~~~;=O15"'",,~£A~_~~~
~g~~m.au(!)l1l$"

As stated earlier, the Wicca as outlined in this book is "new,"
although built upon established rituals and myths, firmly rooted
within the earliest religious feelings which nature aroused within our
species. In these rituals I've used the words "the God",and "the God-

dess" rath~r than specific names such as Diana and Pap. Anyone with
a special affinity with particular deities should feel free to adapt the
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,rituals in Section Ill: TheStandingStonesBookof Shadowsto include
them.

H you haven't studied non-Western polytheistic religions or
developed a rapport with divinities other than those with which you
were raised, start by accepting this premise (ifonly for the moment):
deity is twin, consisting of the Goddess and the God.

They have been given so many names they have been calledthe
Nameless Ones. In appearance they look exactlyas we wish them to,
for they're allthe Deitiesthat everwere. TheGoddess and God are all.:.-
powerful because they are the creators of allmanifestand unmanifest
existence.Wecan contactand communicate with them because a part
of us is in them and they are within us.

The Goddess and God are equal; neither is higher or more
deserving ofrespect.Though some Wiccansfocustheir rituals toward
the Goddess and seem to forget the God ent!rely,this is a reaction to
centuriesofstiflingpatriarchalreligion,and the lossofacknowledgement
ofthe feminineaspect ofDivinity.Religionbased entirely on feminine
energy, however, is as unbalanced and unnatural as one totallymas-
culine in focus.The ideal is a perfect balance ofthe two.trhe.GoddeS'S
:aiid~cb.r.g.~:J;;compleiir@.tmy~

t:lJj!£r;;iide~s

The Goddess. is the 1iiiive;al~otha She is the'~c~~U~J
..!ilitx,engkss wiS4QiilaDalovjng~§. As the Wiccaknow Her,
She is often o.!thre~pect!~~ae~e Nffi1:~~"!:;th~Cr~,

~symJ,rotize1iin;!~ax!!l& fiilland wa11!!1goftfe'-~()(!D.She is at once
..theunplougfied field,the full harvest and.the dOnnant, frost:SQYered

Earth.~he giv~i!!~ to ab~ndanceJfut~ lif~is J;Jeitgm.4Sh~l~ng§;it
...fW'[tb.ffi~p,ro.IUi.sepfdeatJf1,11}j.§is ~t.dat,b.es!:NU1d..obli¥ion}.but~restl

flonLthe~o.Lp.h¥.sica1-exisfencelIt_is human existence between
incarnations. . a

..'"1iii~~.th~~opde~ss;i~,~aii;!e: aJlJ1a~;' $£~-is,biin th~Temptresr
an<t.theaetonei~the"tornado.~the~fresJ.t..spriRg..rain;athe..cradle..aDa

~!;R'!..v;.
But th~h .5heis -e.Qsse..ssed.,g!both natures, the Wicca revere

Her as the1gi~r of'f~!Yf.f;ve and~una.ancJ' though they ac-
knowledge Her dar1<erside as well. We see Her in the Moon, the
soundless, ever-moving sea, and in the green growth of the first
spring. She-is the embodiment of fertility and love.
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The Goddess has been known as the Queen of Heaven, Mother

of the Gods that Made the Gods, ~ DivU;1.eSQUr~F'the Universal
Matrix, the Great Mother, and by countless otller titles.

Many symbols are used in Wicca to honor Her, such as the
cauldron, cup, labrys, five-petalled flowers, the mirror, necklace,
seashell, pearl, silver, emerald. . . to name a few.

As She has dominion over the Earth,seaand Moon,Her creatures
are varied and numerous. A few include the rabbit, the bear1..theowl,
the cat, dog, bat, goose, cow, dolphin, lion, horse, wren, scorpion,
spider and bee. All are sacred to the Goddess.

The Goddess has been depicted as a huntress running with Her
hounds; a celestial deity striding across the sky with stardust falling
from Her heels; the eternal Mother heavy with child; the weaver of
our lives and deaths; a Crone walkingby waning moonlight seeking
out the weak and forlorn, and as many other beings. But no matter
how we envision Her, She is omnipresent, changeless, eternal.

Cf1ii:.ao1b

The God has been revered for eons. He is neither the stem, all-
powerful deity of Christianityand Judaism,nor is He s~B!Y.the con-

sort of the GOd~:-- .
o~r(4.Q

.

>lf~,i.11~e..@~uile9&1 .
We 'see%e'~od in e 5«f.i1brilliantly shining overhead during

the aay, nsmg-ahd settirtg ui"1tte endless cycle which governs oUr
lives. Without the Sun we could not exist; therefore it has been
revered as the source of all life, the warmth that bursts the dormant
seeds into life and hastens the greening of the Earth after the cold
snows of winter.

~e'-'~cl:is;als~~nder-.!a'ftft~wiltt:'"~As the Homed God.. .

He is sometimes seen wearing horns on His head, symbolizing His
connection with these beasts. In earlier times,hunting was one ofthe
activitiesthought to be ruled by the God, while the domestication of
animals was seen to be Goddess-oriented.

The God's domains include forests untouched by human hands,
burning deserts and towering mountains. Thestars, sincethey are but
distant suns, are sometimes thought to be under His domain.

The yearly cycle of greening, maturation and harvest has long
been associated with the Sun, hence the solar festivals of Europe
(further discussed in Chapter Eight: The Days of Power) which are
still observed in Wicca.
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The God is the fully ripened harvest, intoxicatingwine pressed
from grapes, golden grain waving in a lone field, shimmering apples
hanging from verdant boughs on October afternoons.

With the Goddess He also celebrates and rules sex. The Wicca
don't avoid sexor speak ofit in hushed words. It's a part ofnature and
is accepted as such. Since it brings pleasure, shifts our awareness' -

away from the everyday world and perpetuates our species, it is
thought to be sacred. The God lustily imbues us with the urge that
ensures our species' biological future.

Symbols often used to depict or to worship the God include the
sword, horns, spear, candle, gold, brass, diamond, the sickle, arrow,
magical wand, trident, knife and others. Creatures sacred to Him
include the bull, dog, snake, fish, stag, dragon, wolf, boar, eagle,
falcon, shark, lizard and many others.

- . -----
Of old, the G~~tht!'5ky ~~thp C'!;oddess,the..Earth

iMOthd. The God of the sKY:ofia1fland lightning, descended upon
and united with the Goddess, spreading seed upon the land, celebrat-
ing Her fertility.

Todaythe deities ofWiccaare still firmlyassociatedwith fertility,
but every aspect ofhuman existence can be linked with the Goddess
and God. They can be calledupon to help us sort through the vicissi-
tudes of our existences and bring joy into our often spiritually-
bereft lives.

This doesn't mean that when problemS occur we should leave
them in the hands of the Goddess. This is a stalling maneuver, an
~~Qidanceof dealing with the bumps on the road of life.However, as
Wiccanswe can mIrOIf'thTGooaess ana'GO'Cl'W'"Clearour'tnin:ds"CUld

~o.helpJ#slz..gl,iAm:~dJeslMagicis anexcefIent means ofaccornplishing
this. After attuning with the Goddess and God, Wiccans ask Their
assistance during the magical rite that usually follows.

Beyond this, the Goddess and God can help us change our lives.
Because the Deities arethe creative forces of the universe (not just
symbols), we can callupon Them to empower our rites and to bless
our magic. Again, this is in direct oRP-9sitionto most religions. The

~-'n.th_~e~On~117~a4W~
~~_ses--W'1r<>-F'eNo~se..teats_- iQrJIile...masses~~~Ihake&\~~sansfy.iftgwa¥O~.d1r.ecf.Jinks..Witft
~~~W&~i'a:ti~e~ded1~rieSl§:.Qi@~sS'"q~.o.t ~
'S!!.~aR'S'::.W£:lU-e.the's1filrirarr~

-""
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To develop a rapport with the Goddess and God, a necessity for
those who desire to practice Wicca,you might wish to follow these
simp'lerituals.' -" ~ - -- -, ' JII
, ,~t~~'1~tan<:iO~,-sitfadn~th~oon~~sible~~!;~Fg-

,~E1~t'~O't\you've ev~~~-gl~~~mt~gjDky
1blac!<n~ss,dire<tt!I aboxe~d.befoz-EL~~ " -'

~,eeltqe.§~11D1f1i8!tTs'ieamit1gotttO:yo'tffSl<in.Sensent~..- " "', , "", ,," ...

~ifi,' " ","miXing~wit}rlyour"owrhenergies, ,~Q~glirig~U~~g

~pJi1terlts. --
See the Goddess in any form that you will.Call to Her, chanting

old names ifyou wish: Diana,Lucina,Selena (pronouncing them as :
Dee-AH-nab, Loo-CHEE-nab,Say-lEE-nab). Open your heart and
mind to the aspect of Goddess-energy manifested in the Moon's
light.
. , Repeat this daily for one week, preferably at the same time

each night ,

". ~curren~Y'wi~7this-exercise~altuJe.wi~"tb~.~~..JtP~llJiS::

";""m-the mo~o"1fra:m.:~w Iate"'1p:~taii(l~DeIore~~- through a window if necessary; outside if possible)~ifak1D its-
-e-n~r~~:TliiD!~o.Rtt.be:t;.!>1iVisualizeHim as you wish.Iffiiightbe
as :miglitfWiirrior rippling with muscles, a spear upraised in one
hand, the other cradlinga child or a bunch of dew-dripping grapes.

Youmay want to chant God names, such as Kemunnos, Osiris,
Apollo (Care-NOON-nos, Oh-SIGH-rus, Ah-PALL-Iow)as with the
Goddess. '" ~

H you don't wish to visualize th~ God (for~~ab1Sh-can

~~~se1i1n1tati0~,~Iya~tb1tlre"en~rgjesp()~ga0~0~
~..Swl Even if clouds Jj]f'"'ffiest<y;tl\eGOd's'energieS'WinStillreach
you. Feel them with all your magical imagination. (See Chapter 11:
Exercises and MagicalTechniques.)

Letno thoughts but those of the God disturb your revery. Reach
out with your feelings; open your awareness to higher things. Call
upon the God in any words. Express your desire to attune with
Him.

Practicethese exercisesdailyfor one week.Hyou wish to explore
the concepts ofthe Goddess and God, read books on mythology from
any'country in the world. Read the myths but look for their underly-
ing themes. The more you read, the more information you'll have at
your fingertips; eventually it will merge into a non-structured but

L~' ..!.- --
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extremely complex knowledge bank concerning the deities. In other
words, youll begin to know them.

H after seven days you feel the need (or the desire), continue
these exercisesuntil you feelcomfortableWiththe Goddess and God.
They've been in us and around us allthe time;we need only open our-
selves to this awareness. This is one of the secrets of Wiccad

- --QWet~ . .. .. "~~...n'n.J.uJ.[,

~ ~.. ... ~...--In y.our 9.~est to know the Gods, . : e)~~..w~ bepeaijJ;:tre~s.
~~~~.f,1!w~r,~and;FlaBt§.,~iSit'W}lt~t».e~~d~LtJ1~~n~rj
'gj,es-,f!the~&dj~ss an.d~0d,dBe~~oj;lgfuth~fjisho~f'~.Sa:.e-

r~p~se Ofeiief8Y_ffoiiUif'oldoak's~J!fet\[a!,:~~S1iR.';:.\;Y:annei
~iOii: F8miliarizingyourself witJ:l'theexistence of the D~ comes
more easily through actual contact with such power sources.

Next, when you've achieved this state, you may wish to set up 'l
temporary or permanent shrine or altar to the Goddess and God. ThiS
needn't be .Il1ore.than a~ta~e;-two-can~~ense~.humer
!!mJ~te:;rJbewkt~g§f6iflP~s.,1fiU~graia~im;i;:wure
W~

Goddess
Candle

Flowers God
Candle

Censer

Offering
Plate

/'

Layout of the Shrine

»
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Place the two candles in their holders to the rear of the shrine.

The candle on the left represents the Goddess; that on the right the
God. Colors are often used to distinguish between the two; a red can-
dle for the God and a green one to honor the Goddess. This ties in
with the nature-associations of Wicca, for green and red are ancient
magical colors linked with life and death. Other colors can be used-
yenow or gold to honor the God, and white or silver for the Goddess."

Before and between these candles place the incense burner, and .

in front of this the plate or offering bowl. A vase of seasonal flowers
can also be added, as can any personal power objects such as crystals,

. fossils and dried herbs.

Tobegin a simple ritual to the Gods at your shrine, stand before it
with an offering of some kind in your hand. Light the candles and
incense, place the offering in the bowl or plate, and say such words
as these:

Lady of the Moon, of the restless sea and verdant Earth,
Lord of the Sun and of the wild creatures,
Accept this offering I place here in Your honor.
Grant me the wisdom to see Your presence in all nature,

0 GreatOnes!

Afterward, sit or stand for a few minutes in contemplation of the
deities and of your growing relationship with them. Feel them inside
and around you. Then quench the flames (use your fingers, a candle
snuffer, or a knife blade. Blowing them out is an affront to the ele-
ment* of Fire). Allow the incense to bum itself out, and continue on
with your day or night.

If you wish, go before the shrine once a day at a prescribed time.
This may be upon rising, just before sleep, or after lunch. Light the
candles, attune and commune with the Goddess and God. This isn't
necessary, but the steady rhythm set up by this cycle is beneficial and
win improve your relationship with the deities.

Return the offerings left on the shrine to the Earth at the end of
each day, or when you bring more to leave.

If you cannot erect a permanent shrine, set it up each time you
feel the need to use it, then store the articles away. Make the placing of
the objects on the shrine a part of the ritual.

» See Glossary.
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This simple rite belies itspowers. The Goddess and God are real,
viable entities, possessing the force that created the universe. Attun-
ing with them changes us forever. It also sparks new hope for our
planet and for our continued existence upon it.

If this rite is too formalized for you, change it or write your own.
This is the basic thrust oHhis book:do it your way,not myway simply
because I've set it down on paper. I can never fitmyfeet into someone
else's footprints on the sand.There's no one true right and onlywayin.
Wicca; that thinking belongs to monotheistic religions which have
largely become political and business institutions.

Discovering the deities of Wicca is a never-ending experience.
They constantlyreveal themselves.As the shamans say,"Beattentive."
All nature is singing to us of Her secrets. The Goddess cQnstantly
draws aside Her veil; the God lights us up with inspiration and
illumination. We simply don't notice.

Don't worry what others might think if they knew you were
attuning with a 20,000year-old Goddess. Their feelingsand thoughts
concerning your religion are of no consequence. If you feel the need
to shelter your experiences from others do so, not out of fear or
embarrassment, but because we're truly all on separate paths. Every-
one isn't suited to Wicca.

~..,.are..som~ho.sav.amt-:we~~yol1!:else~hb"~ra
fon~w:tne~I~,qr~-Rr~~~-=ol~J~DP~g~'
~lg,IoXlr,:oE:cours~;:>afaI1js,too.tri~Jor..that;'aceoL~'Y>

tt!r~~..exp.errs.
~p:le"'Can't*be~ev-e~hm~gi~OrieIr..olVR"cwbe

e~~;:wml1mg..anclJi;((e'l<to"'itS""'a1lhmIi!.:s9->-it~e'wprf?hiE.tl!.e
~d~O'tltl~they'..My;we're'de.~ ~go~a~1:r~w{)rsliip-

em~e emlrO1furrenr,!hIll~~~ .' .~eeans~'~to~~"~de . ~e~ _ps:':~eatest-oWall
G1J!11m'l~tieS"t~~~ne:s.reij.gion'1§1lice;om}r~;to:I;)eity.
fS~lir~e1jef£1fav"e;.~u~ed~cu1able,bl@od~aiia$e..rls.e_Qtthe'
~ys..c°!l~.t..9tfiQW...wars. ".c ., ...' ' . .

~aslS,o~"'~c2.~onsee~f)e.tne:eoncepr.af.l:R!is-
~ro>..:!~l~psitive-be~~1J;iiS;aeUY.dsjne,.sum"of~-go(i)d,
worshi Rpers';'belleve:!lmt:mere.muSCb~--~ q. umv.:negafLv..e.one'r is- -- - - J'we

.
~.JJ~

.

.Q;
.

-C1flo'l'l'l
..

-
..,-- .,.b!.'~

:r~Wicc~aon~taccept.suqo:~arWe-q~~48£!he'diii.kasp.e~s
"o11ltg~ddess'and1~a7iS.we.!.7lY:t1R:lir.igRf.-All'RatureiScomt>o~f ~
lOPpoSit;S;andthis-polarity"is =atso..resiQen~tmn..ours1!lv.es':' Th"e~ '
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w.af,KeSt':;numan-traI~§..w""'en~Jm..b:tightest.ar.gdo£ke1i:Yli1}im..our
.un6oQ.sciousness~rlt-'is-onlt:.our"'ab~Q;TiSQh.o~estiUcJive
~ges,t~~"1:suc1L.eu.~~~!-i!ltQ1I?9Pltive...thought§.and;aetiOl)s,
tJ.1if$eparafes"'11S""fi:om~s.:Y!.\ll'der.m-~"!Ba:sQdQpaths.

Yes,the God and Goddess have 'dark aspects, but this needn't
scareus off.Lookat some ofthe manifestations ofTheirpowers.~

\'!:!i1vaging1!~l'd"t-o.mes-ric~soil.,jn..w¥ch.-ne.W.:plantL"'tluive<;r>ecitli
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~s~~!.2-OP~ .(ti6.Qjf"'..wd=~ew~ ,JI' eAJ en~e,
deRerr~g-.onw()~'s~~wgC5in~.Additionally, e~of'ever,y~<-s.ome
g9oct.~"ev~n~~.

I~y..cU(~Qns cu:g:rm~~~~tte'::fo:t1:ii~ac-
ti~.&-mel1&ean~fie:veE.be,,-one t.e1igion,_p.LQR~ror'"~Qr:ffiakwiU
satish"'crJ1"five"bil1ib'ir'htrmrr~Each"of'yi~fifid~eal:WaiU".to.~J"":"--. - - -- r
1itMn~.~th-~ity.::F.Or:SOIIr~:it'S"'Wkt1t

WiCcansemphasize the bright aspects of the deities because this
givesus purpose to grow and evolveto the highest realm of existence.
When death, destruction, hurt, pain and anger appear in our lives (as
they must), we canturn to the Goddess and God and knowthatthis is
apart ofthem too.Weneedn't blame adevilon these natural aspects of
life and call upon a pure-white god to fend them off.

In truly understanding the Goddess and God, one comes to un-
derstand life,for the two are inextricably entwined. Liveyour earthly
life fully,but try to see the spiritual aspects of your activitiesas well.
Remember-the physical and spiritual are but reflections of each
other. .

When I give classes,one question seems to come up frequently:
"What is the meaning of life?"

It may be asked with a laugh, but this is the one question that, if
answered, satisfies any others we may have. It is the problem every
religion and philosophical'system has struggled to solve.

Anyone can find the answer through the simple technique ofliv-
ing and observing life. Though two people won't find the same an-
swers, they can find them together.

The Goddess and God are of nature, both the delightful and the
dark. We don't worship nature as such; some Wiccans :erobably
.wouldn't even say thatthey worship the GO,ddess and G<?d.W~.(;fORr1i
(;o'W doWI[!o Ute :p.eities;~.we :..work..-With-THem .tlf'2iem~ a Bett4iJ

\o-w0rla. r . .. . . c ,
tiu§l1S~What..iiiikeS:WimiXfftrly..F1iffiapatotyAretl'gIonj
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It's common knowledge even among the masses that Witchespractice
magic.Theymayhavemisguidedideasconcerningthe typeofmagic
performed, but the Witchis firmlylinked in popular thought with the
magical arts.

Wiccais,as wehave seen,a religion that embracesmagicasone of
its basic concepts. This isn't unusual. In fact, it's often difficultto dis-
cern where religion ends and magic begins in any faith.

Still,magicplays a special role in Wicc'a.It allows us to improve
our lives and return energy to our ravaged planet. Wiccans also
develop special relationships with the Goddess and God through
magic.This doesn't mean that every spell is a prayer, nor are invoca-
tions differently worded spells. Through working with the powers
which the God and the Goddess embody, we grow close to them.
Callingupon their names and visualizingtheir presence during spells
and rites creates a bond between Deity and human. Thus, in Wicca,
magic is a religious practice.

I've defined magica number of times in my books. Surprisingly,
this is a difficult task. My latest, most refined definition is:----- ..: -- ..- -- -.;.-- - -- ~-

\..Mg~e".is,the-projection_QfWl~tu1:aLenergies_to..produce..needell
effects.

There ~tl tbLee main Jources of this energy--.p~onM~!'V9"
~power_and diMID~R.2.~r.

19
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A Wiccan may dip a quartz crystal in salt water to cleanse it and
then press it against an ailing person's body to send its healing energies
within. Or, herbs may be sprinkled around a candle which is burned
to produce a specific magical effect. Oils are rubbed onto the body to
effect internal changes.

Both personal power and Earth power are manifestations of
divine power. This is the energy that exists within the Goddess and
God-the life force, the source of universal power which created
everything in existence.

Wiccans invoke the Goddess and God to bless their magic with
power. During ritual they may direct personal power to the deities,
asking that a specific need be met. This is truly religious magic.

And so, magic is a process in which Wiccans work in harmony
with the universal power source which we envision as the Goddess
and God, as well as with personal and Earth energies1 to improve our
lives and to lend energy to the Eirth. Magic is a method \\Thereby
individuals under none but self-determined predestination take con-
trol of their lives.

Conp:~ to popular belief,_'c'l~~'u~ematJtl~ True, it is an
~~ practice steeped in millenia of secrecy, slander and
misinformation, but it is a natural practice utilizing genuine powers
that haven't yet been discovered or labeled by science.

This doesn't invalidate magic. Even scientists don't claim to know
everything abput our universe. Hthey did, the field of scientific inves-
tigation wouldn't exist. The powers the Wiccans use will eventually be
documented and S,,9lose their my~tery. Such has already partially
occurred to hypnotism and psychology" and may soon happen to
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extra-sensory perception. Magnetism, indeed, was a firmly established
aspect of magic until it was "discovered" by science. But even today,
magnets are used in spells and charms, and such forces as these call up
strange old feelings.

Play with two magnets. See the invisible forces resisting and
attracting in seemingly supernatural ways. .

Magic is similar. Though it appears to be completely nonsensical,',
with no basis in fact, it operates along its own rules and logic. Simply
because it isn't fully understood doesn't mean that it doesn't exist.
Magic is effective in causing manifestations of needed change.

This isn't self-deception. Correctly performed magic works, and
no amount of explaining away alters this fact.

Here's a description of a typical candle ritual. I'll use myself as an
example. Say I need to pay a hundred-dollar phone bill but don't have
the money. My magical goal: the means to pay the bill.

I decide to use a ritual to help focus my concentration and
visualization. (See Chapter Eleven: Exercises and Magical Tech-
niques for visualization information.) Checking my magical supplies,
I discover that I have green candles, patchouly oil, a good selection of
money-drawing herbs, parchment paper and green ink.

At my altar, I light the"candles representing the Goddess and the
God while silently invokin'g their presence. Next, I ignite a charcoal
block and sprinkle cinnamon and sage onto the block as a magical
prosperity incense.

I draw a picture of the phone bill on the paper, clearly marking
the amount in numerals. While drawing, I visualize that the paper is
no longer justa piece of paper; it is the bill itself.

Then I sketch a square around the bill, symbolizing my control
over it, and mark aClarge"x" through it, effectively cancelling out its
existence (as will occur when it is paid).

I now start to visualize the bill being paid in full. I might write this
over the picture, making it appear to have been stamped with these
words. I visualize myself looking in my checkbook, seeing that the
balance will cover the check, and then writing the check itself.

Next, I rub a green candle with patchouly oil, from each end to
the middle, while saying something like the following:

I call upon the powers of the Mother Goddessand the Father God; I
call upon the forces of the Earth, Air, Fire and Water; I call upon the,
Sun, Moon and. Stars to bring me the funds to pay this bill.
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Still visualizing, 1place the candle in the holder directly over the
picture of the bill. 1sprinkle herbs around the candle's base, stating
(and visualizing) that each is lending its energy toward my goal:

Sage, herb of Jupiter, send your powers to my spell.

Cinnamon, herb of the Sun, send your powers to my spelL

Once this is done, stillvisualizing mybillaspaid in full,1light~he
candle and, as its flame shines, release the energy I've built up intQ
the picture.

1let the candle burn for ten, fifteenminutes or longer, depending
on my abilityto retain the visualization.1see the candle absorbing the
energy I've put into the picture. 1 see the herbs streaming their
energies into the candle flame, and the combined energies of the
herbs, candle, patchouly oil and picture-coupled with my personal
power-pouring from the flame and out to bring my magical goal
toward manifestation.

When 1can do no more, 1remove the picture, light it in the can-
dle, hold it as it burns for a few seconds, and then throw it into the
small cauldron that sits beside my altar.

Finished, 1allow the candle to burn itself out, knowing that the
ritual will take effect.

Withina day or two,perhaps a week,111either receiveunexpected
(or delayed) money, or will satisfy other financial obligations in a
manner which frees me to pay the bill.

How does it work? From the time 1decide to do an act of magic,
I'm doing it. Thinking about it sets personal power into motion.
Throughout the whole process-gathering supplies, drawing the bill,
lighting the candle, visualizing-I'm rousing and iIJfusingpersonal
power with my magical need. During the rite itself, 1 release this
power into the candle.When 1finallyburn the picture, the last ofthese
energies are released and free, set to work to arrange for me to pay
the bill.

I may not be able to tell you exactlyhowmagicworks, only that it
does work.Fortunately,we don't have to know this; allwe must know
is how to make it work.

I'm no expert in electricity,but I can plug my toaster into a wall
socket and bum my whole wheat bread. Similarly,in magicwe "plug
into" energies that stretch, criss-cross and zip around and through us.
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There are many ways to practice magic. Wiccans generally choose
simple, natural forms, though some enjoy heavy ceremony, borrow-
ing from the classical grimoires such as the Key of Solomon (see Bibli-
ography). Usually, however, it involves herbs, crystals and rocks; the
use of symbols and color; magical gestures, music, voice, dance and
trance; astral projection, meditation, concentration and visualization.

There are literally thousands of magical systems, even among
Wiccans themselves. For instance, numerous magical ways exist t9
use crystals, or herbs, or symbols, and by combining them more sys--
tems are created

Many, many books have been published outlining magical sys-
tems, and some of these are listed in the Bibliography. In my books
I've discussed the powers of the elements, crystals and herbs. In this
work, the subject of rune magic is explored as an example of a self-
contained magical system with hints at combining it with others.

Such systems aren't necessary to the successful practice of magic.
Performing magical rituals simply by manipulating tools such as
herbs and crystals will be ineffective, for the true power of magic lies
within ourselves-the gift of Deity.

So no matter the magical system, personal power must be infused
with the need and then released. In Wiccan magic, personal power is
recognized as our direct link with the Goddess and God. Magic,
therefore, is a religious act in which the Wiccans unite with their
deities to better themselves and their world.

This is important-magic is a positive practice. Wiccansdon't per- .
form destructive,manipulativeorexploitivemagic.Because they recognize
that the power at work in magic is, ultimately, derived from the God-
dess and God, negative workings are absolutely taboo. "Evil" magic is
an insult to themselves, to the human race, to the Earth, the Goddess
and God, and the universe itself. The repercussions can be imagined.

The energies of magic are those of life itself.
Anyone can practice magic-within a religious context or not. H

certain words or gestures pop into your mind while performing a
spell, and they seem right, by all means use them. H you can't find a
ritual to your liking or that fits your needs, create one. You needn't
write fancy poetry or choreography for thirty singing incense bearers
and thirteen singing priestesses.

H nothing else, l!ght a candle, settle down before it, and concen-
!ra!~ on your magical ~ed. Trust }lOurseJr.

~-;£youa:aIy d8e1re to know the nature of magic, practice it! Many
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are afraid of magic.They've been taught (by non-practitioners) that
it's dangerous. Don't be scared. Crossing the street is dangerous too.
But if you do it properly, you're fine.

Ofcourse, the onlywayyoul1findthis out is to cross that street. If
your magic is infused with love youl1 be in no danger whatsoever.

Callupon the Goddess and God to protect you and teach you the
secrets of magic.Ask stones and plants to reveal their powers-and
listen. Read as much as you can, discarding negative or disturbing
information.

Learnby doing, and the Goddess and God willbless you with all
that you truly need.

-- ~---.- -- -- ..~-...
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Tools

In common with most religions, certain objects are used in Wiccafor
ritual purposes. These tools invoke the Deities, banish negativity,
direct energy through our touch and intention.

Some of the tools of the Witch (the broom, cauldron, and magic
wand) have gained firm places in contemporary folklore and myth.
Through the popularization of folk tales and the work of the Disney
studios,millionsknow that cauldrons are used tobrew up potions and
that wands transform the drab into the beautiful.Mostfolks,however,
don't know the powerful magic behind such tools and their inner
symbolism within Wicca.

Topractice Wicca,you may want to collectat least some ofthese
tools. Search through antique and junk shops, swap meets and flea
markets for these treasures. Or,write to occultsuppliers (addresses in
Appendix I).Though difficultto find, your ritual tools are well worth
any efforts expended to obtain them.

These tools aren't necessary to the practice of Wicca.However,
they enrich rituals and symbolize complex energies. The tools have
no power save for that which we lend to them.

Some say that we should use magical tools until we no longer
need them. Perhaps it's better to use them as long as you feelcomfort-
able in doing so.

25
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~jJm~
Witches use brooms in magic and ritual. It is a tool sacred to both

the Goddess and God. This is nothing new; pre-Colombian Mexico
saw the worship of a type of Witch deity, Tlazelteotl, who was pic."
tured riding naked on a broom. The Chinese worship a broom god-
dess who is invoked to bring clear weather in times of rain.

Then too, probably because of its phallic shape, the broom became
a powerful tool against curses and practitioners of evil magic. Laid
across the threshold, the broom halted all spells sent to the house or
those resident within. A broom under the pillow brought pleasant
dreams and guarded the sleeper.

European Witches became identified with the broom because
both were infused with magic in religious and popular thought.
Witches were accused of flying on broomsticks, and this was con-
sidered proof of their alliance with "dark powers." Such an act, if it
could be performed, would indeed be supernatural and, therefore, of
the Devil in their eyes, in contrast to the simple healing and love spells
that Witches actually performed. Of course the tale was invented by
Witch persecutors."

Today the broom is still used in Wicca. A Wicca may begin a ritual
by sweeping the area (indoors or out) lightly with the magic broom.
After this, the altar is set up, the tools carried out, and the ritual is
ready to begin. (See Chapter Thirteen, Ritual Design).

This sweeping is more than a physical cleansing. In fact, the
broom's bristles needn't touch the ground. While brushing, the Wic-
can visualizes the broom sweeping out the astral buildup that occurs
where humans live. This purifies the area to allow smoother ritual
workings.

Since it is a purifier, the broom is linked with the e1ement of
Water. Thus it as also used in all types of water spells including those
of love and psychic workings.

Many Witches collect brooms, and indeed their endless variety
and the exotic materials used in their manufacture make this an

interesting hobby.
If you wish to make your ma .c broom,.JL°ul!!!.ght~ the old

magicalformula of5ii.~s~biieh'.wigs;ana'a'willowbirlding;.'a!&J
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rash~ .pre~c..tiv,gth£-bir€n...pu.~:m and the.wi11~s3I~t~
th,g.Godde.sss.

Of course, a branch from any tree or bush can be used in place of
the broom (Whil~ cuftlngit, tI1"aTII<fhe"'tree-for irs.sacriRce, "sing such
words as will b-; found h; ili.;" AIlHerb.uGrffnoire" sect1.onof The
StandingStonesBookof Shadows,Section I). A tiny broom of pine
needles can also be used." .

In earlyAmerican slaveweddings, as well as Gypsy nuptials, the
couple often ritually jumped a broomstick to solemnize their union.
Such marriages are quite common until recent times, and even today
Wiccan and pagan handfastings often include a broom leap.

There are many old spells involving brooms. In general, the
broom is a purificatory and protective instrument, used to ritually
cleanse the area for magic or to guard a home by laying it across the

thres)tol4, U{\~erthe bed, in~dow~ills or on ?oors. J.- -.- ~-_]he broom \ls~or magJ.clas Wlth all magIcal tools, should.,be
.res£~ed for.t!rlspunpose.onl}i(If you decide to buy a broom, try to
find a round one; the flatShaker-type brooms just don't seem to have
the same effect." -.- d

:'Wand

The wand is one of the prime magical tools. It has been utilized
for thousands of years in magical and religious rites. It is an instru-
ment of invocation. The Goddess and God may be called to watch the
ritual with words and an uplifted wand. It is also sometimes used to
direct energy, to draw magical symbols or a circle on the ground, to
point toward danger while perfectly balanced on the Witch's palm or
arm, or even to stir brew in a cauldron. The wand represents'the ele-
ment of Air to some Wiccans, and is sacred to the Gods.

There are traditional woods used for the wand, including".iVjno~J,
"ilgel', oakp;Ppie;p~_a:m7~etsb~iY.,!11A,.SQ.Q:01Some Wiccans cut it
the length from the crook of the elbow to the tip of the forefinger, but
this isn't necessary. Any fairly straight piece of wood can be used;
even dowels purchased from hardware stores work well, and I've
seen beautifully carved and painted wands made from these.

New Age consciousness (and merchandising) has brought the
wand into renewed prominence. Delightful, beautiful creations fash-

.More broom lore can be found in Chapter 13 of The Magical Household (Uewellyn, 1987).

.4
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ioned ofsilverand quartz crystalsare now availablein awide range of
sizes and prices. These certainly could be used within Wiccanritual,
though wooden wands have a longer history.

Don't worry about finding the ideal wand at first; one will come
to you. I used a length of licorice root as a wand for a while and had
good results with it

Any stickyou use will be infused with energy and power. Find
one that feels comfortable, and itll do just fine.

fl:ensei

!.he £~n~er Js at! iPseIJSe.p!1!Jle1.It <:m.PLCl...£.()~ple'f,Ji1ringing
l..!De~,.tb.os.,e...ps"ed~..~.Gatholi~-ehl1rc1ti "OI~'i.ir.Q.~I?
."seaspen. "The cen!r . The censer (~ultl~hesmol~ring-inGens~--aUring~~fY1
rites.

If you cannot find a suitable censer, make one. Any bowl or cup
half-filledwith sand or saltwillserve well.Thesalt or sand absorbs the
heat from the charcoal or incense and prevents the bowl from crack-
ing. Incense sticks can also be pushed into the salt, or cones placed
upon its surface.

Incense use in ritual and magicis an art in and of itself.When no
specificincense is called for in rituals and spells, use your own intui-
tion and creativity in determining which blend to use.

Stick,cone or block incense can be used, but most Wiccansfavor
the raw or granulated incense, the type which must be burned on self-
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igniting charcoal briquettes, available from occult suppliers. Either
is fine.

In ceremonial magic, "spirits" are sometimes commanded to
appear in visibleform in the smoke rising from the censer.While this
isn'tpartofWicca, the Goddess and God can sometimesbe seen in the
curling, twisting smoke. Sittingwhile breathing slowlyand watching_-.
the smoke can be an entrancing act, and you might slip into an alter-
nate state of consciousness.

Wiccanritual/when performed indoors, isn't complete without
incense. Outdoors a fire often substitutes, or stick-type incense is
stuck into the ground. Thus, the censer is an important tool for indoor
rites.Tosome ofthe Wicca,the censerrepresents the element ofAir.It
is often placed before the images of the Deities on the altar, if any.

"~1l

The cauldron is the Witch's tool par excellence.It is an ancient
vessel of cooking and brew making, steeped in magicaltradition and
mystery. The cauldron is the container in which magical transfor-
mations occur; the sacred grail, the holy spring, the sea of Primeval
creation.

The Wicca see the cauldron as a ~~o.fffie Goddess! the
manifested essence offemininityand fertility.It isaISOsy;bolic ~fthe
element of Water, reincarnation, immortality and inspiration. Celtic
legends concerning Kerridwen's cauldron have had a strong impact
on contemporary Wicca.

p
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The cauldron is often a focal point of ritual. During spring rites it
is sometimes filled with fresh water and flowers; during winter a fire
may be kindled within the cauldron to represent the returning heat
and light of the Sun (the God) from the cauldron (the Goddess). This
links in with agricultural myths wherein the God is born in winter,
reaches maturity in summer, and dies after the last harvest (see Chap-
ter Eight, The Days of Power).

;lCleall~~a1<ifig; the cauldron shgyld.be.""of:iron;a:"esting..enJlu:e..ej "legs';=Witlf'i ~~itjn:g~mmr~ihaiLits:\vi(;{ei1pAl£ Cauldrons can be
."difficu1t to find, even -smairones, but a thorough search usually pro-

duces some type of cauldron. A few mail-order houses stock cauldrons,
but not regula.!!Y.-You~Y ~h ~og?ery the~ouI'c,l?§. .'

:CaiilafO1J§j.comein~e.s.raI1gip..g.{J,:om.afe.w.inches~W!iete~ ...
t<:2.O"~eftrnee .ree.fAcws~.I have collected a few, including an o~
one reserved for ritual pmposes.

The cauldron can be an instrument ofscrying (gazing)byfillingit
with water and staring into its inky depths. It can also serve as a con-
tainer in which to brew up those infamous Wiccabrews, but bear in
mind that a large fire and plenty of patience are required to make
liquids boil in larger cauldrons. MostWiccansuse stoves and cooking
pots today.

If you have difficultyfinding a cauldron, persevere and one will
eventually materialize. It certainly can't hurt to ask the Goddess and
God to send one your way.

~ik ..!

The magicknife (firatn<iineUtasan ancient historyJItisn?tis.eit.

for~cuttjng-p~ose~ mWicca, b}l!tgffit:~ctJfi'e:.ene!gyraised during.Ete~ an,,2§P~!s.It is seldom used to invoke or callupOh~tneDeitiesfor
it is an instrument of commanding and power manipulation. We'd
rather invoke the Goddess and God. . --

J~lIDifel§ o~~~tiU;~suallY_d:ouW;eQged~n a15htckot:dCJ1"k
Imi'dle~lack absorbs p~~.fVhen the knife is used in ritual (see The
Standiiig'StoneS'Booro{Shadows) to direct energy, some of this power is
absorbed into the handle-only a tiny amount-which can be called
upon later. Then again sometimes energy raised within Wiccanritual
is channeled into the knife for later use. The stories of swords with
magical powers and names are quite common in mythic literature,
and swords are nothing more than large knives.
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-- SOlTleWi~~ e~gr~.£~tile~es ~tliID8giCals~ums;USJ]~11Y'
taken from The,j(eJI_Q!;Solomo,n,Jfutthis isn't necessary. As with most
-magicalto~l~h= knife£E1c~es~erfu~ ~ ~~r. t~~ an-:t_usage.
H~~er,.Jf you 1!9~ir..e,.s~craq::Mo~ ~ym'pplSor..[Y..nesQ11t9_Hs
bl~uj~orl1andl~f

A sword issometimes used in Wicca,as it has allthe properties of
the knife, but can be difficult for indoor rituals due to its size.

Becauseof the symbolism ofthe knife,which is a tool that causes
change, it is commonly linked with the element of Fire. Its phallic
nature links it with the God.

'fWrireH~lldli'4.~iijfe- I

The':Y~te-handledknife(sometimescalledat6i!i~ is simplya
.graCticarworkingknifea\.,.QE{'ose.iU.o~ep..!!1'~ritl1a1i~C~gi~~~
; ~susEi!d!o c;ut~\Y.ands..Q!,s~re~.herb~,~inscribe sYJ:!J.p~Q1~~oqtQ.c:'Pmes'or
Qn..wood,.c.laY:'-'cor.::!'~and..m cuttmg.cordsJor_use-m.magtc.

It is usually whit~handled~o distinguish it from the magic knife.
Some Wiccan traditions dictate that the white-handled knife be

us;roruy-Wimm'"th;ii1a.8i~cit.cl.el This would, of course, limit its-.- -=--,- -
usefulriess.It seemsto me thatusing itsolelyfor ritualpurposes (suchas
harvestingflowersfrom the garden to place on the altar during ritual)
confirms the tool's sacralness and so allows its use out of "sacred
space."

..
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Crystal Sphere
0 ~ - -- .

. -Q~tt7..cgstals.a!¥~xtm1nely..popul~toda¥,butthe.q~s-

rmsp-here is.an.andent"magIcal:to(}~:issex<iuisl$,elr~e'5l?ensiv~selijp$"'.
,..fQ:r~twen~oij.~_ttJ:th:ousands'e~c:tE)II~~ d:~en~!!!l~Z!~""Oe. Most
crysrarballs on the market today are glass, leaded glass, or even plas-'

tic. Genuine quartz crystal spheres can be determined by their high

prices and inclusions or irregularities. .l.tI

-
-'F!t~'cgrstW.hasl~ng b~en us~~in,cpntemBlativetUVinatj~~..,..The

~eJ razes itifo the ball~Wlijl(be-}?sY:GlUcJagutiesJ6roSJ'~iri;land
Jma~~{see((iiit!t:e~Ef>r":pr.2J~ctedby-itmto.the.depths o£.the'crys-
"'~eveal-the ftecess~JnH)rmation.

In Wiccan ritual, the crystal is sometimes placed on the altar to
represent the Goddess. Its shape (spheroid) is Goddess-symbolic,as
are allcirclesand rounds, and its icycold temperature (another wayto
determine genuine rock crystal) is symbolic of the depths of the sea,
the Goddess' domain.

Then too the crystal may be used to receive messages from the
Gods, 2LtQ...s!Q!!!.energy r!is~ in ritual. SqmeWiccaIlSscry in the
~~~~all-J!p--i!naAes of!ft~.Qo~ss ~.Qtp~~v~It is a magical
object touched with the divine,and if you find one, guard it carefully.

~di~~~xpos11l~to moonligbt~orriibQ~.!!t~sYj!aT~tI1..fres!ha.
>n.J,ugwqrt;""Wimncrea§eits aJ:)ilitytQ~l?arK""oufp'Sy~l5We~It'in*
'13~'~b.e~f.fter1'(i)£:F~,,~O()A~~t!!cY{-,., - - - ...-- - .~ -- -

-- -
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~,.
The cup is simply a cauldron on a stem. It symbolizes the God-

dess and fertility, and is related to the element of Water. Though it can
be used to hbld '\-\Tater(which is often present on the altar), it may also
contain~Jvepag~ ;"jJac~.,;~'~; .,t~:, ,"

The cup can be made ofnearly any substance: si1veri~gold, "."

earthenware, soapstone, alabaster, crystal and other materials.

;,-

Pentacle

,-

The pentacle is usually a flat piece of brass, gold, 'si1ver,~<if@'-
wax or clay, inscribed with certain symbols. The most common, and
indeed the only necessary one, is the pentagram, the five-pointed star
which has been used in.magic for millenia.

The pentacle was "borrowed" from ceremonial magic. In this
ancient art it was often an instrument of protection, or a tool used to
evoke spirits. In Wicca, the pentacle represents the element of Earth
and is a convenient tool upon which to place amulets, charms or other
objects to be ritually consecrated. It is sometimes used to summon the
Gods and Goddesses.

, Pentaclesare also, ,

~_t~~~
~ai1i!s",1>'anli,J.i""'~"'- ".-', ~"~, ,,:'~- -

~
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""SomeBooks of Shadows are passed from one Wiccan to another,
usually upon initiation, but the vast majority of Books today are com-
posed by each individual Wiccan.

Don't believe the stories in most other Wiccan books that one

single Book of Shadows has been handed down from antiquity, for
each sect of Wicca seems to claim that their own is the original, and
they're all different.

Although until recently a Book of Shadows was usually hand-
written, today typed or even photocopied versions are quite com-
mon. Some Wiccans are even computerizing their books-to create,
as friends of mine call it, the "Floppy Disc of Shadows."

To make your own Book of Shadows, begin with any blank
book-these are available in most art stores and bookshops. If you
cannot find a bound blank book, any lined exercise book will do~Sim-
ply write in this book any rituals, spells, invocations and magical infor-
mation that you have either composed or found elsewhere and would
like to preserve.

Remember-all Books of Shadows (including the one in Section
m) are suggestions as to ritual, not "holy writ." Never feel tied down
to these words. In fact, many Witches use three-ring binders, shuffling
around pages, adding or subtracting information from their Book of

Shado~.at will" --"- :.-"'.",..,'~"-~~" ,~-
Clmr~

,.,'~," ' ,,'.. eE)~4.~e~tE)'~~¥;:
,

'om $..~atBt~s'
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~~~~.~~to=':g1ance.~the~;r;.:.
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The bell is a ritual instrument of incredible antiquity. Ringing a
bell unleashes vibrations which have powerful effects according to its
volume, tone and material of construction.

The bell is aJeminine symbol and so is oft~n useqilt;~
";G~t1'e§~1,I1.!!ifci1l It is als~gJ0;war"~f,£'iWIfs~
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Music, Dance and Gesture

Wicca understands that what we perceive to be the difference be-
tween the physical and the non-physical is due to our limitations as
materially-based beings. Some of the tools used in the practice of
religion are indeed non-physical.Three ofthe most effectiveofthese
are music, dance and gesture.'"

These techniques are used to raise power, alter consciousness
and to unite with the Goddess and God-to achieve ecstasy. These
tools are often part and parcel ofritual, and indeed the most effective,
powerful rites can be those exclusivelyutilizing such tools. (Aritual
comprised entirely of gestures can be found in Section ill: TheStand-
ingStonesBookofShadows.) . .

Music and dance were among the earliest magicaland religious
acts. Our ancestors probably utilized the magic of hand signals and
bodily postures before speech was fully developed. The simple ges-
ture of pointing still has powerful emotional effects,from a witness
singling out the defendant as the person involved in the crime, to a
hopeful at an audition being selected among a sea of her or his
peers.

The first music was probably rhythmic. Humans soon dis-
covered that pleasing rhythms and sounds could be produced by
slapping various parts of the body, especially the thighs and chest.

.Music is, technica!ly speaking, comprised of sound waves which are physically measurable. However, we
can't hold music in our hands-merely the instruments which produce it.

37
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Clapping creates a distinctive,clean sound which is stillused by some
Wiccans to release personal power during magical ritual.'"

Rhythmic instruments such as log drums were later used to pro-
duce fuller sounds. Some rocksring when struck,and so another type
of instrument was born. Reeds,bones and some shellsproduce whis-
tling sounds when correctly blown. Shamanic systems still in exis-
tence use these tools.

Less intellectual rituals can be more effectiveprecisely because
they bypass the conscious mind and speak to the deep consciousness,
the psychic awareness. Music and dance emotionally involve us in
Wiccan rites.

The thought of dancing, singing or making music embarrasses
some ofus. This is a natural outgrowth of our increas~g!y-!~ressive
society, In Wicca,however, dance and music occurbefore.tb.e~D.Jjti9

flOtifYouaren't petforming foracrowd, s~Q!1~~ abQ!!t~~~sing
anote or tripping overyourfeet.~~~.£a.m,~4l1qg!'\e~er.neea
kiiowwliat'You "dO"'before-tlre-G~ irryoui°'-rifes.

~ ' 'Eveinfie mbstunmuslcci11yhlcli11edCahl~gtwo'rockS,rt~geth]r,
~hak~'t~rift1e7clal'""hands~orw~Iii:£if~I~ffO-tHis...<Iay;~ome 01the
ihOS~bliShea andeffective Wiccancovens utilize a simple circular
run around the altar to raise power. So much for fancy ritual chore-
ography.

Here's some traditional lore concerning dance, music and ges-
ture. If you find it appealing, feel free to incorporate it into your Wic-
can rituals. But one suggestion: if you find your rites stuffy and
unsatisfying, if they don't create a link with the deities, the problem
maybe a lackofemotional content. Musicand dance canproduce true
involvement in the ritual and so open your awareness ofthe Goddess
and God. During magic they may produce freer access to energy.

Music

I\Ius~~is srmtDia..!i~eifion of-tl'fe~s91!rtds~f_na~re.-t!iit~
~throu~~'tree~e-roa?'or-tlie oceTn1l.urltnifi"tSelf,against J'ag

~
g"i,.Jcliffs,OJ-l -- ' .- Q.. - , - - ~.",..,

'Pa:tterinsrciin"7tIi.e~cklipg of a,ligh1iUii:g-proatiCia fire,.!he gy..:.oi
birds'-atrd-'roars of animals "are some of tfie"instfuments'~thatco'n-

s1itqte~"'FWtls~ofna\Ulje. - .. -- -----...
-:Affinart beings liave long integrated music into religious and

. See Doreen Valiente's Wil£hcraft For Tomorrow (New York: St. Martin's Press, 1978), page 182.
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Music, Dance and Gesture / 39

magical rituals'for its powerful effects.Shamans use a steady drum
beat to induce trance, and a drum can be used to control the pace of
magicaldance. Then too, music has long been celebrated for calming
ferocious animals-and humans as well.'"

- . . Music can ~e a part ofWiccan workings tbday.,YQumrS!t":S~QlY-
fui"d"app'i>piicife ,~Tces-, .!;ele~d ~fr~m-c1as~kal,-eLhEi~iJ6lt b?~f!E..V
t~or~ sou

.

rees,~and,'la~*ese aufi6T.ritU"et1ls.
.

!Nll1
.

. ; si~aJJ,y'"iiI.'tIm--ed. -- -- - '-'- - -~ 7 '
Wiccan.§can crea~musi~J>~efDre,_dunng.,prjfj;er .th~ritUal.

My most satisfying and vivid rituals often involve music. I re-
member one day I hid a small tape-recorder behind a tree in the
LagunaMountains. Strangely, the music didn't intrude on the setting
of wildflowers, towering pines and ancient oaks,but heightened my
solitary ritual.

If you have proficiency with an instrument, work it into your
rituals. A flute, violin, recorder, guitar, folk harp and other small
instruments can easilybe introduced into ritual, as can drums, rattles,
bells, or even glasses of water and a knife with which to strike them.
Other less portable instruments canbe recorded and played backdur-
ing ritual.

Such musicalinterludes canbe used directlypriorto the rite to set
the mood; during,as an offering to the Goddess and God or to rouse
energy; and afterwardin pure celebrationand joy.SomeWiccanscom-
pose a song which is in actualitya rite, encompassing everything from
the creation ofsacred space and invoking the Deitiesto thanking them
for their presence. Musicmagicis truly what you decide to make it

Four distinct types of instruments have specific powers. The

~, ra!!!~ xylop~o~e ~d ii{~e~~sSi()n!!£S~e~1s-;tsave for the
SlStrum)qte mIed of'flie ~ement oFEa,rtlCThus,such instruments can

be used tOlinvel<e'fer\Th1J7inc~as~§~&i ajo~~ang sooif. They
can also be hsed~t-()ihvpJ<e ~~ Go~ge~ in ri§.1S1-J..JirJO".up"
-ene?M-fOsen!ro ~,E...~. . _. . -. -~---
- The'flse,.tecorder-aii.d.a1L»1n(f'fuSffU$entSareunder..the.don'ii;:
!U0il gf!!,:Jhe intellectual ele~nt,_and...so...£..anbe used to~~e~~e
mental p@wersorvisuaH7.'anO9.ilbilities,todi§&OJ~pml':i'ent~sdQ'm
O'f1<nowl~dge, to i:fuprov~p'~cfiic-facurties and-"'fo call uEon ~

-"'G~-'~
.

.
.

11"""

..

-- ...,- --. . - ---a- - -
_9~d

-lire~mn~(fiIi"s"tru.mer:it!'_.~.w:b~tb£lxr~Jh§.mIfull-sizeor
folk)',-gw..m,~@,-ii;!<eIEde= anS!.sg2]. Such instruments can be--
.A fine (if fictional) account of music magic can be found In Chapter XI of Gerald Gardner's novel High
MRgic'sAid (New York: Weiser, 1975).
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used in spells or ritesqrtVet_, . Wg~~jX1:1ality:iHealtkan~b@iill~strength,.. .. -
passIOnand Willpower,Change;~vow.!lo.n,~U1'a.ge:,and~~~ -
!ion.of.hattnft!l htbjJS. - --

- Theyare alsoexcellenttools to use before ritual to purify the area
in question, and also the celebrant. Playa particular song, sing with-
the instrument, or just strum around the area in a c!9s..~se circle
until the place is humming with your vibrations.St¥iRgs.ccm,iJ§.~j1e.
~used to-invOKe"tIt@'God.

-""""~R,~onant m~t~t§u~1:ias"th:ecyxpba},s~tru:~.ellan.dig9!lg..are
sytt!h9JicoUhe,eiement~M'Watet.-Smcewate;encompasseshealing,
1~rti1i~tg[n1!§IYp,..p..§Y.chic~wers3."sl?wtu.alln.-v.e,:b~~coJ!ll'JS-
si~~!1!Rl!iness~m-d:t;j.tht!1\"similar..tfn'ergies;t>..d1s,:geBg6;0~Gflnbals
~1!a~il;U.uch.sB.~~ andri~s. Thesistrum ofIsisreminds us
that resonant metal"invokesthe Goddess....- ""-"- ---

Musicalspells (asopposed to purely verbal spells) canbe simple
and effective.Need money? Sit quietly dressed in green and slowly
thump adrum, visualizingyourselfbursting with cashwhileinvoking
the Goddess in Her aspect of provider-of-abundance.

~:r~ressecr,~findahell:.witlr.:a:~.asanttto~d.J!itual1y
stAKe-er.,flflg..i~eeling-Jh:~DU1td'S"vibratimi'S7dP-an!;ing;.y;£lu~~e
<kl2re-ssi(')Ff.JI1l1U.i'ftHig...y.aar;sp~t-Weap a, sm:ai1l'bel~

When you're afraid, play a six-string or listen to pre-recorded
guitar music while visualizing yourself as confident and courageous.
Invoke the God in his Homed, aggressive, protective aspect.

Singing, a combination of speech and music, can be ieadily
integrated into Wiccanrituals. Some Wiccansset chants and invoca-
tions to music or sing as they feel compelled to during ritual.

ManyWiccansnever pursue the subject of musicmagicand sim-
ply play recorded tunes as backgrounds to their rituals. This is fine,
but self-created music (however simple) integrated into your rituals
can be more effective,as long as you like the piece.

Today a number of pre-recorded Wiccan and Pagan cassette
tapes are available.Whilewidelyvarying in quality,it'sworthwhile to
pickup afewtapes bymail (seeAppendix I:OccultSuppliers formail-
order information). .Some songs can be used in ritual, but most are
best played while preparing for ritual,or afterwardswhen relaxing.

Appropriate music incorporated into ritual can greatly enhance
the Wiccanexperience.
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Dance is certainlyan ancient ritual practice.It's alsoa magicalact,
for physical movement releases energy from the body, the same
energy used in magic. This "secret" was discovered early, and so
dance was incorporated into magicand ritual to raise energy, to alter
consciousness or simply to honor the Goddess and God with ritual
performances.

Group dan~~~Ls~ch as the sP!r~ d~ce, ar~ often perfornw~ in
coven wor~.

~a:~w.si ,
'J""" ,"~""', ,.,'f:

--- 'Inmagic,many WiccansperfO'nilaS 0 > spellOFnfilciImanipula-
tion of some kind (inscribing.runes, tying knots, tracing pictures in
sand or powdered herbs, chanting deitynames) and then perform the
real magic;J.:~sip.gand~b"np~1il1gJP~giCa!energy. They often mo~
in an increasin faster clockwisecirclearound the al either alone

with a coven, w . e qmd1ps fI~UJjng ogthe alt~rr..swelling....
tb-eincense. overwhe1min&UJeml:lp1vPI:I~ili ~b~ntiJJ..g~d iI}te~~e
\li88alizaUOtkWhen the practitioner has reached the point of no
return, the exact moment when the body can ,raise and channel no
more energy, the power is released toward the magical goal. To do
this, some Wiccacollapse to the ground, signaling the end of what is
rather peculiarly called "The Dance."

--- _. "'tair~

.~
Gestures are silent counterparts to words. Gestures can enhance

Wiccan rituals when performed in conjunction with invocations or
dance, or can be used alone for their real power. Pointing (as men-
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tioned above), the use ofthe firStand middle fingers splayed to create
a "V," and the vulgar presentation of an upraised middle finger
demonstrate the variety of messages that can be conveyed through
gesture, as well as the range of our emotional responses to them.

Myintroduction to Wiccahappened to include some ofthese old
gestures. In 1971I sawsome photographs" of magicalprotective ges-
tures such as the manofiga (a hand clenched into a fist,the thumb jut-
ting out between the first and middle fingers) and the manocomuta,,f
"v" formed by the first and little fingers and held upside down. Both
have long been used to avert the evileye and negativity,and the latter
is used in Wicca,with points up, to represent the God in his Homed
aspect.

A few days later, in my first year in high school, I flashed these
two gestures to a girl I'd just met. There was no logical reason to do
this; it just felt righl She looked at me, smiled and asked me if I was a
.Witch.lsaid.no, but I'd.lik&-tebe. She-began training me.

, The magicalsignificaRceof gesturesJscomplex, and stems from
. the powers ofthe hand. The hand can heal or kill/caress or stab.It is'8
-channel through-which energies are'senHromthe body or-received
from others. Our hands setup our magical altars, gra§p wands'inll
athames, and pinch out candle flames at the conclusion of magical
rites.

Hands, as the means by which most of us earn our livings, are
symbolic of the physical world. But in their five digits lie the pen-
tagram, the supreme protective magical symbol; the sum of the four
elements coupled with akasha,the spiritual power of the universe.

The lines on our hands can,to the traiIi.ed,be used to link into the
deep consciousnesses and reveal things to the conscious minds that
we would otherwise have difficulty knowing. The palmist doesn't
read these lines as streets on a roadmap; they are a key to our souls, a
fleshly mandala revealing our innermost depths.

Hands were used as the firstcounting devices.Theywere seen to
have both male and female qualities and symbolism, and images of
hands were used around the world as amulets.

Gestures in Wiccan ritual can easily become second nature.
When invoking the Goddess and God, the hands can be held uplifted
with the fingers spread to receive their power. The Goddess can be
individually invoked with the left hand, the thumb and first finger

.Included in Douglas Hill and Pat William's The supematuTtll (New York: Hawthom Books, 1965), page 200.

"-



Invoking the Goddess
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held up and curled into a half-circle,while the rest of the fingers are
tucked againstthe palm. Thisrepresents the crescentMoon.The God
is invoked with the firstand middle fingers of the right hand raised,or
with the first and fourth fingers up/ the thumb holding down the
others against the palm/ to represent horns.

The elements can be invoked with individual gestures when'
approaching the four directions: a flat hand held parallel with the
ground to invoke Earthat the North; an upraised hand, fingersspread
wide apart, to invoke Air at the East;an upraised fist for the South to
invite Fire, and a cupped hand to the West to invoke Water.

Two gestures, together with postures, have long been used to
invoke the Goddess and God, and are named after them. The God-
dess position is assumed by placing the feet about two feet apart on
the ground, holdingthe hands out palms awayfrom you/ elbowsbent
slightly.Thisposition canbe used to callthe Goddess orto attune with
her energies.

The God position consists of the feet together on the floor,body
held rigidlyupright/arms crossedon the chest (rightover left,usually)/
hands held in fists.Toolssuch as the wand and magicknife (athame)
are sometimes held in the fists, echoing the practice of pharaohs of
ancient Egyptwho held acrookand flailin a similarposition whiletry-
ing disputes.

In coven work, the High Priestess and High Priest often assume
these positionswhen invokingthe Goddess and God.In soloworkings
they can be used to identify with the aspects of the Goddess and God
within us/ and also during separate invocatory rites.

Gestures are also used in magic.Each of the fingers relates to a
specificplanet as well as an ancient deity. Since pointing is a magical
act and is a part of many spells, the finger can be chosen by its
symbolism.

The thumb relates to Venusand to the planet Earth.Jupiter (both
the planet and the god) rules the forefinger.Themiddle fingeris ruled
by the god and planet Saturn, the fourth finger the Sun and Apollo,
and the little finger by the planet Mercury as well as the god after
wl:tichit is named.

Many spellsinvolvepointing with the Jupiter and Saturn fingers,
. usuallyatanobjecttobechargedorimbuedwithmagicalenergy.The
power is visualized as traveling straight out through the fingers and
into the object.

Other ritual gestures used inWiccan rites include the "cutting" of
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pentagrams at the four quarters by drawing them in the air with the
magic knife, wand or index finger. This is done to alternately banish or
invoke elemental powers. It is, of course, performed with visuali-
zation.

The hand can be seen as a cauldron, since it can cup and contain
water; an athame, since it is used to direct magical energy, and a wand
since it can also invoke.

Gestures are magical tools as potent as any other, ones we can
always take with us, to be used when needed.
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Ritual and Preparation for Ritual

-

I have defined ritual as: "A specific form of movement, manipulation
of objects or series of inner processes designed to produce desired
effects" (see Glossary). In Wicca, rituals are ceremonies which cele-
brate and strengthen our relationships with the Goddess, the God
and the Earth.

These rituals need not be pre-planned, rehearsed or traditional,
nor must they slavishly adhere to one particular pattern or. form.
Indeed, Wiccans I've spoken with on the subject agree that spon-
taneously created rituals can be the most powerful and effective.

A Wiccan rite may consist of a lone celebrant lighting a fire,
chanting sacred names, and watching the moonrise. Or it may involve
ten or more people, some of whom assume various roles in mythic
plays, or speak long passages in honor of the Gods. The lite may be
ancient or newly-written. Its outer form isn't important as long as it is
successful in achieving an awareness of the deities within the Wiccan.

Wiccan ritual usually occurs on the nights of the Full Moon and
the eight Days of Power, the old agricultural and seasonal festivals of
Europe. Rituals are usually spiritual in nature but may also include
magical workings.

In SectioqIII you11find a complete book of rituals, TheStanding
StonesBookof Shadows.The best way to learn Wicca is to practice it;
thus through the course of time, by performing rituals such as those ill
this book or the ones you write yourself, youl1 gain an understanding
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of the true nature of Wicca.
Manypeople saytheywantto practiceWicca,but sitbackand tell

themselves that they can't observe the FullMoon with ritual because
they don't have a teacher, aren't initiated, or don't know what to do.,
These are merely excuses. H you're interested in practi,cingWicca, .

simply do so.
Tothe lone Wiccan,the creation ofnew rituals can be an exciting

practice.YoumightSpendnightswithreferenceworks,piecingtogether
bits of ritual and invocation, or simply allow the spirit ofthe moment
and the wisdomofthe Deitiesto fillyouwithinspiration.No matterhow
they're created, all rituals should be done out of joy, not obligation.

H you wish, time your rites with the seasons, Pagan feast days,
and phases of the Moon. (Formore on the subject, see Chapter Eight:
The Days of Power.) Hyou feel particularly attracted to other sacred
calendars, feel free to adapt them. There have been highly successful
adaptations of Wicca utilizing ancient Egyptian, American Indian,
Hawaiian, Babylonian and other religio-magical systems. Though
most ofWiccahas,until recently,been primarilyEuropean and British-
based, this needn't limit us. We're free to do what we will as solitary
Wiccans.So long as the ritualsare fulfillingand effective,why worry?

Instructions on designing your own rituals are included in Chap-
ter Thirteen, but some words regarding preparation for ritual are
appropriate here.

,'dO

Firstoft makesure you won't be interrupted during your religious
(or magical)rite. Hyou're athome, tell your familythat youll be busy
and aren't to be disturbed. Halone, take the phone offthe hook, lock
the doors and pull the blinds, if you wish. It's best if you can ensure
that you will be alone and undisturbed for some time.

[A:fliUal~t~~epmmonly follows.For some tin},~I almost couldn't
bring myselfto do a rite without having a quick dip first.This is partly
psychological:ifyou feel clean and refreshed from the day's worries,
youll feel comfortable contacting the Goddess and"God.

Ritualpurification is acommon feature among many religions.In
Wicca,we see water as apurifying substance that strips offthe disturb-
ing vibrations of everyday tensions and allowsus to stand before the
Deities with purity of body as well as purity of thought.

On a deeper level, immersion in water links us with our most
primal memories. Bathingin a tub ofcool,salted water is akin to walk-
ing into the waves of the ever-welcoming ocean, the domain of the
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~

Goddess. Itprepares us spiritually and physically (haveyou ever felt
different in the tub?) for the coming experience.

till!~~CJ;t~,,~£h~!1!'~~~9J1l~§~~ritu~,it§e!f~Cau9l~d in

~~Q~~~a1<>d'[t~e~..f!~gr~ orJleJ;Q~sacQ~tsCcan.-"tnldii,ed tQt ewater.~y avoritepurificaQ.Q~~sacnet consistsof .

"'efi~p~rts-oirosim~fe]1n~Thi~~~ii;fnymeTiirssop;;er;"
~v1iiitf!'niIn.~fit~a !QUc~£&Qun1fymeiUm~roOt~(TIiirformUlrma..' ~.ft""~-",~"'---~""-~, . ..J_,
.tl-e1iv~affomTlieKeydfSolomon.)I' -E!t/, :.~~~~o
tra " " . ' inside, d ~",itintQ,tbe tJ11>,.

Outdoor rituals near the ~4roinePand streams can begin
with a quick swim. Of course, bathing isn't possible prior to spon-
taneous rituals. Even the"necessityof ritual bathing is questioned by
some. If you feel comfortable bathing, do so. If you don't feel it's
necessary,it isn't. ,"','

f~~~Ii&~~1ttiJ~'~@~s~1f<;IGi~ong many Wiccans
today {particularlythose1'itl1uence(l'15:ftIiewritingsand idealsof Ger-

ald Gardner, o!..<?n~of'!p!~tudents-see Bibliography)mYiim:It'i~f~l~:.:l;Jldc' .. ,
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m~~ism:Uali,.eV&...~e:.The Church did much to
instill'Sl1ameful feelings regarding the undraped human figure. These
distorted, unnatural emotions survive today.

Many ,reasons are given for this insistence on ritual nudity.'"
Some Wiccans state that the clothed body can't emit personal power
as effectively as can a naked body, but then go on to say that when
necessary, clothed rituals performed indoors are as effective as nude

outdgor rite. ~" ~.' ,""" "'",~ ~..~-::=- .. J
C 'CC'," ,', ,," ,~~!~(;:f.~~.~e.~ic .
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" ,,' .'~' ;ebhmg",is~R~)mne~t@l.,m.~trcm.s£~ e
~~r~1
C A more convincingexplanation ofWiccanritual nudity is thatitis
used for itssymbolicvalue:mental, spiritual as well asphysicalnudity
before the Goddess and God symbolize the Wiccan's honesty and
openness. Ritualnudity was practiced in many ancient religionS"and
can be found today in scattered areas ofthe world, so this isn't reallya
new idea, except to some Westerners.

"

"

. One of these which usually isn't stated is the most obvious: people like to look at naked bodies. Some
unscrupulous persons form covens with the sole purpose of practicing social nudity. Such groups, it is readily
apparent, aren't promoting the aims of Wicca: union with the Goddess and God and reJ{~rence for nature. I
hasten to add that the majority of covens that practice ritual nudity aren't of this tYPe. However, some"are.
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Though many covens insist on ritual nudity, you needn't worry
about that As a solitary practitioner the choice is yours. If you don't
feel comfortablewith ritual nudity, even in private, don't use it.There
are many options.

Specialized dress, such as robes and tabards, are quite popular
among some Wiccans.Variousreasons are given for the use of robes,
one ofwhich is that slipping into garments worn only for magiclends
a mystic atmosphere to such rituals and shifts your awareness to the'
coming proceedings, thereby promoting ritual consciousness.

Colors are also used for their specific vibrations. The listing
below is a good sampling of robe colors. IfI was especiallyinterested
in herb magic or performed rituals designed to halt the proliferation
of nuclear power plants and weapons, I might wear a green robe to
help key my rituals into Earth energies. Specific robes can also be
made and worn by the industrious for certainspellsor cyclesofspells,
according to the below descriptions.

XiiI~~~ an excellent color for those involved with divin-
ation.

t;l!iiiPl@,;"lSfavored for those who work with pure divine
power (magicians) or who wish to deepen their spir-
itual awareness of the Goddess and God.

~ue1;-::-l2Yited:1o1r~aters and those who..~~-~ihfh~
psychit"awarel\~S~6.!'.tQroattuning.WitlUhi.GoddessJ!t

~ei oc~an.i.€'a~pe€t """" - - .. -
-~re.eit..einp.owers.a.-h~1:b..alists.and-magicmecolo~fs?
Browqis worn by those who attune with animals or who
---cast spells for them.
~!e' mnbblizes l>urificatio1}~andpure -spirituality, and

jdso is perf~&fQrmetUtati9naridcleansiIfgli,tu~~lris
~o~t"fOt":Full M@.!n.~ele!5ration'S,of to "itttUi.!;.With
_tli~Godc!~-j

Qange.or.Reclfobes can be worn to Sabbats,forprotective
rites or when attuning with the God in His fiery Solar

~ aspect
_Blackkobes are quite popular. Contrary to popular mis-

conceptions, black doesn't s,ym.l~p~eevil. It is the
~b~!1~of color. Itis ilprgtectivehue"and~Y9!b~Jizes ..

p1~gj!, tnemtiverseand'a lad<(!)tfa,lS~hoo!"~en'" 'P
~ScaI!.~e~.Jlblack-robe,-sne'or he'lS.do~the

-e

-;
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's.~»~ire""0__~n~
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If this is too complicated for you, simply make or buy one robe
and wear it for every ritual.

Robes range from simple bath-type designs to~ and
lined monkish creations, complete with bell sleeves guaranteed to go
up in flames if waved too close to candles. Some Wiccans wear robes
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Hyou don't wish to dress in such a garment, are unable to sew or
simply can't find anyone to make one for you, just wear clean clothing
of natural fibers such as cotton, wool and silk.*So long as you're com-
fortable with what you are (or aren't) wearing, you're doing fine. Why
not experiment to see what "suits" you best?

Selecting and donning ritual jewelry naturally follows dressing.
Many Wiccans have collections of exotic pieces with religious or
magical designs. Then too amulets and talismans (devices made to
ward off or to attract forces) often double as ritual jewelry. Such won-
ders as necklaces of amber and jet, silver or gold bands worn on the
wrists, crowns of silver set with crescent moons, rings of emeralds and
pearls, even ritual garters set with tiny silver buckles are often part of
Wiccan regalia. . .

But you needn't purchase or make such extravagances. Keep it
simple for now. Hyou feel comfortable wearing one or two pieces ()f
jewelry during ritual, fine! Choose designs incorporating ~~,
ankhs,~~inti1am}s (pentagrams), and so on. Many mail-order
suppliers carry occult jewelry. If you wish to reserve such pieces for
ritual wear, fine. Many do. '

I'm often asked if I have a good luck charm, a piece ofjewelry,an
amulet or some other power objectwhich Ialwayshave in myposses-
sion. I don't.

This often comes as a surprise, but it is part of my magical

. I realize that this is a heretical statement. Many Wiccans become quite angry when I suggest this. Such a

reaction is the product of traditional Wiccan training. I feel, however, that wearing clean street clothing during
ritual is no more absurd than is donning the ubiquitous, hot and uncomfortable robes that so many Wiccans
seem to love. To each their own.
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philosophy. IfI determined that one piece ofjewelry (aring,pendant,
quartz crystalpoint, etc.)wasmypower object,my linkwith the Gods,
my assurance of good luck, I'd be crushed if it was stolen, lost, mis-
placed or otherwise parted company with me.

I could saythat the power had gone out ofit,that it wasa magical
lemon, taken by higher beings, or that I'm not as aware as I think. But. .

I'd still be devastated
It isn't wise to put our hopes, dreams and energies into physical

objects. This is a limitation, a direct product of the materialism fos-
tered upon us allour lives.It's easyto say,"I can'tdo a thing sinceI lost
my luckymoonstone necklace."It'salso tempting to think, "Nothing's
gone right since my Homed God ring disappeared."

What isn'teasy to see is that allthepowerandluckweneedis within
ourselves.It isn't wrapped up in exterior objects unless we allow it to
be. Ifwe do this,we leave ourselves open to losing that part of our per-
sonal power and good fortune, something I won't willingly do.

Power objects and ritual jewelry can indeed be reminders of the
Goddess and God, and symbols of our own abilities.But I feel they
shouldn't be allowed to become more than that.

Still,I do have a few pieces (a silver pentagram, an image of the
Goddess, an Egyptianankh, aHawaiian fishhook that symbolizesthe
god Maui) that I sometimeswear during ritual.Donning such objects
triggers the mind and produces that state of consciousness which is
necessary for effectiveritual.

I'm not sayingthat power shouldn't be sent into objects: indeed
this is the way magically-chargedtalismans and amulets are made. I
simply prefer not to do so with personal and ritual jewelry.

Certain natural objects,such as quartz crystals,are worn to invite
their energies within ourselves to effectspecificchanges. This type of
"power object"is a fineadjunct to personal energies-but it's danger-
ous to rely on them exclusively.

If wearing specific pieces puts you into a magical mood, or if
wearing an image ofthe Goddess or one ofHer sacred symbolsdraws
you closer to Her, fine.

Your goal,however, should perhaps be the ability to constantly
'tune in onthe hidden world around us and the reality ofthe Goddess
and God, even in the midst of the most grounding, debasing folliesof
the human experience.

So, now you're bathed, clothed, adorned and ready for ritual.
Any other considerations? Yes,a big one-company.
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Do you wish to worship the Old Gods ofWiccaprivately,or with
others? Hyou have interested mends you maywant to invite them to
join you.

If not, no problem. Sulo~tUaUis fine when starting out on the
Wiccan way.The presence of like-minded people is wonderful, but
can be inhibiting as well.

There are certainly rituals at which others can't be present. An
unexpected glimpse of the Full Moon half-shrouded in clouds calls
for a fewmoments ofsilence or attunement, an invocation,or medita-
tion. These are all rituals shared with the Goddess and God alone.
Deities don't stand on ceremony; they're as unpredictable and flow-
ing as Nature Herself.

Hyou wish to gather with mends for your rituals,do so only with
those who are truly in tune with your feelingsconcerningWicca.Snick-
ers and wandering thoughts will do nothing to further your Wiccan
progress.

Also beware the love interest-the boyfriend or girlmend, hus-
band or wife who takes an interest only because you're interested.
They may seem to be genuine, but after a while you may realize
they're not contributing to the rituals.

There are many wonderful aspects to coven workings; I've
experienced them. Most of the best of Wiccacan be found in a good
coven (and the worst in a bad one), but most people can't contact
covens. They may also lack mends who are interested in practicing
with them. This is the reason why I've written this book for solitary
practitioners. If you wish, continue searching for a teacher or coven
with which to train while working with this and other Wiccanguides.
Hyou do meet someone youll be able to approach them with apracti-
cal knowledge of Wiccafrom personal experience, rather than mere
book learning.

In spite ofthe emphasisplaced on initiationsand group workings
in the vast majority of books on Wicca,solitary Wicca shouldn't be
viewed as second best to the real thing. There are farmore individuals
worshipping the Old Ones today than there are coven members, and
a surprising number of these work solo out of choice. Save for a few
group meetings I attend each year, I'm one of them.

Never feel inferior because you're not working under the guid-
ance ofa teacheror an establishedcoven.Don'tworrythat you won't be
recognized as atrue Wiccan.Suchrecognition isimportant onlyin the
eyes of those giving or withholding it, otherwise it is meaningless.
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You only need worry about pleasing yourseHand developing a
rapport with the Goddess and God. Feelfree to write your ownrituals.
Break offthe handcuffs of rigid conformity and the idea of "revealed
books"which must be slavishlyfollowed Wiccais an evolvingreligion.
A love ofnature and the Goddess and God are at its heart, not unend-
ing tradition and ancient rites.

I'm not saying that traditional Wiccais bad. Far from it. Indeed,
I've received initiation into several Wiccantraditions, each with their
own rituals of initiation, Sabbat and Esbat observances (see Chapter
Eight:The Days of Power), names for the Goddess and God, legends
and magicallore. Butafter receiving these "secrets" I've come to real-
ize that they're allthe same, and the greatest secrets ofall are available
to anyone who takes the time to view nature as a manifestation ofthe
Goddess and God

Each tradition (expression) of Wicca,whether passed down or
intuitively performed, is akin to a petal of a flower. No one petal con-
stitutes the whole; all are necessary to the flower's existence. The
solitary path is as much a part of Wiccaas is any other.
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The Magic Circle and the Altar

The circle,magiccircleor sphere is awell-definedthough non-physical
temple. In much of Wicca today, rituals and magical workings take
place within such a construction of personal power.

The magiccircleis ofancient origin.Formsof it were used in old
Babylonianmagic.Ceremonial magiciansofthe Middle Ages and the
Renaissancealsoutilized them, as did various American Indian tribes,
though not, perhaps, for the same reasons;

There are two main types of magic circles.Those used by cere-
monial magiciansofyesterday (andtoday) are designed to protect the
magicianfrom the forceswhich he or she raises. In Wicca,the circleis
used to create a sacred spacein which humans meet with the Goddess
and God

In..~~~~oge:~ostPaga1Treligious'f~tivals'o€~ed
WtClOors.-Th~~ere.celeerafiol1&Olfhe:S~oon,the:stafs and;:.9f

. -- . . - -- "'. . .'. " ,'.'-~;. - ""'., ,.'
the.Earth'sJert!lity,;:The.stmdiD'g;Srones;:smne.CifCles,~sa-cre-'d:groVes
~rmgs.of3Euro~ire..rem.!'!an~of.,t1to.sr~dent;Qay.s~'

Th~agan,ntes.wem;unaergroUnawii.en-tneywere.0utIawe~y
tt!le1JewJX1?ow~rful'~o longerdid meadowsknow the sounds
ofvoicescrumtingthe old names ofthe Sun gods, and the Moon hung
unadored in the nighttime skies.

,... J'he P~gans~e~secre!ive abou!,.their.-r,jtes.Somepracticed them
'outside..onli_~~rJhe_coy.er of d!t'kness. Others brought them
indoors.
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Wicca has, unfortunately, inherited this last practice. Among
many Wiccans, outdoor ritualis a novelty, a pleasant break from stuffy
house-bound rites. I call this syndrome "livin room Wicc'l." Though

I!1Q~tWiccans practice their reli~on indoors~u~~i~~ .. ,~~ttites

.
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.tR~e. ..,s
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"";"';aR;" . Q4\'r.h"'lI't'.' . 'j"i""e:M , s,fia-:r.fl'e.tBl. ,"~. ., "" ":'-M',.u'.. "'£" """ " .,.

. ,uii:1s(0 . :liHfcnt'.
Such Wiccan rites are difficult to perform today. Traditional Wic-

can rituals are complex and usually require a large number of tools.
Privacy is also hard to find, and fear of merely being seen is another.
Why this fear?

There are otherwise responsible, intelligent adults who would
rather see us dead than practicing our religion. Such "C~ristians"* are
few but they cert<lin1ydo exist, and even today Wiccans are exposed to
psychological harassment and physical violence at the hands of those
who misunderstand their religion.

Don't let this scare you off. Rituals can be done outdoors, if
they're modified so as to attract a minimum of attention. Wearing a
black, hooded robe, stirring a cauldron and flashing knives through
the air in a public park isn't the best way to avoid undue notice.

Street clothing is advisable in the case of outdoor rituals in areas
where you may be seen. Tools can be used, but remember that they're
accessories, not necessities. Leave them at home if you feel that they11
become problems.

On a 1987 trip to Maui, I rose at dawn and walked to the beach.
The Sun was just rising behind Haleakala, tinting the ocean with pinks

, and reds. I wandered along the coral sand to a place whe1,',ethe warm
water crashed against lava rocks.

There I set up a small stone in the sand in honor of the ancient
Hawaiian deities. Sitting before it I opened myself to the presence of
the akua(gods and goddesses) around me. Afterward I walked into
the ocean and threw a plumeria lei onto the water, offering it to Hina,
Pele,J.aka, Kane, Lono, Kanaloa and all Their kin. t

I used no lengthy speeches and brandished no tools in the air.
Still, the deities were there, all around, as the waves splashed against
my legs and the sunrise broke fully over the ancient volcano, touching
the sea with emerald light. ..

.I put quotes around this word for obvious reasons: suchviolent,crazedindividualscertainlyaren'tChristians.
Even Fundamentalists usually limit their activities to preaching and picketing~not violence, fire-bombing
and beatings.

t Or, as the Hawaiians would term them, the 4,000 gods, the 40,000 gods"the 400,000 gods. "Gods" here
refers to deities and semi-divine beings of both genders.
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Outdoor rituals such as this can be a thousand times more effec-

tive becausetheyareoutdoors,not in a room filledwith steel and plastic
and the trappings of our technological age.

When these aren't possible (weather is certainly a factor), Wic-
cans transform their living rooms and bedrooms into places of power.
They do this by creating sacred space, a magical environment in
which the Deities are welcomed and celebrated, and in which Wic-
cans become newly aware of the aspects of the God and Goddess
within. Magic may also be practiced there. This sacred space is the
magic circle.

It is practically a prerequisite for indoor workings. The circle
defines the ritual area, holds in personal power, shuts out distracting
energies-in essence, it creates the proper atmosphere for the rites.
Standing within a magic circle, looking at the candles shining on the
,altar, smelling the incense and chanting ancient names is a wonder-
fully evocative experience. When properly formed and visualized,
the magic circle performs its function of bringing us closer to the God-
dess and God.

The circle is constructed with personal power which is felt (and
visualized) as streaming from the body, through the magic knife
(athame) and out into the air. When completed, the circle is a sphere
of energy which enCQ sses the entire workin area. The word cir-
cleis a misnomer,. i'eta: t:!j.7;'

~.=-"""' tfl.. ..."'.". r~1

_~-'!i~J~_~pit\~tAe~ath&r,';J:ia1f~
Some kind of marking is often placed on the ground to show

where the circle bisects the Earth. This might be a cord lain in a
roughly circular shape, a ligh!ly-drawn s,ircle of chalk, or objects
situated to show its outlines. "Dfiese..mlGluCiNewe-is(ideal for spring
and summer",rites); pine boughs (winter festivals), stones or shells;
quartz crystals, even tarot cards. Use objects that spark your imagina-
tion and are in tune with the ritual. (See Chapter Thirteen: Ritual
Design for mor~ information regCU-'dmgJhemagic circle.)

..;*~ 1t1Y-!lYt:,.:'efe~HiNlIam:ete~it thou
able SiiEdsfin ar~e; - ,
~iti~(. ' ..

'
.

sf siO'neat~a.Gh.. -'-'~ 0&'

- Thepentac1e,.jI).w.L.'W. or earth may bel'laced to thetNett1li.
This is the realm of~, the~E!fam:~~~gLelmr~l\t't -

. Nine is a number of the Goddess.
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Goddess

...............................................

both

................................................

God

'.

Symbolic Divine Areas of the Altar

which is the foundation of the other three.

~~S~J1witb'~p:l0l<ier4tgdf\~elils ,]!n~ftilii"8,st, the
home of thelntellectu elemen i'e. ers'or stick incense

"', . 7':",~",';".~~"--~ .
can also be used. Air ISth , . ~1 , .~,~,(!ucG@mQ!t1itN~atiQn,

~ ' "t~"'...1::""'~ - ." ",' '" ,,'-',' '.' '~,"1: 'Iin~v~.~:.t!11l.).~VU1a.tii0m' aM ,,' S€;fie,.spmeudllty.

To the ~, i"~aR.e,fte' e, tl}.,e..&!ementof

transformation,ofF~,§ion~~~~Jit '."." 7i'.,,' ~~.
ATh()u..~P..oF" ie~ftl--;p'lj': ii1ise~~

A Cupor: ", ' :aler can be placed in the_.@J°f the circleto
re~~~u., ",,?theJastoithe fQur~lements.\Vate~ist~~,realmofthe
~()""ti~ft~

,
"." ~tlte.'Sf.~Hi€~~.:A'>N~.U~ciiijg~1;~a~~

L . "",'1:.j:d
&~ti1~:r. "

,. Then again, these four objects may be placed on the altar, theirposi-
tions corresponding to the directions and their elemental attributes.

Once the circle has been formed around the working space,
rituals begin. During magical workings the air within the circle can
grow uncomfortably hot aItd close-it will truly feel different from the
outside world, charged with energy and alive with power.

The circle is a product of energy, a palpable construction which
can be sensed and felt with experience. It isn't jU;8ta ring of flowers or
cord but a solid, viable barrier. '
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In Wiccan thought the circle represents the Goddess, the spir-
itual aspects ofnature, fertility, infinity, eternity. It also symbolizes the
Earth itself.

The altar, bearing the tools, stands in the center of the circle. It can
be made of any substance, though wood is preferred.Oak is especially
recommended for its power and strength, as is willow which is sacred
to the Goddess.

The"Wicca don't believe that the Goddess and God inhabit the

altar itself. It is a place of power and magic, but it isn't sacrosanct.
Though the altar is usually set up and dismantled for each magical
ritual, some Wiccans have permanent home altars as well. Your shrine
can grow into such an altar.

The altar is sometimes round, to represent the Goddess and

spirituality, thoug~itII1.ay~sobes9'1l~re, symbolic of the elementsBiJ
~,e1Fl0~~~~cUilF~a'0~§. ,

'~ii1, a cardboard box covered'!"" --, ","',"
with cloth, t~?~inder bloc,l<s~thaboard lying on top, ~ c,offeetable,

(~~ltt'sc\w;e" '":< ;'~ !. -,e;'~~j9!;'a~1~m~. During
outCloorrltuals a fire may substitute for the altar. Stick incense may be
used to outline the circle. The tools used are the powers of the mind.

TheWiccan tools are usually arranged upon the altar in a pleas-
ing attem. Generally, the altar is set in the ,;.ita '6i e,l.;, '\ . g

~', ',", "'" -,/"",' ,"",;, ,'""",,<;","
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)~.nI<~~(j)m.e ,.,..eeaas..j\) .;.fj~m:mtal:s~m:gJl1(st,...whet e.;$b1.n..ahcl!.'Mt>~uiser
The left half ofthe altar is usually dedicated to the Goddess. Tools

sacred to Her are placed there: the cup, the pentacle, bell, crystal and
cauldron. An image of the Goddess may also stand there, and a broom
might be laid against the left side of the altar.*

Hyou can't find an appropriat~image (or, simply, ifyou
don't desire one)/a":~e.~!y~~~~;"t c'.' "c' can be substituted.
The cauldron is also sometimes placed on the floor to the left side of
the altar if it is too l¥ge to fit on top.. "",,',,", ,,' 'c, ,

, To th.eright side, the emphasis is on the(@'@t;l".,.A""t-eJ;-yeIiiw4il
~r an appropriate figure, isusually placed there, as are the
censer, wand, athame (magic knife) and, white-handled knife.

Flowers may be set in the middle, perhaps in a vase or small

.Some Wiccans-particularly those reclaiming women's spirituaIity-may also place a labrys (double-
headed axe) there as welL The labrys is symbolic of the phases of the Moon and of the Goddess. It was exten-
sively used in Crete.
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Suggested Altar Layout

cauldron. Then too, the censer is often centrally situated so that its
smoke is offeredup to both the Goddess and the God, and the penta-
cle might be placed before the censer.-

Some Wiccans follow a more primitive, nature-oriented altar
plan. Torepresent the Goddess, a round stone (pierced with a hole if
available), a com dolly, or a seashell work well. Pine cones, tapered
stones ~d acorns can be used to represent the God. Useyour imagi-
nation in setting up the altar.

Hyou're working magic in the Circle,allnecessary items should
be within it before you begin, either on the altar or beneath it. Never
forget to have matches handy, and a smallbowl to hold the used ones
(it's impolite to throw them into the censer or cauldron).

Goddess God
Symbol or Symbol or

Candle Candle
Censer

Bowl of Red Bowl of
Water Candle Salt

Pentacle
Cup Incense

, Cauldron,
or Spell

Wand Materials Knife

Bell Bolline
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Though we maysetup imagesofthe Goddess and God,we're not
idol worshippers. Wedon't believe that a given statue or pile of rocks
actually is the deity represented. And although we reverence nature,
we don't worship trees or birds or stones. Wesimplydelight in seeing'.
them as manifestations ofthe universal creativeforces-the Goddess
and God.

The altarand the magiccirclein which it stands isapersonal con-
struction and it should be pleasingto you.MyfirstWiccanteacher laid
out elaborate altarsattuned with the occasion-if we couldn't practice
outdoors. For one FullMoon rite she draped the altarwithwhite satin,
placed white candles in crystal holders, added a silver chalice,white
roses and snowy-leafed dusty miller.An incense composed of white
roses, sandalwood and gardenias drifted through the air.Theglowing
altar suffused the room with lunar energies. Our ritual that night was
one to remember.

May yours be the same.
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The Days of Power

In the past, when people lived with nature, the turning ofthe seasons
and the monthly cycleofthe Moon had a profound impacton religious
ceremonies. Becausethe Moon was seen as a symbol ofthe Goddess,
ceremonies ofadoration and magictook place in its light.The coming
of winter, the first stirrings of sprin~ the warm summer and the
advent of fallwere also marked with rituals.

The Wiccans,heirs of the pre-Christian folkreligions of Europe,
stillcelebrate the FullMoon and observe the changing ofthe seasons.
The.Wi£c!p !eJigi.QYs,:al~~~ c~tains l3'"FulfIVIoon.£!!el5tij.!i°~
~~t~Bb.bats..or...dayA 9LPJ1..w...er..l . .. .

- .~it!tes~ys ;(Ol,mo:~oBerl¥"jg~ ~~~~~:d~
the..i~,l~~ an~q{W:t\~?S.eilQ.e..astr,oJ1t>..!U!cM~i'E;~8,S~j.~
f:Je~§. The other four ritual occasionsare based on old folkfestivals
rand, to some extent, those of the ancient Near East).The rituals give
structure and order to the Wiccanyear,and alsoremind us ofthe end-
less cycle that will continue long after we're gone.

Four of the Sabbats-perhaps those that have been observed for
the longest time-were probably associated with agriculture and the
bearing cycles of animals. These are 1mbolc(February 2), Beltane(April
30), Lughnasadh (August 1) and Samhain (October 31). These names
are Celtic and are quite common. among Wiccans, though many

. Traces of this oldcustomare even found In Christianity. Easter, for example, is placed on theSundayfoUow-
ing the first Full Moon after the spring equinox, a rather "Pagan" way to organize religious rites.

63
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others exist.

When careful observation ofthe skies led to common knowledge
ofthe astronomical year, the Solsticesand Equinoxes (circaMarch21,

7 June 21, September 21 and December 21; the actual dates vary from
year to year) were brought"into this religious structure.'"

Who first began worshipping and raising energy at these times?
That question cannot be answered. However, these sacred days and
nights are the origins of the 21 Wiccan ritual occasions.

Many of these survive today in both secular and religious forms.
May Day celebrations, Halloween, Ground-hog Day and even Thanks-
giving, to name some popular American holidays, are all connected
with ancient Pagan worship. Heavily Christianized versions'of the
Sabbats haveals<?}JeeIlpreseryedwithir1'the CathoU

The~"'!"""'~ ~.~", "s",r.,.,.".". ~,' .".~" ,_.,""'h"","-,,,",'

tyire"V~raiili~

There are 12 to 13 Full Moons yearly, or one every 281/4days. The
v Moonisasymbolofthe Goddessaswellasasourceofenergy.Thus,

after thefeligious aspects of the Esbats, Wiccans often practife magic,
tapping into the larger amounts of energy which are thought to exist at
these times.

Some of the old Pagan festivals" stripped of their once sacred
qualities by the dominance of Christianity, have degenerated. Sam-
'hain seems to have been takell over by candy manufacturers in the
United States, while Yule has been transformed from one of the most
holy Pagan days to a time of gross commercialism. Even the later
~choes of a Christian savior's birth are hardly audible above the elec-
tronic hum of cash registers.

But the old magic remains on these days and nights, and the
Wicca celebrate them. Rituals vary greatly, but all relate to the God-
dess and God and to our home, the Earth. Most rites are held at night
for practical purposes as well as to lend a sense of mystery. The Sab-
bats, being solar-oriented, are more naturally celebrated at noon or at
dawn, but this is rare today.

The Sabbats tell us one of the stories of the Goddess and God, of
their relationship and the effects this has on the fruitfulness of the

.Solstices, Equinoxes and the Sabbats are listed in Llewellyn's Astrological Calendar.
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Earth. There are many variations on these myths, but here's a fairly
common one, woven into basic descriptions of the Sabbats.

",,'. ~~a~~~~~~~~.t'~t.(circa~~
_I This is in rio way-'an adaptation of Christianity. The Winter
Solsticehas long been viewed as a time of divine births. Mithras was
said to have been born at this time. The Christians simply adopted it,
for thdr use in 273 C.E.(Common Era.

, .~~§ ,,.', IS.' ,~e,..\Q of

il~'JE~ples riO'ticedsuch phenomena and"suppHcafed
the forces of nature to lengthen the days and shorten the nights. Wic-
cans sometimes celebrate Yulejust before dawn, then watch the Sun
rise as a fitting finale to their efforts.

Since the God is also the Sun, this marks the point of the year
when the Sun is reborn as well.Thus, the Wiccalight fires or candles
to welcomethe Sun's returninglight.TheGoddess,slumberingthrough
the winter of Her labor, rests after Her delivery.

Yuleisthe remnant ofearly rituals celebrated to hurry the end of

winter ang thebo~n~ ofs~g~!t£.n f~o~~,!~()nEea8~ ~~adi!Yavailable.B1t~i:ti5.""eJi_.l~()'~Ei(jJ~,i§.iJ'tem.i

I~L.,S9~ "

is is a Sabbat of purification after thesfiut~irilife of winter,
through the renewing power ofthe Sun. It isalso a festivaloflight and
of fertility,once marked in Europe with huge blazes, torches and fire
in every form.Fire here represents our own illumination and inspira-
tion as much as light and warmth.

Imbo1cis also known as Feast of Torches, Oime1c,Lupercalia,
Feast of Pan, Snowdrop Festival,Feast of the WaxingLight, Brigid's
day,and probably bymany other names. SomefemaleWiccansfollow

the old Scandin~via.ncus.tomof wearing crowns of lit candles,. but
many more~¥~_.ti~r~jilil~~V,f1"§l~

. See page 72 of Buckland'sCompleteBookof Witchcraft(llewellyn, 1986)for details.
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This is one ofthe traditional times for initiations into covens,and

so~P~i~c!i",~su'h~s ~!!e~e.{)utlined in Chapter Twelve,
~i _~!~ .rF0paeli0i'!rT1!~~~~ ..

."'. ... ~.'

. _~)Jthe SpringE~ox,a1sokn°1,YIlCU:Spring,
Rites ofSprmg and Eostra's Day, marks thiF~.g;The
energies of nature subtly shift from the sluggishiiess of wiriter to the
exhuberant expansion of spring. The Goddess blankets the Earth with
fertility, bursting forth from Her sleep, as the God stretches and grows
to maturity. He walks the greening fields and delights in the abun-
dancE:? of n.ai;tJ.re. "... . .'.. '" . ..e ........

~_le;tiJ, .., ' -:;:;;.a\l.Light is overtak-
ing darkness; the Goddess and God impel the wild creatures of the
Earth to reproduce.

This is a time of beginnings, of action, of planting spells for future
gains, and of tending ritual gardens.

. tri~&tit"
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.€e.agahwepreseft~d\e.s~
ours._r>¥~.

.~rtra1~(circaSeptember 21), the Autumn Equinox, is the com-
pletion ofthe harvest begun atLughnasadh. Once againday and night
are equal, poiszd asJk~'~(\)' te d

. ..;;..,"3.""l~~(1";',e;': , . of.. ' 0.
;'.

<NatUre~eclines,drawsbac~it~bounty,readyingforwinterand
itstimeofre&!loF~~~t~~.§dI!.~'W~" .. .~.~!§!ii
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Samhain, also known as November Eve,Feast ofthe Dead, Feast
ofApples, Hallowsand AllHallows,oncemarked the time ofsacrifice.
In some places this was the time when animals were slaughtered to
ensure food throughout the depths of winter. The God-identified
with the animals-fell as well to ensure our continuing existence.'"

Samhain is a time of reflection,oflooking back over the last year,
of coming to terms with the one phenomenon of life over which we

.Vegetarian Wiccans probably don't like this part of Samhain symbolism, but it is traditional We don't, of
course, sacrifice animals in ritual. This is symbolic of the God's passing.
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have no control-death.
The Wicca feel that on this night the separation between the

physical and spiritual realities is thin. Wiccansremember their ances-
tors and all those who have gone before.

After Samhain, Wiccanscelebrate Yule,and so the wheel of the
year is complete. '

,-,m~v.;e'Att'tl

~ii"easi:>~~0t1"P~allY':;Jives.

Toagriculturalpeoples, the major thrust ofthis myth cycleis the
production of food through the interplay between the Goddess and
God. Food-without which we would alldie-is intimatelyconnected
with the deities. Indeed, Wiccanssee food as yet another manifesta-
tion of divine energy.

, And so, by observing the Sabbats,Wiccansattune themselves to
the Earth and to the deities. They reaffirmtheir Earth roots. Perform-
ing rituals on the nights of the Full Moon also strengthens their con-
nections with the Goddess in particular.

It is the wise Wiccanwho celebrates on the Sabbats and Esbats,
for these are times of real as well as symbolicpower. Honoring them
in some fashion-perhaps with rites similar to those suggested in The
StandingStonesBookof Shadows-is an integral part of Wicca.
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The Spiral of Rebirth

Reincarnation seems to be one of the most controversial spiritual
topics of our time.Hundreds ofbooks are being published on the sub-
ject as if the Western world had only recently discoveredthis ancient
doctrine.

Reincarnationis one ofWicca'smost valuablelessons.'A:i

i&1H<&isj@~!i(i)~~Y, tha '~<~. .

~, ..d' .. .. ... .. g~.~~(:>~l{t:~'
questions, but raises a tew-mbrl' R~... .. . . '. .

Why? Why are we reincarnateq?Jn c()mmon with many ()!I:t~f
religions, Wiccateaches that~~~ .. .-' .~

~wAi~hm'ti~

~'"el~
.lEiU.

.. '

.

".

.
."" R ""'-:"'

..

.'

.

""

...

--'~= ~~=

I£~~&r. .. .. .

'~(Gms.ifJto:;"".~;;. .';~~b~f~ :t'~1ia'€il\)-
fe are human and it's easyJofall into non-evolutionary

behavior. Greed, anger, jealousy, obsession and all our negative

emotions inhibito~~~o~~.. ... '. ... .. .'.. .'...' ' ~
In Wicca,Wefs'@'e~@;stteii1.gme~~. ~~-: .We

certainly live full, productive earthly lives,but we try to do so while
harmingrione, the antithesis ofcompetition,intimidation and looking
out fOJ'.~uniberone~
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'~P8fk~ot~the~GoQ.dessC!llit~ Each manifestation of the soul (i.e.,
"eaCnbodyiffiihabits on Earth) is different.No two bodies or lives are
the same.Hthiswasn't so,the soulwould stagnate.TRes~x,.n(ce;pJaE!e
6f'Biiffi;ecorionYcc!Pssi!tLev~!Y-2thefitldivjdu~.tt tM s'OplG
d~rDu.Ped"'pY\ii. ~'1>nsjn !ast1ives.and.the'lessQns;Jlecess~ J~
th&preserit." ... ... ~- ;

. . . ,~ oS

- --rfiiSis ofutmost importance in Wiccanthought: wedecide the lay
of our lives.There's no god or curse or mysterious force of fateupon
which we can thrust the responsibility for the trials in our lives. We
decide what we need to learn in order to evolve,and then, it is hoped,
during incarnation, work toward this progress. H not, we regress
into darkness.

As an aid in learning the lessons of each life, a phenomenon
existswhich has been calledkarma.~ often misunderstood. It
is not a~ystem of rewards and punishments, but a phenomenon that

~s:ffie.S(t'tiL\ow.arS:eYJ>lYjng~a~o.!\S.Thusly,~n-:p.enRftrls
~atiYe;acti:011'S';n~g4Ve:actiOJrs:wm.JfeT~~.~dbringago.o:a.
With this in mind, there's little reason to act negatively. .

~::tneaRS-a6tion, and that's how it works. It is a tool, not a
punishment. There's no way one can"wipe out" karma,and neither is
every seemingly terrible event in our lives a byproduct of karma.

Welearn from karma onlywhen we're aware ofit.Manylook into
their past lives to discover their mistakes, to uncover the problems
iJlhibitingprogress in this one. Tranceand meditation techniques can
help here, but true self-knowledgeis the best means of accomplish-
ing this.

Past-life regression can be a dangerous thing, for much self-
delusion exists here. I can't tell you how many Cleopatras, King
Arthurs, Merlins, Marys,Nefertitis and other famous persons o(the
past I've met walking around in high-top tennis shoes and jeans. Our
conscious minds, seeking past incarnations, easily hold onto such
romantic ideals.

Hthis becomes a problem; if you don't wish to know your past
lives,or lackthe means to discoverthem, look atthis life.Youcanlearn
everything ofrelevance about your past livesby examiningthis life.H
you've cleared up problems in previous existences,they're ofno con-
cern to you today. Hyou haven't, the same problems willreappear, so
look at this life.

At night, study your day's action, noting both positive, helpful
actions and thoughts as well as the negative. Then look at the past
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week, the past year, the past decade. Refer to diaries, journals or old
letters if you've kept them to refresh your memory. Do you con-
tinually make the same mistakes?Hso,vow to never repeat them in a
ritual of your own design.

At your altar or shrine, you might write such mistakes on a piece
of paper. Your entries could include negative emotions, fear, indul-
gence without balance, allowing others to control your life, endless
love-obsessions with men or women who are indifferent to your
feelings.As you write these, visualize yourself doing these things in
the past,not the present.

Then, light a red candle. Hold the paper in its flameand throw it
into a cauldron or some other heat-proofcontainer.Screamor shout-
or simply affirm to yourself-that such past actions are no longer a
part ofyou. Visualizeyour future lifedevoid ofsuch harmful, limiting,
inhibiting behavior. Repeat the spell as necessary, perhaps on nights
of the. waning Moon, to finalize the destruction of these negative
aspects of your life.

Hyou ritualize your determination to progress in this life,your
vow will vibrate with strength. When you're tempted to fallinto your
old, negative modes of thinking or action, recall the ritual and over-
come the urge with its power.

What happens after death?'bi]J.iffier15o<Iydl~ T!tesoullives on~
Some Wiccanssay that it journeys to a realm variously known as tne'
Land ofthe Faerie,the Shining Land,and the Land ofthe Young.'"This
realm is neither in heaven nor the underworld. It simply is-a non-
physical reality much less dense than ours. Some Wiccantraditions
describe it as a land of eternal summer, with grassy fields and sweet
flowingrivers,perhaps the Earthbefore the advent ofhumans. Others
see it vaguely as a realm without forms, where energy swirls coexist
with the greatest energies-the Goddess and God in their celestial
identities.

The soul is said to review the past life, perhaps through some
mysterious way with the deities. This isn't a judgment, a weighing of
one's soul, but an incarnational review. Lessons learned or ignored
are brought to light.

After the proper time,when the conditions on Earth are correct,
the soul is reincarnated and life begins again.

The final guestion-what happens after the last incarnation?

/
""

.These are Celtic terms. Some Wiccans call this place the Summerland, which is a Theosophical term.
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Wiccanteachings have alwaysbeen vague on this. Basically,the Wic-

cans say that after rising~onJhe spiral of lifeand death and rebirth,
ltho~-:Wh() qav~>.~ttaine~~~{£i9Q!!..breakAw~y;Ir~m1!ieJy~~J
t~~r...and..,~U~th"e G».ddess..andtG08.Nothing 18ever lost.
'The energies resident in our souls return to the divine source froD;l
which they originally emanated.

, Je~us~ oit4.e.irac~eptaqc~~f!eincarnation'!DeWu.,caL~~ar
""g:~athas'a ~'PJunge,mto oblivlOnfthedays of lifeon Earth forever
behind them. It is seen as the door to birth. Thus our very lives are
symbolically linked with the endless cycles of the seasons which
shape our planet.

Don't try to forceyourselfto believe in reincarnation.Knowledge
is far superior to belief,for beliefis the way of the uninformed. It isn't
wise to accept adoctrine as important as reincarnation without agreat
'deal of study to see if it speaks to you.

Also, though there may be strong connections with loved ones,
be wary of the idea of soul mates, i.e. people you've loved in other
lives and are destined to love again.Though your feelingsand beliefs
may be sincere, they aren't alwaysbased on fact.In the course ofyour
life you might meet five or six other people with whom you feel the
same tie, despite your current involvement Can they all be soul
mates?

One of the difficulties of this concept is that if we're all inex-
tricably tied up with other persons' souls, ifwe continue to incarnate
with them, we're learning absolutely nothing. Therefore, announcing
that you've found your soul mate is rather akin to stating that you're
not progressing on the incamational spiral.It

One dayyou mayknow,not believe,that reincarnation isas realas
a plant that buds, flowers, drops its seed, withers and creates a new
plant in its image.Reincarnationwas probably firstintuited by earlier
peoples watching nature.

Until you've decided for yourself, you may wish to reflect upon
and consider the doctrine of reincarnation.

\
~

. lrealizeI'mindangerous"water hereagaht. Still, I've met many, manypeople who've made sw:hannounce-
ments-only to later tell me privately, "Boy, was I wrong."
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Concerning Initiation

Most shamanic and magical religions utilize some sort of initiation
ceremony whereby an outsider becomes a recognized member ofthe
religion, society,group or coven. Such rites also mark the new direc-
tion which the initiate's life is taking.

Much has been made,publiclyand privately,of Wiccaninitiations.
Each Wiccan tradition uses their own initiation ceremonies, which
mayor may not be recognized by other Wiccans. On one point,
however, most initiates agree: a person can be a Wiccanonly ifshe or
he has received such an initiation.

This brings up a'riinteresting question: Who initiated the first
Wiccan?

Most initiation ceremonies are nothing more than rites marking
the acceptance ofthe person into a coven,and her or his dedication to
the Goddess and God. Sometimes "power is passed"between the
initiator and neophyte as well.

Toa non-Wiccan,the initiation might seem to be a rite of conver-
sion. This isn't the case. Wiccahas no need for such rites. We don't
condemn the deities with which we may have attuned before practic-
ing Wicca,nor need we turn our backs on them.

The initiation ceremony (or ceremonies, since in many groups
three successive rites are performed) is held to be of utmost impor-
tance to those Wiccan groups still practicing ritual secrecy. Surely
anyone entering such a group should undergo an initiation, part of
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which consists of swearing never to reveal their secrets. This makes
sense,and is a part of manycoveninitiations.Butit isn't the essence
of initiation.

Manypeople have told me that they desperately need to undergo
. Wiccan initiation. They seem to believe that one cannot practice
Wiccawithout this stamp ofapproval. Hyou've read this far,you know
that such isn't the case.

Wiccahas been, up until the past decade or so, a closed religion,
but no more. The inner components ofWicca are availableto anyone
who can read and has the proper wit to understand the material.Wic-
ca's only secrets are its individual ritual forms,spells,names of deities
and so on. .

This needn't bother you. For every secret Wiccanritual or God-
dess name there are dozens (ifnot hundreds) ofothers published and
readily available.At this moment, more Wiccaninformation has been
released than ever before. While it once may have been a secret
religion, today Wiccais a religion with few secrets."

Still,many clingto the idea ofthe necessity ofinitiation,probably
thinkingthatwith thismagicalactthey11be grantedthe secretsofthe
universeanduntoldpower.Tomake thingsworse,some particularly
narrow-minded Wiccanssay that the Goddess and God won't listen
to anyone who isn't an athame-carrying member of a coven. Many
would-be Wiccansbelieve this.

It doesn't work this way.
True initiation isn't a rite performed by one human being upon

another. Even if you accept the concept that the initiator is suffuseq
with deityduring initiation, it's still just a ritual.

ItiitiiUeiris:a'proceSs;gmcmaI:o~hstatmUljfOliS,:bfthe,aindividaal's
!ttUDemenLWifli.lh~o(taess.anT.G~any of the Wicca readily
admit that the ritual initiation is the outer form only. True initiation
will often occur weeks or months later, or prior to, the physical
ritual.

Since this is so, "real" Wiccan initiation may take place years
before the student contactsaWiccancoven or teacher. Isthis initiation
less effectiveor less genuine because the person hasn't gone through
a formalritual at the hands of another human being? Of course not.

Rest assured, it's quite possible to experience a true Wiccan
initiation without ever meeting another soul involved in the religion.

.Some groups simply write their own "secret" Books of Shadows and restrict access to them. ThIs does,
indeed, ensure that they're secret-but not older or better than any other.
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¥.ou-mCW$V.en:be:-~ar!t.of.it..Youtlffe:mayrgra.atiatry sbift.i}!fQcus

untiJ..,y'p..w;ea1ize.thatY.9J!!lQtice~tlfe~a~ds~na'deiid~~~ ~~~t
~Jilq,;.on Jonely-nigh!s~.a1i11ir~lQW~'F~tS..'ahd'."t~~~;~et

mi~htgring ~ tiIp~2~contemRWiQn. .. . . - .,

.Q!:.y~y change ~ the s~asQ~ chaPge,..adapting y.our body's

eneriies tQ~ma~h thpse of the J;\atur,~ wQf~ ar()U~<t'Y°1hThe,~~d- .

lessi!Rcf~~cfD,:lj;l,Y sing ini&ur!ho1ig};[tsia~Q"'Y6u"may~,el'fer,m.r.ibtals
~Qefb~ actqany.tea1j~wg.Wtat y()u~re_doing.- -WhentfieOld Ways have become a part of your life and your
relationship with the Goddess and God is strong, whenryetrhave
gatbered.yourtO'(jls ~d'perf()rmed th.e""r!te§"ailrnl<igi~~fij~i'YOU
areffiiIy'6!~~lrit.and canJigbtly~alL~Qu~if 'Wig:a.!i" --..
- -This-may be your goal, or you may wish to stretch yourself
further, perhaps continuing your search for an instructor. This is fine.
But if you never find one, youll have the satisfaction of knowing that
you didn't sit around waiting for the mysteries to fall into your lap.
Youll have worked the old magics and talked to the Goddess and
God, reaffirming your commitment to the Earth for spiritual evolve-
ment, and transformed the lack of physical initiation into a positive
stimulus to change your life and modes of thinkings.

H you contact a teacher or coven, theyll probably find you're a
student worthy of acceptance. But if you discover that you're not
suited to their style of Wicca, or if your personalities clash, don't be
crushed. You've still got your own Wicca to ~allback upon as you con-
tinue your search.

This can be a lonely path, because so few of us follow the Old
Ways. It's disheartening to spend your time reverencing nature and
watching the Earth suffocating under tons of concrete while nobody
seems to care.

To contact others of like mind, you may wish to subscribe to Wic-
can publications and start correspondence with Wiccans around the
country. Continue to read new books as they're published on both
Wicca and the Goddess. Keep up on the happenings in the Wiccan
world. Collect and write new rituals and spells. Wicca need never
grow stale.

Many wish to formalize their life within Wicca with a self-initia-
tion ceremony. I've included one in Section II for those who feel the
need for it. Again, this is simply one way to do this. Improvise if
you so desire.

Hyou decide to invite friends and interested people to join your
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j
,

rites, don't make them hang back and watch while you play "priest-
ess" or "Witch." Involve them. Make them a part of the rites and
magic. Use your imagination and practical experience to integrate
them into the rituals. --------

... Wk;n~~J#fe:e~Jns~11!l2u&taB!~jgy~ ~!!C~~1J~~tE:!u~~~~r
~ mood'nse, ~be~yousee_~e ~Qdd~ssp..s'pQdJl1 tr~~S1P()J"cb.iR~
alPIlg..m0~taIDs or-strecin.i'p1.eanc;\~ri!1g.ti!rQugh.fie!~l~h,!~~ ~

..feeltJ:t~pp!satipg ~nergies of the Wthami<!s!.aJloisy Gi!W"youh~
reeei-vel11ek:U.emitiati~i apd arc .linked,.With~theancient powers and
wj.ys of Ute a-eiti~f;t

Some say, i'Only a Wiccan can make a Wiccan." I say only the
Goddess and God can make a Wiccan.

Who's better qualified?

J
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Exercises and Magical Techniques

Following are short sections on various exercises and procedures
which are vital to your growth in Wiccaand magic. Such activities,
which consume no more than afew minutes of each day, shouldn't be
underestimated. They're the building blocks upon which fluency in
all Wiccan and magical rites will be gained.

Making them a part of your everyday schedule allows you to
growdayby day. '

Right now, as soon as you finish reading,this per}:laps,begin a
llmirror'book." This is a magical record of your progress in'Wicca.It
can be anything from a locked diary to a spiral-bound notebook. In it,
record all thoughts and feelings about Wicca, the results 'of your
readings, magicalsuccesses and failures,doubts and fearS,significant
dreams-even mundane concerns. This book is for your eyes only.
No one els n~9..Gyer read it.

!, ',' S;~~¥.$.y~~ji~~1if~s suchitisquitevalu-
able'ffi assessing'your progress in'WfCCaand life itself. Thus, when
reading over the book, you become your own teacher. Notice prob-
lem "fe~s@4take ~tepsto res()ly! th~m.. . """,..,

~' ,,', ',n.' ,',,';>'", C ,,", "~,, ,.'," ali!&a""'~"'£~""~""=--" ,"', ~ .,1.. £~.I,j
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~~ . ~
Jleep.~Je:each entry and,ifyop Wi~C!ls.QIDcludetbeIiiodfi'M'hase
ind any aSironemi~arin1eimation'which .might be:£erpnent '@unar
pAas~;~c!!P~:~~3therr -- -- . --. . --.- J

@n~e~goals ofthe-Wiccais se1t-knnwl.e-dgei~tI[e~r:Book- ~- -. . ~~

;i§:'"aYaIuab.!.eJ9~ i!! !..ehiexiJlglJPs.

Bteathlng

Breathing is usually an unconscious act which we perform con-
tinuously throughout our lives.In magicand Wicca,however, breath
can also be a tool for disciplining our bodies and entering into alter-
nate states of consciousness.

,jibr.!t~hte~e<d1!1teCORE!C!!Yty~uiriii$t.Qria,~..ife~rect!}}Thisis
the most basic of exercises and, fortunately, is also the easiest.

Ji>eeJ?br~.a~g'tecb£rlques re<1uireth~'f@ us~-o( tl}eJY1lg-!:jS
we[aJ aHhe diaphi'aW'~'d!apmagm is loca,tedaJ>outtwofutg~-,..
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'Noti@'ehaw ml!~ mor~ air yoti caP iilW<e.- - ~ . ,

... ~"F6rbjeathing exercises, assume a cQ.mtoifahle..posmo~1'either
:;!\ing~or_g.Ao~(although deep breathing is possible in nearly
everypoSition).~elaxyo~t1)(!)~~IRha1~~8.b!~(i)Be.to
i'slowcoUhf" Qf.tfue~,fouror fiye=;wJ1.at~v~.ris €.-oI!1tQr!aple:Remem-

b!ljif@llciw:.th~.~to>fll!~y~Ul"tli!Bhraw.as~w~1L~'yj>url~~~f!in
t!JG<!if,.t.h~E-~~ale .to the sam~sl.Q~- <;Qyjt. ,

Repeat this several times, gradually slowing your breath rate.
Never hold your breath past the level of comfort. The inhalation,
retaining anf!e~tion.sboql4. be controlled,calm,{J:ee~of.tension.

"~once1'\9'ate°ai°ur~reatlPng.}uo~ess wb.iledoihg.tJps..Jis~au.
~athe..m-love,heaflli,.traiiq)liJn!X;-pefRapS~VisucOiziFi.g (see
this section in this~~p.te!)these poSitiveJnergies ~~golgeJ1"flecked
~. ID'e~~~~ea..tI1~ ~u~~,~,_~ase,.ADg~, maygeviSualizing
1?nrei,smo~e-e'Sl~g""~urfUJ1gs.
"-"'Oxygen.'iS1i1e breathoflife and is necessary to our existence.
Bre~e properly and youll be a better person and a better Wiccan.

~~~~g.-iS'useitb~~CLct~wo1SlUp:er-m:a,&£i~an.a..is'a
l.'trf~~'C@1"CeP;wa:timrap~~..vis~~i~OR -e_~e~i~;,?i~ephe ~~ef'ly
wfieD,y~y.feel!!!.ger-e'9'[b_dmg~n.illyq~~are tfi~fUqr~aIlc:Gii'ihal~-
:Iie,ac$.Jtwor~~~eJ'Ytime-ifY,Q'!.i!!lo'!.~tq!-- - ~

fI,actice.deep breathingexerds~f;!.g.~y, '~d gJ:adua!!Y...4J£rease
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~i£l:ltti3'tt~

This is the most ."basican~.¥~t advanced techni ~e£alled for in
magic and Wi~c~...1i~ @.i1i!<ii'ii~':pnpa~~ t~' ...~e~" ot

~i~~rjls~a powerttiTmagical tool used'in many iccan,
s.For instance, the forming of the magic circle relies in part on-'~

the Wiccan's ability to visualize personal power flowing out to form a
sphere of glowing light around the ritual area. This visualization,
then, directs the power that actually creates the circle; it doesn't create
it alone

Because of its usefulness in changing our attitudes and lives,
many books are being written on visualization today. Each book
promises to show the secrets of visualization.

Fortunately, nearly all of us already possess this ability. It may not
be fine-tuned, but practice makes perfect.

Can you, at this moment, see in your mind your best friend's face,
or your least favorite actor? What about the piece of clothing you most

often wear, the exterior.of ymuhome, yourcar~r. yo¥! 1?~.throom?
~~is.1J4Ii~atJiJ1t.'~!fi~~1i~!.~-~S;:~"))t.,iJ~..fue

~4r.JIim.aJ..;be..a;tritagi~GU(;r~a"'~

§m&~~~t?mBm!n.
. We can raise energy from our bodies, visualize it streaming out

from our palms, and then form it into a small glowing sphere, fashion-
ing it physcially as if into a snowball, and mentally by seeing it as we
desire.

In magic, I might raise energy and, while doing this, hold an image
in my mind of something I need-a new car, for example. I vi!:iualize
the car, see myself signing the contract to buy it, driving it on the road,
Bumping gas into its tank and making payments; Then I direct energy
to empower the visualization-to bring it into manifestation.

In other words, visualization "programs" theef>°~$!r.This could
be explained as a form of mental sympathetic magic. Instead of creat-
ing a physical image, we create pictures in our heads.

Thoughts are definitely things. Our thoughts affect the quality of
our lives. If \Veconstantly moan about being broke, then do a fifteen-
minute visualization to bring money into our lives,that fifteen minutes of
energy will have to counteract 23 hours and 45 minutes of daily, self-
induced, negative programming. Thus we must keep our thoughts in
order and in tine with our desires and needs. .
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Visualization can help here.

To hone this tool, try these simple exercises, widely known
within Wicca.

,~~r~¥;te:~ .
~

.

.~ti~~~~~fInt~~~~~~y&ut.~~gs ~iP'1:!~.
--- ---~rei'~.. .-...-
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.;ifI>YeJM~g'jtv,g[.ti1lg-@:":""l_~iJtm_; ;.g'JfW. the
4~~, , ~ ~ '"

"t"£ttgr;&Yit'Bkf,tu--- ~ 'i... ".' ~:iII

,J'he energy and magical powers at work in Wicca are real. They
aren't of some astral plane. They're within the Earth and ourselves.
They maintain life. We daily deplete our store of energy and replenish
it through the air we breathe, the food we eat, and the powers that
stf~am down from the Sun and Moon.
{c:' Know that this pO\\fehis physical. Yes, it's mysterious, but only
because so few investigate it in magical ways. Following are some
exercises to help you do just that. (You might wish to re-read Chapter
Three: Magic.)

~"y~urs~U::~Jf,eil~~;jfl!"~w~B:
secon~~l~l)
F~'fyO'Ut'"pitfm~'" -
~~~
"ii\1imestati

~ai$"~;"""""'-""'~I
" ,

-owe:r,~... t;i:

.Remember the science fiction an4.fantasy movies you've seen wherein a magician sends power from his or
her hands? Remember what it looked like in cinematic form. If you wish, use a similar image to visualize per-
sonal power streaming from your palms. Though that was just special effects this, of course, is real,and we can
use the picture to actually send out that power.
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.For an in-depth exercise in sensing stone energies see Cunningham's Encyclopedia of Crystal, Gem and Metal
Magic (llewellyn, 1988).
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(pr.ojective)hand andc.fueGt'en~rgy'fI:()~Y.,our1}6dy;tfuough..5our
'!!'HUl~out..ye\:mfutger~~ yopr vi~U9li7.atieh.'Reatly'see and'feel it
str.£cmYng~opt - -

~~Qr~p..m.Wce,~stand-il1-your-h°llU!&J!tillq the,!ower~t1$!..Y()u.
P~ed4r~t~~eaCM!~pli~~p~i~i!;!g~i~~g,iqf~!~eGfa~Ff~"tUi
an.s.around.do.g..rscytdWPld()ws.yott:renot creating apsycbic~!!!g!ar
at~..but a D1C1gicaLprptectant,~o~ualj7.e'me ..energyIQrmirtgap~ -.
iIbf.$ttetra151e.Jbarerfer:.atro.si w:I1ic&"'!!o~11eg@Vit)iar 3intruaers "can
cross.' ' -,c """-

~ ~r~ealin.g'~gouse,h~tthe flowof~ergy. ~~c~<J2,.~
1?tY'vistilalizlngit-;!~lBPing.JP1~Y .shakiItg.~~1fatta.~~nse .y;.oiir:
~~ectiv~~~Jieci~el1~~g1 !es~g WitbID;'e w!tl~:~!:.~!~saJe'~:'
feeling. shoUl(tfloQd tnrougJt_Y.OUia8you stan<tW1tJlliiyou~now
gtAarae'inrome. '" "'" - , '.. -'... ~-..

, -"..Yes,yTJi1.'vedone this with your mind, but also with p9wer.
Energy is real, and your abilityto manipulate energy determines the
effectiyeness of your circles and rituals. "

'~1:i'/:'-'1:::"'- -..r;:l~ ~"""1:1: ~~~...:1=-"'.Jr..1.::::!11..":~ - -~~
"'~~ ~"tl~Ie~lIg@p.\It Wre",~l~ ,yue,,0VV9'\:&@f¥'!Yl~~fUI!.\?"a's~~

o~agicall?~y~tilyou"r,eac~ thep~.!where.foq.,woii'thavetostop
anE.~Gan..I..do..it?.Can~I-raisec.the]9wer?"

Yeu'llikR&W'yaueait.:.:. ..~--, ,

~~'"'.
oJ"
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Self-Dedieatien

«you wish to walkthe Wiccanpath, you may desire to dedicate your-
seHto the Goddess and God. This seH-dedicationis simply a formal
ritual marking your conscious decision to embark on a new way of
life-for that is the essence of Wicca.

At first I hesitated including a ritual of this sort here, feelingthat
the best dedicatory rituals were seH-created. I'~_:tead,..,.andJ1~ard
numerousstories..g! ~Qmen-'\I1dmen..whe/~iawn"t'0W4e€~1)1it:lack!
Uig~esS' 6f ~OV~!1s~or,b~~\iLacand1e,.dl'aftk.a"littl~Wine.aRd~teld
~e ~as OI~ffi'eir.i!!teEtionsJI'hatis perhaps the best sort of seH:-
demcation"iitii8l:simple and from the heart.

However, many feelmore comfortablewith formalrituals, soI'm
including one at the end of this chapter. It is far different from most
other such rites that have appeared in print, for it is an outdoor ritual
that concentrates on contacting the energies of the Goddess and
God.

Thisritual is open to allwho wish to use it.However, before even
considering dedicating yourself to the deities, be certain of your
intentions for so doing, and that you have studied Wiccato the point
where you know it is indeed the right way for you.

This means .C"Ontmued'sruay:"Rea~n~veiYDool<""youcan fufd-on
1\riCF"~the$ood on~ a§.weJL.as~the",baCl.~~s"crjh~ toJ'licc~i 8lid
'~!,i!;P..P~1i~a:ti(i)n::7FamfijMizet'youfSeJ.f WitJl-Wi'cca.;;as:far~s'YGtTC~:
Thougli so1!!.e_a!1thor§..fe.el.that~their-tradition~is .t1le~ori!!. trye--one;
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~ This may surprise you, but every religion is the sum of its ad-
herents. Unlike most orthodox religions, Wicca doesn't want your
money, so don't write down "ten percent of my monthly income."
This isn't because Wicca views money as debasedpr non-spiritual, but
because money has been so abused and misused by most established
religions. Wiccans don't live off Wicca.

Since Wicca doesn't condone proselytizing, has no leading figure,
temples or central organizanons, you may begin to wonder what you
can do for Wicca.
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There is much you can give. Not onlyyourJime; efietgy, de\ro.:;
I,ti

.'on ~J(ton, ~ut ~2mpre_c~cr~.thipgs.1!er~cp:'e ~~e...s..
. ug-

""gestiens:

';'-}Gm~ ~tio~ Wicccw..gr~PC}g~gr..Q1:!p,~c!t".a!?th~'fagan ~irit'
J\l1ia~ce;(throughCircle-See Appendix I). This helps you socialize:-
with others of like mind, even if only through the mail or on the
phone. Attend one of the public Wiccan or Pagan gatherings held
each year in various parts of the country. '.

P9nat~-!2 at!.ecological_'?~~~!io~<!rte .!.tri~gJo ~v.!:..ouf '-,

plane1t:mveryday we poison the Earffi,as if we could spoil our camp--.r..-J
ana.move elsewhere. Ifwe don't take actionnow, there won't be any-
where to move. Financial contributions to responsible organizations
dedicated to fightingpollution, savingendangered speciesand bring-
ing mindless development under control are examples of things you
can give to .f{!c:qt~ .

ni'~ sam~g~sJor groupsJigbtit:lg,tofeed thehunw. ~emem£er
~one.frlhdamentalJdea~that which.susWns.1ifeis saCi'ett.- ..""" . -- -~. -- - . .
. ~ri)u ~y~ !o~s.tart~ecycling.For nearly a decade I've saved
old newspapers, glass bottles and aluminum cans from my trash.
Since I live in a large city, there are numerous recycling centers
nearby. Some centers pay, but the greatest rewards are not financial.
They rest in the knowledge that we're helping to save the Earth's
natural resources.

If"tlier~are ~.re~g:centers.near-yeui"be.more. consCiousQf
~Qur~h'J Avoid purchasing produCtSin plaitic containers. Favor
wmfepaper products over colored ones-the dyes add to the pollu-
tion in our streams and rivers. Restrict or eliminate the use of plastic
bags, food wraps and other plastic products of the "use once, throw
away" variety. These plastics don't break down (i.e., aren't biode-
gradeable), are expensive and may retain their same basic shapes for
20,000 years or more. .

Ifyou're reading this and askingyourseHwhatthis has fo do with
Wicca,set this book down and put it away. Or, re-read it.

Wigca,e~ns~s-iq,Part-9ftevere"lf(e for1fiitUfe.asi~a1fjJ~st~fii(j)'p
of...t;Re:GQiidess..and.,CSodJlng}Vay.Joreverence the Eartn..i§.to
ai'i-e1o:rHen
~ -F<ffi.~g these suggestions, discovei"of!1~!!V'!Ys...fo!'.hO\ff-Qur.
devotion t5:>JVicgt. A .h!nt::ap-ythjJrg--yo}l-~or!he.Earth, er-for...our
felfow-ereamres"en.it,;.voudo.for Wicei.'J '- iI

The following seH-dedicationrite isn't designed to make you a
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Wicca-that comes with time and devotion (and not through"initia-
'tion ceremonies). It is, in a mystical sense, a step toward linking your
personal energies with those of the goddess and God. It is a truly
magical act which, if properly done; can change your life forever.

If you're hesitant, read this book again. You11 know when
you're ready.

.. L

~Seff~1)eilmatf."n!m;te

Prepare yourself by drawing a bath of warm water. Add a table- '
spoon of so of salt and a few drops of a scented oil such as sandal-
wood.

If you have no bath, use a shower. Fill a washcloth with salt, add a
few drops of essential oil, and rub your body. Ifyou're perfornlingthis
ritual at the sea or a river, bathe there if you so desire.

As you bathe, prepare for the coming rite. Open your conscious-
ness to higher levels of awareness. Deep breathe. Cleanse your mind
as well as your body.

After bathing, dry and dress for the journey. Go to a place in the
wild where you feel safe. It should be a comfortable spot where you
won't be disturbed by others, an area where the powers of the Earth
and the elements are evident. It may be a mountain top, a desert
canyon or cave, perhaps a dense forest, a rocky outcropping over the
sea, a quiet island in the center of a lake. Even a lonely part of a park or
garden can be used. Draw on your imagination to find the place.

You need take nothing with you but a vial of richly scented oil.
Sandalwood, frankincense, cinnamon or any other scent is fine. When
yotfJ!,"arriveat the place of dedication, remove your shoes and sit
quietly for a few moments. Calm your heart if you've exerted yourself
during your travel. Breathe deeply to return to normal, and k~~p your
mind free of cluttered thoughts. Open yourself to the naturallP~nergies
around you.

When you're calm, rise and pivot slowly on one foot, surveying
the land around you. You're seeking the ideal spot. Don't try to find it;
open your awareness to the place. When you've discovered it {and
youll know when), sit, kneel or lie flat on your back. Place the oil on
the Earth beside you, Don't stand-contact the Earth.

Continue a.eep breathing. Feel the energies around you. Call the
Goddess and God in any words you like, or use the following invoca-
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non. Memorize these words before the rite so that they11spill effort-
lessly from you, or improvise:

0 Mother Goddess,
0 Father God,

Answers to all mysteries and yet mysteries unanswered;
In this place of power I open myself.
to Your Essence.

In this place and in this time I am changed;
From henceforth I walk the Wiccan path.
I dedicate myself to you, Mother Goddess and Father God.

'.

(rest for moment, silent, still. Then continue:)

I breathe your energies into my body, commingling,
blending,

mixing them with mine,
that I may see the divine in nature,
nature in the divine,

and divinity within myself and all else.
0 Great Goddess,
0 Great God,

Make me one with your essence
Make me one with your essence
Make me one with your essence.

You may feel bursting with power and energy, or calm and at
peace. Your mind might be in a whirl. The Earth beneath you may
throb and undulate with energy. Wild animals, attracted by the psy-
chic occurrence, might grace you with their presence.

n b
The Goddess The God

Goddess and God Symbols
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Whatever occurs, know that you have opened yourself and that
the Goddess and God have heard you. You should feel different
inside, at peace or simply powerful.

After the invocation, wet a finger with the oil and mark these two
symbols somewhere on your body (see figure on previous page). It
doesn't matter where; you can do this on your chest, forehead, arms,
legs, anywhere. As you anoint, visualize these symbols sinking into
your flesh, glowing as they enter your body and then disp~rsing into
millions of tiny points of light.

The formal self-dedication is ended. Thank the Goddess and
God for their attention. Sit and meditate before leaving the place
of dedication.

Once home, celebrate in some special way.
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Ritual Design "

Section ill ofthis book containsa complete system ofWiccanrituals.I
included this so that those without accessto aBookofShadowswould
have one, complete and ready for practical application and study.

This doesn't mean that these rituals are to be slavishlyfollowed.
This is not a tradition in the sense of something that has been handed
down for years, but a viable example of a basic Wiccan Book of
Shadows.

Since Iwant you to be free to write your own rituals,or to-evolve
them as the need arises,Idecided that achapter onritual design wasin
order. -

There's no great ~ystery concerning the structure of Wiccan
rites,at leastnot anymore. Somesaythis is agood thing, this lessening
ofsecrecyregarding Wicca.Others feelthat ithas stripped the religion
ofits romance. Iunderstand this,but (asyou wellknow by now) I also
feel that Wiccashould be available to all.

A chapter of this kind may seem harsh, focusing a rational,
analyticallight on spiritual matters. As my friend Bardaonce wrote to

m~'WfccaiS a1dntQ!-b~~utiiUffJower.tFyou IlP~!!.~~llits,§!fiilSone
£r.gne'\~s~~it'S.put.tog~th~r,:y'Q!!,s.tft11ia!e a ti2~Etr'~utitjJ):6t
...~t~~ .!!.eau~,' I hope to avoid this here:

First off,whlle I'm going to giveyou an overallstructure for com-
posing your own rituals, this isn't carved in stone. Most ofthe follow-
ing nine points are basic to Wiccanrituals, although many use only

93
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some of them. They're an excellent guide to creating your own.

Purification of Self
This was covered in Chapter Six: Ritual and Preparation for

Ritual. In essence, it consists of bathing, anointing your body with oil,
meditation, deep breathing, and otherwise purifying your body, mind
and soul and readying it for the coming rite.

This is tmly a purification, an attempt to shrug off problems and
thoughts of your everyday world This is a time for calmness, for peace.

Although ritual bathing is common in Wicca, there are other
methods of purifying t~e body. Stand in a msh of wind and visualize it
carrying away negative thoughts and emotions.

Or use music: drumming softly for a few minutes is an excellent
cleansing ritual (though your neighbors may have different views on
it). Other instruments useful for purification include bells, gongs, sis-
trums (of the cleansing element of Water) and guitars, violins, harps
and mandolins (instruments of the purifying element of Fire).

This emphasis on purification shouldn't be taken out of context.
Our bodies aren't breeding grounds for astral entities. However,
we're exposed to negativity every day-from scenes of carnage and
destruction in the papers and on the news and from our own dark
thoughts.

. '50 these purifications aren't intended to chase away demons or
devils; they simply free us of some of this negativity

While purifying yourself, remember to purify your thoughts as well.
Prepare for the .ritual. A Kahuna (an expert in the ancient Hawaiian
system of magic, philosophy, religion and applied technology*) once

.Such as canoe building, navigation and medicinal herbalism,
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told me that the moment you think about performing a ritual you are
doingso.It is already taking place. Energies are moving, consciousness
is shifting.

During your rituatpurification, know that you've already lit the
candles, laid the circle, and invoked the Goddess and God. Don't
think of the coming ritual, for it is already in progress.

This may seem a bit confusing, but it is an excellent tool to train
your awareness.

Purification of Space
That is, of the area in which you11do rituaL Outdoor ritual spaces

rarely have to be purified. Indoor rituals, though, usually require it.
Most living spaces accumulate "astral garbage," pockets of negativity
and other eneriges which collect in human habitations. Since these
energies can be disruptive, J;be..,ar~~As~~m.<il~y~le~s,e~1w~ioetCt)

~~o specificsh::e:indooretn~~:~~o:r:::ls. . = ~~

For in-home rites, if you're alone in the house, lock the door, take
the phone off the hook, and close the curtains. Youmust be assured of
absolute privacy and lack of interruptions during the rituaL If others
are home, tell them you're not to be disturbed until further notice.

If this presents a problem and a mate or your family won't give
you any time to yourself, work your rituals late at night or early in the

m°rniIlg~l"hen...~thers are asleep.
i'fi~1te~~. s..l§~~~~~Ti~~~~t!1i

o~,;.:~ncecle fteam..'B>.&.pJ!lriiiQ:s.~
~~(')(i)Jll. .. . .
-"'"¥0-11e~~~a~

b@sn
. "l1.jg.~'Jt1:

rs.f1\

'~cr6Uum

'~J.the

» Before using~y !furb for magical purposes, hold it in your hands and, while visuaIizing, infuse it with your
programmed, perso~ power. This increases its effectiveness.

:oa:r
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WualizatioTI,qnve a~!y !\1edistmbing.en~~ Do~ 'f!JithP~f!:.
---e>r;playamusical instrument to the four quarters while walking
clockwise around the area. In general, ascending scales purify. You
might also chant, especially sounds which you feel set up protective
and purifying energies.Youcan discoverthese through experimenta-
tion and heightened psychic awareness.

Youcan also simply burn an herb with proven "clearing" quali-
tiesasan incense,suchasfrankincense,myrrh,sage,thymeor rosemary,
alone orin combination.Fumigatethe rituaIspacewith the smokeand
visualize it driving away negativity.

Outdoor rituals require a minimum of cleansing. Most of the
natural environment is far less psychically polluted than are our
homes and other buildings. ~ Q:'ajlitiQ.narnghtsw~iH.1Jg}§itl\!tl1e

.;:'"iri"ag!cbroom:(imthi§;c~'W actU(llybI'Ush-awayfall,enle~ve~gr,peb-
bles:!i w~~~asn~gativi!YJ,baCKedl!li~fhl.yo~J;,~~i2ati~: Willsuf-
fice.~~dpklingiur~a~~ _also~4but, since saltc~ be harmful to
plants, it's best not to use it outdoors.

CreatingSacredSpace -- -
'fins setlib'fi consists of arran~gn\e altarJif it~n't aslfeniianent

6n"e)and.forming the:m~G.cfrcle:fu(:hapter Seven: Th; M;gk Cir-
cIeand the A1tat;I aisCffSseathesetoplcs at length, and so will limit my
comments here to a few.

Though many Wiccans place their altars in the center of the area,
and indeed in the center of the future magic circle, others do not.
Some place it in one of the "comers" of the circle, next to its edge,
usually in the North or East. This, they say, makes it easier to move
around the circle. I find it to be exactly the opposite. Additionally, it
restricts your possible methods of forming the circle.

It doesn't matter which you use, so try both and find out which
works the best.

I use two altars. One's permanent, the other erected only for
rituals. I always place the altar in the center of the circle, facing North,
if only because tbis is familiar to me. Besides, if I put it at the northern
edge of the circle I'd probably kick it over.

Now to the circle, or "sphere of power." You'll find one form of
circle casting in The Standing Stones Book of Shadows. There are many
other types, and indeed that particular form can't be used in every
situation~ One of these variants may be more to your liking (or better
suited to your ritual space).
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The first is more heavily dependent upon your visualization and
magical abilities than others, for it uses no tools but your mind.

To help your visualization, place a purple cord or some other
object(s) on the ground to mark the circle's circumference. Stand
before the altar, or in the center of the circle (during outdoor rituals
you might not have an altar). Face East or the preferred direction.
Build the power within you. When it has reached a fine pitch (you'll
know with practice), hold your projective hand palm down, waist
level. Point your fingers toward the edge of the future circle.

Seeand feelthe energy flowingout from your fingertipsin a
stream of vibrating purplish-blue light.Slowlywalk the circle,clock-
wise.Push the power out and formitwith your visualizationinto acir-
cling band of glowing IJ:\agicallight,the exact width of your circle
(usually nine feet or less). This circle should hang around you and
the altar.

When this band of light is swirling in the air, stretch it with your
visualization. See it expanding and increasing in size. Form it into a
dome of energy surrounding the ritual area. It should touch the Earth
precisely aligned with your cord ring, ifany.Now extend this energy
down into the Earth until it forms a complete sphere as you stand
in its center. .

The circle should be a living, glowing reality. Feel its energy.
Sense the edge of the circle.Sense the difference in vibration wi~hin
and without it. Contrary to popular Wiccanteachings, pushing your
hand into or walking through a magic sphere will cause no astral
damage, any more than will walking through a protective power
shield set up around your home. After all, most magic circles are so
designed that if you stand near the circle's edge, your head and half
your torso extend outside it.Walkingthrough the circle,at most, will
giveyou ajolt ofenergy. Itwillalsodissipate it.Uthis happens, simply
form it again.

When the circleseems complete and solid around you, break off
the flow of energy from your projective hand by turning your palm
downward and pulling it back to your body. Shut offthe flow.Shake
your hand if necessary to break it.

Next,youmaywish to invoke the rulers ofthe four quarters ofthe
circle. There are varied Wiccanteachings and ideas regarding these
four rulers. Some link them with the elements; thus the "spirit" or
ruler ofthe Eastis related to Air; the South, to Fire; the West,to Water;
the North, to Earth.
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Then again,some Wiccansdon't see them as necessarilyelemen-
tal in nature, but simply as anciently placed guardians or watchers of
the four directions, perhaps created by the goddesses and gods of
earlier times.

Stillother Wiccansviewthem as the MightyOnes,formerhumans
who have spiraled up the incarnational path until they've reached
perfection. This allows them to /I dwell with the Goddess and God./I
These Mighty Ones are mythologicallylinked to the four directions.

Perhaps it's best to get in touch with these energies and discover
them for yourself. No matter how you view these rulers, open your-
self to them during'invocation: Don't just say the words or visualize
the colors during the circlecasting;invite them to be present. Stretch
out with your awareness. Knowwhether they've arrived or not.

. Toomany Wiccanssaythe words but don't check their effective-
ness. Thewords are the leastimportant part ofaWiccanritual, savefor
their use in promoting ritual consciousness.

Words don't have to be used to invoke the rulers/butthey're tools
which train the attention, focus our awareness and stir up the emo-
tions-when properly stated.Youcanuse the invocations in the circle
casting section of the Book or write your own.

Toleave the circleduring a ritual, cut a doorway (see Section ill).
This preserves the flow of energy around the circle save for a small
section which you clear. Through this you can pass to the outside
world without unduly disturbing tbe restof the circle.Just remember
to close it after returning.

Another, simpler form of circleconstructionuses physicalactivity
to raisepower, and is easier to do ifyou're not quite fluent with energy
raising.Stand facingNorth at the edge ofthe future circle.Turn to the
right and walk slowly,marking out the circle'sedge with your feet."

As you continueyour ritualtread,you maywish to chant GodCiess
or God names, or perhaps both. Youmight think ofTheir presence or
simply shift your awareness to the energy that your body is generat-
ing.1fyou've placedthe altar to one side o~the circle,move a few feet
inward as you pass by it.

Continue to move clockwise,but gently increase your pace. The
energy will slide offyour body and, picked up by your momentum,
will be carried around with you in your circular path.

>.

. In this hemisphere, most Wiccans move clockwise within the circle, except during some banishing rituals.
In Australia and in other parts of the southern hemisphere, circles may be cast counter-clockwise, as this is the
apparent direction in which the Sun moves.
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Move faster. Feel the energy flowing within you. You may feel a
sensation such as you feel when walking in water-the energy will
move with you as you release it. Sense your personal power creating a
sphere of energy around the altar. When this is firmly established,
invoke the four quarters and the rites can begin.

Both of the above methods are ideal for rituals wherein magic will

take place, but for purely religious rites such constructions of psychic
energy are not strictly necessary. Though the circle is thought of as being
"between the worlds," and a meeting place with the Goddess and
God, we needn't create such psychic temples to commune with. the
deities of nature, nor do They appear when called like pets. Wiccan ritual
is used to expand our awareness of Them, not the other way around

Therefore, complex circle castings (such as the one in Section III)
. aren't always necessary, especially during outdoor rites where such

circles are usually impossible to construct. Fortunately, there are sim-
pler forms which can be used.

An outdoor circle casting may entail nothing more than placing a
stick of burning incense at each ofthe quarters. Start in the North and
move clockwise around the circle. Invoke the quarters.

A circle can also be traced in the sand or dirt with a finger, a wand,
or the white-handled knife. This is ideal for sea and forest rituals.

Or, you may wish to place objects to mark outthe circle's perimeter.
Vegetation is particularly appropriate: flowers for spring, pine and
holly for winter (see The Herbal Grimoire in TheStandingStonesBook
of Shadowsfor, other suggestions). A ring of small river-polished
stones or quartz crystals are other possibilities.

Some Wiccans pour a small unbroken circle of some substance to
defi~e the ritual space. Powdered herbs, flour (as was used in ancient
Middle Eastern rituals as well as in contemporary Voodoo rites),
crushed colored minerals, sand or salt are poured out while moving
clockwise. As mentioned above, a cord can also be laid in a ring.

For more information regarding circle construction, see The
Standing Stones Bookof Shadows.

'.

Invocation

In some ways this is the heart of all Wiccan ritual, and indeed is
the only necessary part. Wiccan rites are attunements with the powers
that are the Goddess and God; all else is pageantry."

.Th()ugh it sh()uld, ()fcourse, promote ritual consciousness. Outdoor rituals rarely need as much invocation
becaUse the Wiccans are already surrounded by natural manifestations of the deities.
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The word "invocation"shouldn't be taken too literally. This
usually refers to a spoken prayer or verse, but may also consist of
music, dance, gestures and song.

There are several invocations to the Goddess and God in The

StandingStones Bookof Shadows.Feel free to use them when designing
your own rituals, but remember that impromptu invocations are often"
more effective than the most ancient prayers.

If you do write up your own invocations, you may wish to incor-
porate a rhyme. Centuries of magical tradition attest to the value of
rhyme. It certainly makes invocations that much easier to memorize.

Rhyme also contacts the unconscious or psychic mind. It drowses
our societally, materially and intellectually-based minds and lets us
slip into ritual consciousness.

When actually invoking, don't curse if you forget a word, mis-
pronounce something or entirely lose your train of thought. This is
quite natural and is usually a manifestation of fatigue, stress or a desire
to be word perfect in the circle.

Invocation requires a willingness to open yourself to the God-
dess and God. It needn't be a pristine performance. As most rituals
begin with invocation, this is in a,sense the moment of truth. If the
invocation isn't sincere it won't contact the Goddess and God within,
and the ritual that follows will be nothing more than form.

Practice invoking the Goddess and God, not only in ritual but
daily throughout your life.Remember: Wiccan practice isn't limited to
Full Moons or Sabbats-it is a round-the-clock way of life.

In a more metaphysical sense, invocation is a dual-level act. It not
only invokes the 60ddess and God, it also awakens us (shifts our
awareness) to that part of us which is divine-our inviolable, intrans-
mutable essence: our link with the Old Ones.

In other words, when you invoke do so not only to higher forces
but also to the deities that dwell within, to that spark of divine energy
that exists inside all living creatures.

The powers behind all deities are one. They are resident within
all humans. This explains why all religions merge at their cores, and
why they work for their respective adherents. If only one correct way
of approaching Deity were possible, there would be one religious
ideal. This will never happen.

The concept of the Goddess and God dwelling within may seem
egotistical (we're all divine!) but only from an unbalanced viewpoint.
Yes,when some people grasp this idea they start acting as if they were
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indeed divine. Seeing the divinity within all other humans helps
bring this idea into balance.

While we are, in a sense, immortal (our souls certainly are), we
are not theImmortalOnes.We'renot the universal,timeless,transcen-
dent beings that are revered in all religions.

Call the Goddess and God with love and sincerity, and your
rituals should be blessedly successful.

Ritual Observance
Thisusuallyfollowstheinvocation,ifthe ritualisheldona Sabbator

Esbat. It may also be a rite of meditation, transition, thanksgiving or
simply a few moments to commune. In such cases ritual observances
mayor may not be appropriate.

Youneedn't be glum, serious or stodgy while doing these rituals.
. Wiccansare serious about their religion, but that doesn't mean that

the Deities are."
Laughter has its ritual and magicalfunctions. For example, truly

laughing at a curse can destroy its effects.It sets up apowerful protec-
tive energy surrounding you through which no negative energies can
penetrate. Laughterreleases tremendous amounts of personal power.

So when you spill the salt, tip over a candle, fail to light the
incense and forget the verse, laugh and start over. Too many new-
comers to Wiccabring their ideas of stem, solemn relgion with them
into the magic circle,but these are alien to Wicca.

Leavethose thoughts behind you.Wiccaisa religionofpeace and
happiness and yes, even laughter. Wiccanritual needs no pomposity
unless it is simply desired.

EnergyRaising
In practice, this is magic-the movement of natural energies to

effect needed change. You can raise energy at most Wiccan rituals,
thoughitis rarely thought tobe mandatory.However, the FullMoons,
solstices and equinoxes are classictimes to perform magic,for there
are extra Earthenergies afoot that canbe utilized to enhance the effec-
tiveness of your magic.

This doesn't mean that Wiccanrituals are simply excusesto work
magic.Though it is perfectly permissible to work magic on the eight

.Most 'Wiccans have favorite stories of circle mishaps. One of mine occurred when leadmg a ritual I mis-

pronounced the name of the elemental ruler of Earth (uGoob" rather than "Ghob"); the doubl~headed axe
fen to the floor &om the altar, and I smacked my hands into the chandelier that hung over the altar during
power raising. It was a funny ritual
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Days 9f Power (indeed, it is traditional) j many Wiccansdon't, prefer-
ring these to be times of attunement and celebration rather than of
magic.

However, one of the major differences between Wicca and most
other religions is its acceptance of magic, not just in the hands of
specialized priests who work miracles while others watch, but to all who
practice its rituals. Therefore, magic can be worked with a clear con-
science at most Wiccan rituals after invocation and ritual observance.

In magic, ensure that your need is real, that you're emotionally
involved in this need, and that you know that your magic will work.
Some of the simplest spells are the most effective. After all these years
I often prefer to use colored candles, oils and herbs as focal points of
energy. There are countless ways to practice magic; find one that's
right for you (see Bibliography for related books).

As I've written elsewhere, magic is magic. It isn't religious in the
usual sense of the word. However, in Wicca, magic is usually worked
while invoking the Goddess and God, asking for Their presence and
that They lend Their strength to the task. It is this that makes Wiccan
magic religious. ,

The magic circle (or sphere) is formed to retain power during
energy raising. When building up power for a spell in one of the old
ways (dance, endless chanting, visualization and so on), Wiccans
attempt to hold it inside their bodies until it has reached its peak. At
this time it is released and sent toward its goal. It is difficult to retain all
of this power-especially during dance-and so the circle does this
job. Once you've released the power, however, the circle in no way
impedes the flow of energy to its destination.

Circles aren't necessary for the practice of magic, though if you
invoke the Goddess and God to help you, the presence of the circle
ensures that the power you receive will be properly retained until you
decide it's time to send it forth.

Ask the Goddess and God to assist you, to grant your request or
to amplify your own powers, no matter what type of magic you per-
form in the circle."'1n doing so you're expanding your awareness of
the deities within, opening a channel through which divine energy
can flow. Thank the Goddess and God after the finished ritual in

words, by lighting a candle, or leaving an offering of food or drink on
an offering plate or in the ground

~ As long as it is positive.
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Few words should be required here regarding "evil" magic.
Needless ~osay,any magicthat is designed to harm or control another
living being-even if you feel that it's in their best interest-is nega-
tive magic.This leaves you open to receiving negativity back. Nega-
tive magic isn't Wiccanmagic.

Once you've finished your magical working, pause for a few"
moments. Gaze at the Goddess and God candles or at their images on
the altar. Youmight also look at the rising incense smoke or bowl of
fresh flowers.Think ofthe deities and ofyour relationship with them,
as well as your place in the universe. Put all thoughts of the ritual out
of your mind entirely by shifting your awareness away from it.

You'llprobably be drained of energy if you did indeed release
power, sosinkbackdown and relaxfora fewmoments. Thisisareflec-
tive moment. It smoothly flows into the next ritual step.

Earthing the Power
Once you've sent energy, residual power usually rushes around

within you. Sometraces maystillexistinside the circle.Thisshould be
earthed,or reprogrammed to fit smoothly back within your normal
energy scheme. Even if you've performed no magic, an earthing is
desirable before closingdown the ritual,forthis step, espedallywhen
it consists of a meal, has sacred aspects as well.

Some Wiccanscallthis Cakesand Wine or Cakesand Ale. In The
StandingStonesBookofShadowsI've termed it the Simple Feast.It's all
the same thing-a ritual ingestion of food and drink to ease us back
from ecstasy. .

Eating kicks your body into a differ~ mode. Since food is a
product of the Earth, it gently returns our awareness to the physical
reality. Food is a manifestation of divine energy. Eating is a form of
true communion. .

"Thismeal canbe a light snack.Cookiesand milk,juict{andbread,
cheese and wine, perhaps the traditional crescent-shaped cakes
(actuallycookies) and wine (see Redpes-=Food section in TheStand-
ingStonesBookofShadows)are allfine.The food isoftenblessed prior to
eating; you'll find sample rituals for this in the Book.

Prior to eating,make a smallofferingto the Goddess and God by
scattering cake crumbs and pouring a few drops of liquid onto the
ground. If indoors, place these things in aspedallibation bowl. BUry
its contents in the ground outside as soon as possible after the ritual.

There are other methods of earthing yourself and the power.
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Tasting abit of salt and scattering itaround the circle works. You might
also try visualization. See the excess energy as a kind of purplish mist
hanging in the circle and within yourself. Hold up a tool of some kind
(the magic knife, a rock, the pentacle, or something else) and visualize
it absorbing the extra energy. (Try holding this with your receptive
hand as well.) When the circle is cleared and you feel back to normal,
put down the tool. When doing this with your magic knife (athanie),
the extra eI}ergy can later be used for spells and for forming the magic
circle. There are many possibilities; some Wiccans store candles
beneath the altar and send the excess energy into them.

Thanking the Gods
The next phase ofWiccan ritual consists of thanking the Goddess

and God for J'heir presence and attendance at your circle. This can be
done in specific ways, with gestures or chants or music, oJ:'can be
improvised on the spot.

Some Wiccans think of this as dismissing the deities. I shudder at
the very notion. Imagine some puny little Wiccan telling the Goddess
and God that They can leave!'"

Thank Them for Their attention and ask that They c;ome again.
That'sit. .

Breaking the Circle
The method in which youretum an area or room to its normal

state depends on your method of circle casting. If you use the one in
The StandingStonesBookof Shadows,close with the accompanying
ritual. In this se~tion we11100k at the methods to disperse the circles
described in "Creating Sacred Space" above.

The first one, in which the circle is visualized as swirling around
you and the altar, is the easiest. Thank the rulers for attending the rite.
Stand before the altar again. Hold out your receptive hand (it will be
the right if you're left-handed). Visualize yourself absorbing the
energy which created the circle.Feelthe energy sinkingbackinto your
palm and, thusly, into your body.

You can also use the magical knife to" c"ut"the circle. Visualize its
power surging back into the blade and handle.

The next method is one to which some Wiccans take offense, but
it is base<i on orthodox Wiccan teachings. Ifyou created your circle by

.Besides, They never leave. They exist within ourselves and inside all of nature.
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treading clockwise around the altar, stand in the North and move
slowly to the West, the South and the East, ending back in the North
again. As you move draw the energy from the circle within yourself.'"

For other types of circles, "break" or disperse them in some way.
If you laid stones in a ring around the altar, take them up. Remove
flowers or greens if they mark the circle's perimeter and disperse or
sweep up rings of herbs, salt or flour.

Whatever method you use, thank the rulers of the four quarters
for their presence and ask that they watch over future rites.

When the circle is gone, put away the ritual tools. If you've used
salt and water (as in the circle consecration in TheStandingStonesBook
of Shadows), save the excess salt for future use, but pour the water onto
the bare Earth. Offerings in the libation bowl should be buried along
with the incense ashes, though these last are sometimes saved for
future spells and rites. -

It isn't necessary to immediately take down the altar. Indeed, it
can be left for the rest of the night or day.When you do begin putting
the toolsaway,it's good symbolismto waitto quench the candlesuntil
last. Use a snuffer, your fingers or your white-handled knife blade
(cleanoffthe waxand soot after each use). Startwith the quarter can-
dles and any others that you might have used, then put out the God
taper and finally the Goddess candle.

Your rite has ended.

"

.Those south of the equator would perform this and all circle dispersions in exactly the opposite direction.
Some Wiccans believe that any counter-clockwise (widdershins) mOvement is negative, but it is used here for
a sound reason and, indeed, this is the way the circle is broken in at least one Wiccan tradition that I know of. H
you feel uncomfortable in treading widdershins, simply walk clockwise and take the energy back inside
you.
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THE STANDING STONES
BOOK OF SHADOWS
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Introduction

Thisis a complete Bookof Shadows, ready for use. I wrote much
of it several years ago for students who desired to practice Wiccabut
couldn't gain entrance to a coven. There is certainly nothing secret
}:I.ere,nor am I borrowing from other traditions except in the most
general ways.

I'm limiting my remarks, notes and comments on this Book of
Shadows. If you have questions while reading these rituals, or while
working them, settle them as best you can.Re-read Chapter Thirteen
or write to me at the publisher's address and I'll try to answer.
Unfamiliar words and terms can be checked in the glossary.

Please remember that this is simplyoneBookof Shadows.There
are countless others, each with both strong and weak points. Some of
these have been printed,in part or in their entirety (seeBibliography).

This isnot, I repeat, notsacred writ,nor does it consist ofrevealed.
writings. I'vewritten it in asomewhat romantic,baroque style,hoping
that thiswillsparkyour imagination.Remember,the Bookof Shadows
isn't changeless.Feel free to alter anything for any reason, or use this
Bookof Shadows as a pattern to construct your own. It isn't myinten-
tion to begin a new tradition of Wicca.

The rites are constructed for individuals. Group workings will
require some alterations.

Why the "standing stones?" I've long been fascinated by the
megalithicsites of Britainand Europe. Stone circlesand menhirs cap-
ture my imagination, and I wonder what rites their ancient creators
performed there.* .

I centered this system's circle casting around the erection of a
psychiccircleofstones,as wellas a physicalone. Ifyou feeluncomfort-
able with this idea, simply change the ritual! Never be afraid to do
this-you won't disappear into a poof of dust. No angry deities will
descend unless you use rites callingfor blood or death or living sac-
rifices, or perform magic that harms or twists others to your wilL

While workingthese or any other rituals,remember to visualize,

.These weren't the Druids; theyarrivedovera thousand YealSlaterandbadnothingtodowiththeconstruc-
tion of such sites as Stonehenge. Sorryl
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sense and move power. Feelthe presence of the Goddess and God. If
you don't, all rituals are only form.

It is my hope that this Bookof Shadows captures your imagina-
tion and guides you on the Wiccanpath.

For those who are interested, the way is open.

Blessed Be!



The Standing Stones
Book of Shadows

WORDS TO THE WISE. . . .

0 daughters and sons of the Earth, adore the Goddess and God
and be blessed with the fullness of life.

Knowthat Theyhave brought you to these writings,forherein lie
our waysofWicca,to serveand fulfillthe keepers ofwisdom,the tenders
of the sacred flameofknowledge. Run the rites with love and joy, and
the Goddess and God willbless you with all that you need. But those
who practice dark magics shall know Their greatest wrath.

Remember that you are of the Wicca.No more do you trod the
ways ofdoubt. Youwalk the path oflight, ever climbingfrom shadow
to shadow to the highest realm of existence. But though we're the
bearers of truths, others do not wish to share our knowledge, so we
run our rites beneath moon filled skies enwrapped in shadows. But
we are happy.

Livefully,for that is the purpose of life.Refrainnot from earthly
existence. From it we grow to learn and understand, until such time
that we are reborn to learn more, repeating this cycle 'till we have
spiralled up the path of perfection and can finally call the Goddess
and God our kin."

Walk the fields and forests; be'refreshed by the cool winds and
the touch of a nodding flower.The Moon and Sun sing in the ancient
wild places: The deserted seashore, the stark desert, the roaring
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waterfall. We are of the Earth and should revere Her, so do Her
honor.

Celebrate the rites on the appropriate days and seasons, and call
upon the Goddess and God when the time is meet, but use the Power
only when necessary, never for frivolous ends. Know that using the
Power for harm is a perversion of Lifeitself.

But for those who love and magnifylove,the richness oflifeshall
be your reward. Nature will celebrate.

So love the Goddess and God, and harm none!

THE NATURE OF OUR WAY

. As often as possible, hold the rites in forests, by the seashore,
on deserted mountaintops or near .tranquillakes.Hthis is impossible,
a garden or some chamber shall suffice, if it is readied with fumes
or flowers.

. Seek out wisdom in books, rare manuscripts and cryptic poems
ifyou will,but seekit out also in simple stones and fragileherbs and in
the cries of wild birds. Listen to the whisperings of the wind and the
roar ofwater ifyou would discover magic,for it is here that the old se-
crets are preserved. .

. Bookscontainwords; trees containenergiesand wisdombooks
ne'er dreamt of.

. Ever remember that the Old Ways are constantly revealing
themselves. Therefore be as the river willow that bends and sways
with the wind. That which remains changeless shall outlive its spirit,
but that which evolves and grows will shine for centuries.

. There can be no monopoly on wisdom. Therefore share what
you will of our ways with others who seek them, but hide mysticlore
from the eyes of those who would destroy, for to do otherwise in-
creases their destruction.

. Mocknot the rituals or spells ofanother, forwho can-sayyours
are greater in power or wisdom?

..Ensure that your actionsare honorable, forallthat you do shall
return to you three-fold, good or bane.

. Bewary of one who would dominate you, who would control
and manipulate your workings and reverences. True reverence for
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the Goddess and God occurswithin.Lookwith suspicion on any who
would twist worship from you for their own gain and glory, but
welcome those priestesses and priests who are suffused with love.

. Honor all livingthings, for we are of the bird, the fish,the bee.
Destroy not life save it be to preserve your own.

. And this is the nature of our way.

BEFORE TIME WAS

Beforetime was,there was TheOne; The One wasall,and allwas
The One.

And the vast expanse known as the universe was The One, all-
wise, all-pervading, all-powerful, eternally changing.

And space moved. The One molded energy into twin forms,
equal but opposite, fashioning the Goddess and God from The One
and of The One.

The Goddess and God stretched and gavethanks to TheOne,but
darkness surrounded them. They were alone, solitary save for The
One.

So They formed energy into gasses and gasses into suns and
planets and moons; They sprinkled the universe with whirling globes
and so all was given shape by the hands of the Goddess and God.

Lightarose and the skywasilluminated byabillionsuns.And the
Goddess and God, satisfied by their works, rejoiced and loved, and
were one.

From their union sprang the seeds of all life, and of the human
race, so that we might achieve incarnation upon the Earth.

The Goddess chose the Moon as Her symbol, and the God the
Sun as His symbol, to remind the inhabitants of Earth of their fash-

, ioners.
All are born, live,die and are reborn beneath the Sun and Moon;

allthings cometopass thereunder, and alloccurswith the blessings of
The One, as has been the way of existence before time was.
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SONG OF THE GODDESS
(based on an invocation by Morgan")

I am the Great Mother, worshipped by all creation and existent
prior to their consciousness. I am the primal female force, boundless
and eternal.

I am the chaste Goddess of the Moon, the Ladyof all magic.The
winds and moving leaves sing my name. I wear the crescent Moon
upon my brow and my feet rest among the starry heavens. I am mys-
teries yet unsolved, a path newly set upon. I am a field untouched by
the plow. Rejoice in me and know the fullness of youth.

I am the blessed Mother, the gracious Lady of the harvest. I am
clothed with the deep, cool wonder of the Earth and the gold of the
fields heavy with grain. By me the tides of the Earth are ruled; all
things come to fruition according to my seasqn. I am refuge and heal-
ing. I am the life-givingMother, wondrously fertile.

Worship me as the Crone, tender of the unbroken cycle of death
and rebirth. I am the wheel, the shadow of the Moon. I rule the tides of

women and men and give release and renewal to weary souls. Though
the darkness of death is my domain, the joy of birth is my gift.

Iam the Goddess ofthe Moon,the Earth,the Seas.Mynames and
strengths are manifold. Ipour forth magicand power, peace and wis-
dom. I am the eternal Maiden, Mother of all, and Crone of darkness,
and I send you blessings of limitless love.

CAU OF THEGOD

I am the radiant King of the Heavens, flooding the Earth with
warmth and encouraging the hidden seed of creation to burst forth
into manifestation. I lift my shining spear to light the lives of all beings

.My first teacher and priestess. She wrote this a decade or so ago. This and the following "Call of the God"
aren't necessarily meant to be spoken in ritual. They can be read for devotional purposes, meditated upon to
learn more of the Goddess and God or used in ritual by inserting the words "She" and "He" and making other
small changes to agree with these alterations.
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and daily pour forth my gold upon the Earth, putting to flight the
powers of darkness.

I am the master of the beasts wild and free. I run with the swift
.stag and soar as a sacred falconagainstthe shimmeringsky.The
ancient woods and wild places emanate my powers, and the birds of
the air sing of my sanctity.

>,

I am also the last harvest, offeringup grain and fruits beneath the
sickleof time so that allmaybe nourished. For without planting there
can be no harvest; without winter, no spring.

Worship me as the thousand-named Sun ofcreation, the spirit of
the homed stagin the wild,the endless harvest. See in the yearlycycle
of festivals my birth, death and rebirth-and know that such is the
destiny of all creation.

I am the spark of life,the radiant Sun, the giver ofpeace and rest,
and Isend my rays ofblessings to warm the hearts and strengthen the
minds of all.

THE CIRCLE OF STONES

The Circleofstones isused during indoor rituals,forenergy rais-
ing, meditation and so on.

First cleanse the area with the ritual broom.
For this circle you will need {our large, flat stones. If'you have

none, candles can be used to mark the four cardinal points of the cir-
cle.White or purple candles can be used, as can colors related to each
direction-green for the North, yellow for East, red for South and
blue for West.

Place the first stone (or candle) to the North, to represent the
Spirit of the North Stone. In ritual when you invoke the Spirits of the
Stones you're actuallyinvokingallthat resides in that particular direc-
tion, including the elemental energies.

After setting the North Stone (or candle), place the East,South
and Weststones.Theyshould mark out a rough square,nearly encom-
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passing the working area. This square represents the physical plane
on which we exist-the Earth.

Now take a long purple or white cord" and lay it out in a circle,
using the four stones or candles to guide you. It takes a bit of practice
to smoothly do this. The cord should be placed so that the stones
remain insidethe circle.Now you have a square and a circle,the circle
representing the spiritual reality.As such, this is a squared circle;the
place of interpenetration of the physical and spiritual realms.

The size ofthe circlecan be anything from 5to 20feet depending
on the room and your desires.

Next, set up the altar. The following tools are recommended:

. A Goddesssymbol(candle,holed stone,statue)

. A God symbol (candle, horn, acorn, statue)

. Magic knife (athame)

. Wand

. Censer

. Pentacle

. A bowl of water (spring, rain or tap)

. A bowl of salt (it can also be placed on the pentacle). Incense

. Flowers and greens

. One red candlein holder (ifnot usingpoint candles)

. Any other toolsor materialsrequiredfor the ritual,spellor
magicalworking .

Set up the altar according to the plan shown here or according to
your own design. Alsobe sure to have plenty of matches, as well as a
smallheat-proof container in which to place them when used. A char-
coal block is also necessary to bum the incense.

Light the candles. Set the Incense smoking. Lift the knife and
touch its blade to the water, saying:

I consecrateandcleansethis water
that it maybepurifiedandfit to
dweUwithin thesacredCircleof Stones.
In thenameof theMother GoddessandtheFatherGodt
I consecratethis water.

. Fashioned, perhaps, of braided yam.

t If you are attuning with a specific Goddess and God, substitute Their names here.
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Suggested Altar Layout

As you do this, visualize your knife blasting away all negativity
from the water.

The salt is next touched with the point of the knifewhile saying:

I blessthis salt that it may befit
to dwell within the sacred Circle of Stones.
In the name of the Mother Goddess and the Father God,
I bless this salt.

Now stand facing North, at the edge of the cord-marked circle.
Hold your magic knife point outward at waist level. Walk slowly
around the circle'sperimeter clockwise,your feet just inside the cord,

Goddess God
Symbol or Symbol or

Candle Candle
Censer I >-

Bowl of Red Bowl of
Water Candle Salt

Pentacle
Cup Incense

Cauldron,
or Spell

Wand Materials Knife

Bell Bolline
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charging it with your words and energy. Create the circle-through
your visualization-with the power flowing out from your knife's
blade. As you walk, stretch the energy out until it forms a complete
sphere around the working area, half above the ground, half below.
As you do this say:

Here is the boundary of the Circle of Stones.
Naught but love shall enter in,
Naught but love shall emerge from within.
Charge this by Your powers, Old Ones!

When you have arrived back at the North, place the magicknife
on the altar. Takeup the salt and sprinkle it around the circle,begin-
ning and ending in the North, and moving clockwise.Next, carry the
smoking censer around the circle,then the Southern point candle or
the lit red candle from the altar, and finallysprinkle water around the
circle. Do more than carrying and walking; sense the substances
purifying the circle.The Circle of Stones is now sealed.

Hold aloft the wand at the North, at the edge of the circle, and
say:

0 Spirit of the North Stone,
Ancient One of the Earth,
I call You to attend this circle.

Charge this by Your powers, Old Ones!

As you say this, visualize a greenish mist rising and writhing in
the Northern quarter, over the stone. This is the elemental energy of
Earth. When the Spirit is present, lower the wand, move to the East,
raise it again and say:

0 Spirit Qf the East Stone,
Ancient One of Air,

. I call You to attend this circle.

Charge this by Your powers, Old Ones!

Visualize the yellowish mist of Air energy. Lower the wand,
move to the South and repeat the followingwith your upraised wand,
visualizing a crimson Fire mist:
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a Spirit of the South Stone,
Ancient One of Fire,
I call You to attend this circle.

Charge this by Your powers, Old Ones! .,

Finally, to the West, say with wand held aloft:

a Spirit of the West Stone,
Ancient One of Water,
I call You to attend this circle.

Charge this by Your powers, Old Ones!

Visualize the bluish mist, the essence of Water.
The circle breathes and lives around you. The Spirits of the

Stones are present. Feel the energies. Visualize the circle glowing and
growing in power. Stand still, sensing for a moment.

The Circle of stones is complete. The Goddess and God maybe
called, and magic wrought.

.;

CUTTING A DOORWAY

At times you may have to leave the circle.This is fine, of course,
but as previously mentioned, passing through the circledissipates it.
To prevent this from occurring it's traditional to cut a doorway.

To do this, face Northeast. Hold your magic knife point down-
ward near the ground.Seeand sensethe circlebeforeyou.Pierceits
wall of energy with the athame and trace an archway, tall enough to
walk through, moving counter-clockwise along the circle for about
three feet. Move the point of the magic knife up at the arch's center
and down the other side until it is near the ground. C

As you're -doing this, visualize that area of the circle's energy
being sucked back into the athame. This creates a void, allowing
passage in and out of the circle. Pull the magic knife out of the circle's
wall. You're free to walk outside.

Once back inside, close the door by placing the athame at the
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lower North-Eastern'" point of the archway. With your knife trace the
circle's perimeter clockwise, as if redrawing that portion of the Circle
of Stones, again visualizing blue ot purple energy flaring out from the
blade and converging with the rest of the circle. It is done.

'.

RELEASING THE CIRCLE

Once the rite is ended, face North, hold aloft the wand and
say:

Farewell, Spirit of the North Stone.

I give thanks for your presence here.

Go in power.

Repeat this same formula to the East,South and West,substitut-
ing the proper direction in the words. Then return to the North and
hold the wand aloft for a few moments.

Lay the wand on the altar. Takeup the athame. Standing in the
North, pierce the circle's wall with the blade at waist level. Move
clockwisearound the circle,visualizing its power being sucked back
into the knife.Literallypullitbackinto the blade and handle. Sensethe
circle dissolving, shrinking; the outside world slowly regaining its
dominance in the area.

When you arrive at the North again, the circle is no more.

.The traditional direction. In some covens, members enter and withdraw from the circle from this point.
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VISUAUZATIONS FOR THE CIRCLE OF STONES

If you wish, you can back up the circlecastingwith the following
visualizations as you form the circle itself:

Prepare as usual. Approach the North and set the North Stone
(or the candle) on the ground. Then, visualize a stone slab standfug
upright two feet to the left of and behind the North Stone. Visualize
this as being bluish-grey, two feet wide, two feet thick and sixfeet tall.
This stone represents the Goddess (see figure on previous page).

When the stone is really there-in your visualization-create
another stone of the same size and color two feet to the right of the
North Stone. This represents the God.

Now visualize a capstone resting on top of the two upright
stones. It is about tWofeetby two feetby fivefeet.Thisrepresents The
One before the Goddess and God, the source ofallpower and magic.
The Northern Trilithon is now complete.

The stones form an archway, a symbol of and gateway to the
realm of the element of Earth.

Firmly visualize this, then gaze through the arch formed by the
stones. See the greenish haze of Earth energy.

Repeat the entire procedure to the East,South and West.Visual-
ize the appropriate elemental color within each trilithon.

Now purify salt and water, cast the circle as usual, and carry
around the salt, censer, candle and water.

As you approach each quarter to can.its Spirit of the Stone, see
the trilithonfirmly in your mind. Visualizeit in all itsPagan splendor.
See the elemental hazes within them, boiling and writhing inunmani-
festedness. Stretch out with your feelings; sense the arrival of the
spirit of each stone, then go on to the next.

With practice this comes easily, but such visualizations are
never necessary.
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THEBLESSING CHANT

May thepowersof TheOne,
thesourceof all creation;
all-pervasive,omnipotent,eternal;
maytheGoddess,
theLadyof theMoon;
andtheGod,
HornedHunter of theSun;
maythepowersof theSpiritsof theStones,
rulersof theelementalrealms;
maythepowersof thestarsaboveandtheEarthbelow,
blessthis place,andthis time,andI whoamwith You."

'.

THE SIMPLE FEAST

Hold up a cup ofwine or some other liquid between your hands
to the sky, and say:

GraciousGoddessofAbundance,
Blessthis wineandinfuseit with Yourlove.
In Yournames,Mother GoddessandFatherC;;od,
I blessthis wine (orbrew,juice,etc.).

Hold up a plate of cakes (bread,biscuits) with both hands to the
sk}rand say:

PowerfulGodof theHarvest,
Blessthesecakesandinfusethemwith Yourlove.
In Yournames,Mother GoddessandFatherGod,
I blessthesecakes(or this bread).t

.The BlessingChant can be said at the beginning of any type of ritual as a general invocation. Separate
invocations of the Goddessand God may follow.

t The Simple Feastis usually held at the end of the Sabbatsand Esbats,It isasedateversion of the wild feasts
once held during agricultural rituals in ruraI Europe. Many liquids other than wine can be used; seethe
recipes section.
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CONSECRATION OF TOOLS

Light the candles. Set the incense smoking. Cast the Circle of
Stones. Place the tool on the pentacle, or a plate of salt.Touchit with
the point of the magic knife (or your projective hand) and say:

I consecrate you, a knife of steel (or wand of wood, etc.) to cleanse

and purify you to serve me within the Circle of Stones. In the
names of the Mother Goddess and Father God, you are conse-
crated.

Send projective energy into the tool, cleansing it of allnegativity
and past associations. Now pick it up and sprinkle with salt, pass
through the incense smoke, through the candle flame and sprinkle
with water, callingupon the Spirits of the Stones to consecrate it.

Then hold the tool to the sky, saying:

I charge you by the Old Ones: By the omnipotent Goddess and
God: By the virtues of the Sun, Moon and Stars: By the powers of
the Earth,Air, Fireand Water, that I shall obtain all that I desire

through you. Charge this by your power, Old Ones!"

The tool should immediatelybe put to use to strengthen and bind
the consecration. For example, the athame can be used to consecrate
another tool; a wand to invoke the Goddess; the pentacle to act as a
resting place for a tool during its consecration.

THEFUU MOON RITE

Perform this at night, in view ofthe Moon ifpossible. It is appro-
priate for crescents,white flowers, silver and other lunar symbols to
be present on Utealtar for this ritual.The quartz crystalsphere can be
placed on the altar as well. Or, if you prefer, use the cauldron (or a
smallwhite or silverbowl) filledwith water.Placeapiece ofsilverinto
the water.

.The words used in this consecration rite are based on one included in The Key of Solomon and are similar to
those used in many Wiccan traditions.
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Arrange the altar, light the candles and censer, and cast the Circle
of Stones.

Stand before the altar and invoke the Goddess and God, with the

Blessing Chant and/or any other invocations (see Prayers, Chants
and Invocations in this Book of Shadows).

Now gaze at the Moon, if possible. Feel its energies sinking into
your body. Feel its cool Goddess energy wash you with power and
love.

Now say these or similar words:

<'.

Wondrous Lady of the Moon
You who greets the dusk with silvered kisses;
Mistress of the night and of all magics,
who rides the clouds in blackened skies

and spills light upon the cold Earth;
0 Lunar Goddess,
Crescented-One,
Shadow maker and shadow breaker;

Revealer of mysteries past and present;
Puller of seas and ruler of women;
All-wise Lunar Mother,

I greet Your celestial jewel
at the waxing of its powers
With a rite in Your honor.

I pray by the Moon,
I pray by the Moon,
I prayby theMoon.

Continue chanting "I pray by the Moon" for as long as you will.
Visualize the Goddess if you so desire, perhaps as a tall, robust
woman wearing silver jewelry and white, rippling, draped clothing. A
crescent Moon may rest upon Her brow, or She may toss a glowing
silvery white orb in Her hands. She trods the starfield of eternal night
in an eternal round with Her lover, the Sun God, spreading moonrays
wherever She goes. Her eyes laugh, Her skin is white and translucent.
She glows.

Now is the time for magic of all types, fQr the full of the Moon
marks the height of its powers, and all positive spells cast then are
powerful.

Full Moons are also excellent times for meditation, mirror magic
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and psychic workings, for such are often more successfulwithin the
circle.Crystal-scryingis particularly recommended; flood the crystal
with moonlight prior to the ritual. If you have no crystal sphere, use
the cauldron filledwith water and the piece ofsilver.Gaze atthe water
(or at the Moon glinting on the silver) to awaken your psychic.
awareness.

Lunar liquids such as lemonade, milk or white wine can be con-
. sumed during the Simple Feast that follows. Crescent cakes are
traditional as well.

Thank the Goddess and God and release the circle. It is done.



THE SEASONAL FESTIVALS

Yule
(circa December 21)

The altar is adorned with evergreens such as pine, rosemary, bay,
ju~per and cedar, and the same can be laid to mark the Circle of
Stones. Dried leaves can also be placed on the altar.

The cauldron, resting on the altar on a heat-proof surface (or
placed before it if too large), should be filled with ignitable spirit
(alcohol), or a red candle can be placed within it. At outdoor rites, lay a
fire within the cauldron to be lit during ritual.

Arrange the altar, light the candles and incense, and cast the Cir-
cle of Stones.

ReCite the Blessing Chant.
Invoke the Goddess and God.*
Stand before the cauldron and gaze within it. Say these or

similar words:.

I sorrow not, though the world is wrapped in sleep.
I sorrow not, though the icy winds blast.
I sorrow not, though the snow:falls hard and deep.
I sorrow not; this too shall soon be past.

Ignite the cauldron (orcandle), using long matches or a taper. As
the flame(s) leap up say:

I light this fire in Your honor, Mother Goddess.
You have created life from death; warmth from cold;
The Sun lives once again; the time of light is
waxing. Welcome, ever-returning God of the Sul'!!
HailMotherofAll! .

~

. Using, once again, any of the invocations found in Prayers, Chants and Invocations, or your own
words.
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Circle the altar and cauldron slowly, clockwise, watching the
flames. Say the following chant for some time:

Thewheelturns;the power burns.

Meditate upon the Sun, on the hidden energies lying dormant in
winter, not onlyin the Earthbut within ourselves.Think ofbirth not as
the start of life but as its continuance. Welcome the return of the
God.

After a time ceaseand stand once againbefore the altar and flam-
ing cauldron. Say: .

GreatGodof theSun,
I welcomeYourreturn.
May YoushinebrightlyupontheGoddess;
May YoushinebrightlyupontheEarth,
scatteringseedsandfertilizing theland.
All blessingsuponYou,
RebornOneof theSun!

Worksofmagic,if necessary,mayfollow.
Celebrate the Simple Feast.
The circle is released.

Yule Lore

One traditional Yuletide practice is the creation of a Yule'tree.
This can be a living, potted tree which can later be planted in the
ground, or a cut one. The choice is yours.

Appropriate Wiccandecorations are fun to make,from strings of
dried rosebuds and cinnamon sticks (orpopcorn and cranberries) for
garlands, to bags of fragrant spices which are hung from boughs.
Quartz crystalscan be wrapped with shiny wire and suspended from
sturdy branches to resemble icicles. Apples, oranges and lemons
hanging from .boughs are strikingly beautiful, natural decorations,
and were customary in ancient times. -

Many enjoy the custom oflighting the Yulelog.This is a graphic
representation of the rebirth of the God within the sacred fire of the
Mother Goddess. If you choose to bum one, select a proper log
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(traditionallyof oak or pine). Carve or chalka figure ofthe Sun (such
as a rayed disc) or th;eGod (ahorned circleor a figure ofa man) upon
it, with the white-handled knife, and set it alight in the fireplace at
dusk on Yule.Asthe logburns, visualizethe Sun shining within it and
think of the coming warmer days.

As to food, nuts, fruits such as apples and pears, cakes of car-
raways soaked in cider,and (fornon-vegetarians) pork are traditional
fare. Wassil,lambswool,hibiscus or ginger tea are fine drinks for the
Simple Feast or Yule meals.



1mbole
(February 2)

A symbol ofthe season, such as'arepresentation ofa snowflake,a
white flower, or perhaps. some snow in a crystal container can be
placed on the altar.An orange candle anointed with musk, cinnamon,
frankincense or rosemary oil,unlit, should alsobe there. Snow can be
melted and used for the water during the circle casting.

Arrange the altar,light the candlesand censer, and castthe Circle
of Stones.

Recite the Blessing Chant.
Invoke the Goddess and God.
Say such words as the following:

This is the time of the feast of torches,

when every lamp blazes and shines

to 7pelcome the rebirth of the God.
I celebrate the Goddess,

I celebrate the God;
All the Earth celebrates

Beneath its mantle of sleep.

Light the orange taper from the red candle on the altar (or at the
Southern point of the circle). Slowly walk the circle clockwise, bear-
ing the candle before you. Say these or similar words:

All the land is wrapped in winter.
The air is chilled and

frost envelopes the Earth.
But Lord of the Sun, ,

Horned One of animals and wild places,
Unseen you have been reborn
of the gracious Mother Goddess,
Lady of allfertility.
Hail Great God!
Hail and welcome!
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Stop before the altar, holding aloft the candle. Gaze at its flame.
Visualizeyour life blossoming with creativity,with renewed energy
and strength.

H you need to look into the future or past, now is an ideal
time.

Works of magic, if necessary, may follow.
Celebrate the Simple Feast.
The circle is released.

"

ImbolcLore

It is traditional upon Imbo1c,at sunset or just after ritual, to light
every lamp in the house-if only fora few moments. Or,light candles
in each room in honor of the Sun's rebirth. Alternately, light a kero-
sene lamp with a red chimney and place this in apromin~mtpartofthe
home or in a window.

Ifsnow lies on the ground outside,walkin it for amoment, recall-
ingthe warmth of summer. Withyour projective hand, trace an image
of the Sun on the snow.

Foodsappropriate to eaton this day include those from the dairy,
since Imbo1cmarks the festivalof calving.Sour cream dishes are fine.
Spicy and full-bodied foods in honor of the Sun are equally attuned.
Curries and alldishes made with peppers, onions,leeks, shallots,gar-
lic or chives are appropriate. Spiced wines and dishes containing
raisins-all foods symbolic of the Sun-are also traditional.



Ostara
(circa March 21) -.

Flowers should be laid on the altar,placed around the circleand
strewn on the ground. The cauldron can be filled with spring water
and flowers,and buds and blossoms maybe womas well.Asmallpot-
ted plant should be placed on the altar.

Arrange the altar, light the candles and incense, and castthe Cir-
cle of Stones.

Recite the Blessing Chant.
Invoke the Goddess and God in whatever words please you.
Stand before the altar and gaze upon the plant as you say:

0 GreatGoddess,youhavefreedyourselffrom theicy prisonof
- winter.Nowis thegreening,whenthefragranceofflowersdrifts

on the breeze.This is thebeginning.Life renewsitselfby Your
magic,EarthGoddess.TheGodstretchesandrises,eagerin His
.youth,andburstingwith thepromiseof summer.

Touch the plant. Connect with its energies and, through it, all
nature. Travelinside its leavesand stems through your visualization-
from the center of your consciousness out through your arm and
fingers and into the plant itself. Explore its inner nature; sense the
miraculous processes of life at work within it.

After a time, still touching the plant, say:

I walkthe earthin friendship,not in dominance.
Mother GoddessandFatherGod,instill within me
throughthis plant a warmthfor all living things.
Teachmeto reveretheEarthandall its treasures.
May I neverforget.

Meditate upon the changing of the seasons. Feel the rousing of
energies around you in the Earth.
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Works of magic, if necessary, may follow.
Celebrate the Simple Feast.
The circle is released.

Ostara Lore

Atraditional VernalEquinoxpastime: go to afield and randomly
collectwildflowers."Or, buy some from a florist,taking one or two of
those that appeal to you. Then bring them home and divine their
magical meanings by the use of books, your own intuition, a pen-
dulum or by other means. The flowers you've chosen reveal your
inner thoughts and emotions.

Itis important atthis time ofrenewed lifetoplan awalk (ora ride)
through gardens, a park, woodlands, forest and other green places.
This is not simply exercise,and you should be on no other mission. It
isn't even just an appreciation ofnature. Makeyour walkcelebratory,a
ritual for nature itself.

Other traditional activities include planting seeds, working on
magical gardens and practicing all forms of herb work-magical,
medicinal, cosmetic, culinary and artistic.

Foods in tune with this day (linkingyour meals with the seasons
is a finemethod ofattuning with nature) include those made ofseeds,
such as sunflower, pumpkin and sesame seeds, as well as pine nuts.
Sprouts are equally appropriate, as are leafy, green vegetables.
Flower dishes such as stuffed naturtiums or carnation cupcakes also
find their place here. t

.Thank the flowers for their sacrifice before picking them, using a collection formula such as can be found in
"An Herbal Grimoire" elsewhere in this Book of Shadows.

t Find a book offIower cooking or simply make spice cupcakes. Ice with pink frosting and place a fresh carna-

tion petal on each cupcake. Stuff nasturtium blossoms with a mixture made of cream cheese, chopped nuts,
chives and watercress. They're hot!



Beltane
(Apri130)

Ifpossible, celebrate Beltanein a forest or near a livingtree. Ifthis
is impossible, bring a small tree within the circle,preferably potted; it
can be of any type.

.Create a small token or charm in honor of the wedding of the
Goddess and God to hang upon the tree. Youcan make several ifyou
desire. These tokens canbe bags filledwith fragrant flowers,strings of
beads, carvings,flower garlands-whatever your talents and imagin-
ation can conjure.

Arrange the altar, lightthe candles and censer, and castthe Circle
of Stones.

Recite the Blessing Chant.
Invoke the Goddess and God.
Stand before the altar and say, with wand upraised:

a Mother Goddess, Queen of the night and of the Earth;
a Father God, King of the day and of the forests,
I celebrate Your union as nature rejoices in a riotous
blaze of color and life. Accept my gift, Mother Goddess
and Father God, in honor of Your union.

Place the token(s) on the tree.

From Your mating shall spring forth life anew;
a profusion of living creatures shall cover the lands,
and the winds will blow pure and sweet.
a Ancient Ones, I celebrate with You!

Works of magic, if necessary, may follow.
Celebrate the Simple Feast.
The Circle is released.
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Beltane Lore

Weaving and plaiting are traditional arts at this time of year, for
the joining together of two substances to form a third is in the spirit
of Beltane.

Foods traditionally come from the dairy, and dishes such as
marigold custard (see Recipes-Food) and vanilla ice cream are fine.
Oatmeal cakes are also appropriate.

'\



Midsummer
(circaJune 21)

Before the rite, make up a small cloth pouch filled with herbs
such as lavender, chamomile, St. John's wort, vervain, or any of the
Midsummer herbs listed in "An Herbal Grimoire." Mentallypour all
your troubles, problems, pains, sorrows and illnesses,ifany, into this
petition as you construct it.Tie it shut with a red string. Place this on
the altar for use during the rite. The cauldron should also be there or
nearby. Evenifyou use candles to mark the quarters, the red candle in
a holder should also be on the altar.For outdoor rituals, light a fire-
however small-and drop the pouch into this.

Arrange the altar,light the candlesand censer, and castthe Circle
of Stones.

Recite the Blessing Chant.
Invoke the Goddess.and God.
Stand before the altar and say, with wand upraised:

I celebratethe noon of summer with mystic rites.
0 great Goddessand God,
all nature vibrates with your energies
and the Earth is bathedwith warmth and life.
Now is the time of forgetting past caresand banes;
Now is the time for purification.
0 fiery Sun,
burn away the unuseful,
the hurtful,
the bane,
in your omnipotent power.
Purify me!
Purify me!
Purify me!

Laythe wand on the altar.Takeup the herbal petition and light it
in the red candle on the altar (or,ifoutdoors, the ritual fire).When it is
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burning, drop it into the cauldron (or some other heat-proof con-
tainer) and say:

I banish you by the powers of the Goddess and God!
I banish you by the powers of the Sun, Moon and Stars!
I banish you by the powers of Earth, Air, Fire and Water!

'.

Pause, seeing the hurts and pains burning into nothingness.
Then say:

0 Gracious Goddess, 0 Gracious God,

on this night of Midsummer magic.
I pray that you chargemy life with
wonder and joy. Help me in attuning with
the energies adrift on the enchanted night air.
I give thanks.

Reflectupon the purificationyou haveundergone.Feelthe powers
of nature flowmgthrough you, washingyou cleanwith divine energy.

Works of magic, if necessary, may follow.
Celebrate the Simple Feast.
Th~ circle is released.

Midsummer Lore

Midsummer is practicallythe classictime the perform magics of
allkinds. Healings,lovemagicand protections are especiallysuitable.
Herbs can be dried over the ritual fire ifyou're celebrating outdoors.
Leap the fire for purification and renewed energy. .

Fresh fruits are standard fare for Midsummer.

/"



Lughnasadh
(August 1)

'"

Place upon the altar sheaves of wheat, barley or oats, fruit and
breads, perhaps a loaf fashioned in the figure of the Sun or a man to
represent the God Com dollies,symbolicofthe Goddess,canbe pres-
ent there as well.

Arrange the altar,light the candlesand censer, and castthe Circle
of Stones.

Recite the Blessing Chant.
Invoke the Goddess and God.
Stand before the altar, holding aloft the sheaves of grain, saying

these or similar words:

Now is the time of the First Harvest,
when the bounties of nature give of themselves
so that we may survive.
D God of the ripening fields, Lord of the Grain,
grant me the understanding of sacrifice as you
prepare to deliver yourself under the sickle of the
Goddess and journey to the lands of eternal summer.
D Goddessof the Dark Moon,
teach me the secrets of rebirth
as the Sun loses its strength and the nights grow cold.

Rub the heads ofthe wheat with your fingersso thatthe grains fall
onto the altar. Lift a piece of fruit and bite it, savoring its flavor,
and say:

I partakeof the first harvest, mixing its energies
with mine that I may continue my quest for the starry

. wisdom of perfection.
D Lady of the Moon and Lord of the Sun,
gracious ones before Whom the stars halt their courses,
I offer my thanks for the continuing fertility of theEarth.
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May the nodding grain looseits seeds to be buried in
the Mother's breast, ensuring rebirth in the warmth
of the coming Spring.

Consume the rest of the fruit. ,.

Works of magic, if necessary, may follow.
Celebrate the Simple Feast.
The circle is released.

Lughnasadh Lore

It is appropriate to ptant the seeds from the fruit consumed in
ritual. If they sprout, grow the plant with love and as a symbol of your
connection with the Goddess and God.

Wheat weaving (the making of com dollies, etc.) is an appro-
priate activity for Lughnasadh. Visits to fields, orchards, lakes and
wells.are also traditional.

The foods of Lughnasadh include bread, blackberries and all
berries, acorns (leached of their poisons first), crab apples, all grains
and loca11yripe produce. A cakeis sometimes baked, and cider isused
in place of wine.

Ifyou do make a figure of the God from bread, it can be used for
the Simple Feast.



Mabon
(circaSeptember 21)

Decorate the altar with acorns, oak sprigs, pine and cypress
cones, ears of corn, wheat stalksand other fruits and nuts. Also place
there a small rustic basket filled with dried leaves of various colors
and kinds.

Arrange the altar,light the candlesand censer, and castthe Circle
of Stones. .

Recite the Blessing Chant.
Invoke the Goddess and God.
Stand before the altar, holding aloft the basket of leaves, and

slowly scatter them so that they cascade to the ground within the cir-
cle.Say such words as tliese:

Leavesfall,
the days grow cold.
The Goddess pulls her mantle of Earth around Her
as You, 0 Great Sun God, sail toward the West

to the lands of eternal enchantment,
wrapped in the coolness of night.
Fruits ripen,
seeds drop,
the hours of day and night are balanced.
Chill winds blow in from the North wailing laments.
In this seemingextinctionofnature'spower,0 Blessed
Goddess, I know that life continues.
For spring is impossible without the second harvest,
as surely as life is impossible without death.
Blessings upon you, 0 Fallen God, as you journey into
the lands of winter and into the Goddess' loving arms.

Place the basket down and say:

0 Gracious Goddess of all fertility, I have sown and
reaped the fruits of my actions, good and bane.
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Grant me the courage to plant seeds of joy and love in
the coming year, banishing misery and hate. Teach me the secrets
of wise existence upon this planet,
0 luminous one of the night!

'.

Works of magic, if necessary, may follow.
Celebrate the Simple Feast.
The circle is released.

Mabon Lore

A traditional practice is to walk wild places and forests, gathering
seed pods and dried plaii.ts.Some of these can be used to decorate the
home; others saved for future herbal magic.

The foods of Mabon consist of the second harvest's gleanings, so
grains, fruit and vegetables predominate, especially com. Com bread
is traditional fare, as are beans and baked squash.



Samhain
(October 31)

Place upon the altar apples, pomegranates, pumpkins, squashes
and other late autumn fruits. Autumn flowers such as marigolds and
chrysanthemums are fine too. Write on a piece of paper an aspect of
your life which you wish to be free of: anger, a baneful habit, mis-
placed feelings, disease. The cauldron or some similar tool must be
present before the altar as well, on a trivet or some other heat-proof
surface (if the legs aren't long enough). A small, flat dish marked with
an eight-spoked wheel symbol should also be there."

Prior to the ritual,.sit quietly and think of friends and loved ones
who have passed away. Do not despair. Know that they have gone on
to greater things. Keep firmly in mind that the physical isn't the
absolute reality, and that souls never die.

Arrange the altar, light the candles and censer, and cast the Circle
of Stones.

Recite the Blessing Chant.
Invoke the Goddess and God. .

Lift one of the pomegranates and, with your freshly-washed
white-handled knife, pierce the skin of the fruit. Remove several
seeds and place them on the wheel-marked dish.

Raise your wand, face the altar and say:

On this night of Samhain I mark your passing,
0 Sun King, through the sunset into the Land of the Young.
I mark also the passing of all who have gone before,
and all who will go after. 0 GraciousGoddess,
EternalMother, You who gives birth to the fallen,
teach me to know that in the time of the greatest
darkness there is the greatest light.

Taste the pomegranate seeds; burst them with your teeth and
savor their sharp, bittersweet flavor.Look down at the eight-spoked
.This is just what it sounds like. On a flat plate or dish, paint a large circle. Put a dot in the centerofthis circle
and paint eight spokes radiating out from the dot to the Iargercircle. Thus, you have a wheel symbol-a sym-
bol of the Sabbats, a symbol of timelessness.
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symbol onthe plate; the wheel of the year, the cycle of the seasons, the
end and beginning of all creation.

Light a fire within the cauldron (a candle is fine). Sit before it,
holding the piece of paper, gazing at its flames. Say:

Wise One of the Waning Moon,
Goddess of the starry night,
I create this fire within Your cauldron
to transform that which is plaguing me.
May the energies be reversed:
From darkness, light!
From bane, good!
From death, birth!

'.

Light the paper in the cauldron's flames and drop it inside. As it
bums, know that your ill diminishes, lessens and finally leaves you as
it is consumed within the universal fires.'" .

H you wish, you m~y attempt scrying or some other form of
divination, for this is a perfect time to look into the past or future. Try
to recall past lives too, if you will. But leave the dead in peace. Honor
them with your memories but do not call them to you. t Release any
pain and sense of loss you may feel into the cauldron's flames.

Works of magiclif necessary, may follow.
Celebrate the Simple Feast.
The circle is released.

Samhain Lore

It is traditional on Samhain night to leave a plate of food outside
the home for the souls of the dead. A candle placed in the window
guides them to the lands of eternal summer, and burying apples in the
hard-packed earth "feeds" the passed ones on their journey.

For food, beets, turnips, apples, com, nuts, gingerbread,dder,
mulled wines and pumpkin dishes are appropriate, as are meat dishes
(once again, if you're not vegetarian. H so, tofu seems ritually correct).

.. The cauldron, seen as the Goddess.

t Many Wiccans do attempt to communicate with their deceased ancestors and friends at thiS tim~, but it
seems to me that if we accept the doctrine of reincarnation, this is a rather strange practice. Perhaps the per-
SOIIIllitiesthat we knew still exist, but if the soul is currently incarnate in another body, communication would
be difficult, to say the least. Thus, it seems best to remember them with peace and love-but not to call
them up.



A Ritual of Gestures*
>.

Stand in the ritual area. Still your thoughts. Breathe deeply for
half a minute or so until composed and calm. Turn your mind to
our Deities.

Face North. Liftboth hands to waist height, palms down. Press
your fingers together, creating two solid, flat planes. Sense solidity,
foundation, fertility.Invoke the powers of Earththrough the gesture.

Moments later, turn toward the East. Raise your hands a foot
higher, your palms facingaway from you (no longer parallelwith the
ground), and elbows slightlybent. Spread your fingers and hold this
position, sensing movement and communication.Invokethe forcesof
Air through the gesture.

FaceSouth.lift your hands fullyabove your head Keepingthe el-
bows straight,graspyour fingersinto tightfists.Feelforce,power,crea-
tion and destruction. Invoke the forces of fire through the gesture.

Turn to the West.Loweryour hands afoot or so.Bend the elbows,
turn your palms upward and cup them, pressing the thumbs against
the forefingers.Sense fluidity,the ocean, liquidity. Invoke the forces
of Waterthrough the gesture.

FaceNorth again.Throw your head backand raise both hands to
the sky,palms up, fingersspread. Drinkin the essence ofTheOne, the
unknowable, unapproachable ultimate source of all. Sense the mys-
teries within the universe.

Lower your projective hand but keep your receptive hand high.
Pressing the third, fourth and fifth fingers against the palm, lift the
forefinger and thumb to create a rough crescent s~pe. Sense the
reality of the Goddess. Sense her love, her fertility,her compassion.
Sense the powers of the Moon in the gesture; the force of the eternal
seas-the presence of the Goddess.
.As mentioned in Chapter Five, gestures can be potent tools for slipping into ritual consciousness. After re-
reading that chapter I had the idea to compose an entire ritual of gestures, using no physical tools, no words,
no music or even visualizations. This is merely a suggestion as to its form, and has plenty of possibilities for
expansion. It is to be used for attunementwith The One, The Goddess and God, and the elemental forces, not
for magic or seasonal observances.
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Loweryour receptive hand; liftyour projectivehand. Bend down
the middle and fourth fingers toward the palm,and trap them withthe
thumb. Lift the forefinger and little finger up to the sky, creating a
homed image. Sense the reality of the God. Sense the power of the
Sun in the gesture; the untamed energies of the woodlands-the
presence of the God.

Loweryour projectivehand. Laydown flat.Spread your legsand
arms until you've created the pattern of a pentagram. Sense the
powers of the elements running through you; merging and coalesc-
ing into your being. Sense them as emanations from The One, the
Goddess and God.

Meditate. Commune. Communicate.
When finished, simply stand up. Yourrite of gestures is over.

'.

The Law of the Power

1. ThePower shallnot be used to bring harm, to injure or control
others. But if the need rises, the Power shall be used to protect your
life or t;helives of others.

2. The Power is used only as need dictates.
3. The Power can be used for your own gain,as long as by doing

so you harm none. .

4. It isunwise to accept money foruse ofthe Power,for it quickly
controls its taker. Be not as those of other religions.

5. Use not the Power for prideful gain, for such cheapens the
mysteries of Wiccaand magic.

6. Ever remember that the Power is the sacred gift of the God-
dess and God, and should never be misused or abused.

7. And this is the Law of the Power.



Invocation of the Elements

Air, Fire, Water, Earth,

Elements of Astral birth,
I call you now; attend to me!

In the circle, rfghtly cast,

Safe from psychic curse or blast,

I call you now; attend to me!

From cave and desert, sea and hill,

By wand, blade, cup and pentacle,
I call you now; attend to me!
This is my will, so mote it be!.

Prayers, Chants and Invocations
of and to the Goddess and God

These prayers can be used to invoke the Goddess and God dur-
ing ritual, just after the circle casting.Of course, any which you com-
pose or are inspired to say can be used as well.

A few chants are also included to raise energy or to commune
with the deities. .

Some of these invocations rhyme, and some do nol This simply
speaks of my ability to compose rhyme, I suppose. But recall the
power of rhyme-it links our conscious mind to the unconsciQUSor
psychic mind, thereby producing ritual consciousness.

Some ofthese are related to specificdeities but, as Dion Fortune
wrote: 11All the gods are one god; and all the goddesses are one god-
dess, and there is one initiator.t

. This invocation may be chanted while moving or dancing around the altar to raise elemental energy for
magical workings.

t Aspects of Occultism. London: Aquarlan Press, 1962, page 35.
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Invocation to the Goddess

Crescent One of the starry skies,
Flowered One of the fertile plain,
Flowing One of the ocean's sighs,
Blessed One of the gentle rain;
Hear my chant 'midst the standing stones,
Open me to your mystic light;
Waken me to your silver tones,
Be with me in my sacred rite!

Invocation to Pan

0 Great God Pan,
Beast and man,

Shepherd of goats and I:ord of the Land,
I call you to attend my rites
On this most magical of nights.
God of the wine,
God of the vine,
God of the fields and god of the kine,
Attend my circle with your love
And send Your blessings from above.
Help me to heal;
Help me to feel;
Help me to bring forth love and weaL
Pan of the forests, Pan of the glade,
Be with me as my magic is made!

Isis Invocation

Isis of the Moon,
You who are all that ever was,
all thatis,
and all that shall be:

Come, veiled Queen of Night!
Come as the scent of the sacred lotus
Charging my circle
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With love and magic.
Do descenduponmy circle,
I pray,
0 BlessedIsis!

Prayer to the Horned God

Horned One of the wilderness,
Winged One of the shining skies,
RayedOne of the splen'drous Sun,
FallenOneof the Samhaincries-
I call amidst the standing stones
Praying that you, 0 a11;cientOne,
Willdeignto blessmy mysticrites-
0 fiery Lord of the BlazingSun!

New Moon Chant to Diana

Waxing, waxing, growing, growing-
Diana's power is flowing, flowing.

(repeat)

Call to the God

Ancient God of the forest deeps,

Masterof beastandSun;
Here wherethe worldis hushedandsleeps
Now that the day is done.
I callYou in the ancient way
Here in my circle round,
Asking that You will hear me pray
And sendYourSun force down.
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Invocatio1J to the Goddess

Gracious' Goddess,

Youwhoarethe Queenof the Gods, .

the lamp of night,
the creator of all that is wild and free;
Mother of woman and man;
lover of the Horned God and protectress of all the Wicca:
Descend, I pray,
with Your Lunar ray of power
upon my circle here!

'.

Invocation to the God

Blazing God,
You Who are the King of the Gods
Lord of the Sun,
master of all that is wild and free;
Father of woman and man,
Lover of the Moon Goddess and protector of all the Wicca:
Descend, I pray,
with Your Solar ray of power
upon my circle here!

Goddess Chant

Luna, Luna, Luna, Diana
Luna, Luna, Luna, Diana
Bless me, bless me, bless me, Diana, ~

Luna, Luna, Luna, Diana
(repeat)

Evening Chant to the God

Hail fair Sun,
Ruler of day;
Rise on the morn

To light my way.
(to be said while watching the sunset)

y
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Evening Chant to the Goddess

Hail fair Moon,
Ruler of night;
Guard me and mine

Until the light.
(to besaid while Moon-gazing at night)

Goddess Chant

Aaaaaaaaaaaaah
Oooooooooooooh
Uuuuuuuuuuuu
Eeeeeeeeeeeeeeee

Iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii"

The Lore of Numbers

Tobe used in ritual and magicalworkings. In general, odd num-
bers are related to women, receptive energy and the Goddess; even
numbers to men, projective energy and the God.

1. The universe; The One; the source of all.
2. The Goddess and God; The perfect duality; projective and

receptive energy; the couple; person,.alunion with deity; inter-
penetration of the physical and spiritual; balance.

3. The Triple Goddess; the Lunar phases; the physical, mental
and spiritual aspects of our species.

4. The elements; the Spirits of the Stones; the winds; the sea-
sons.

5. The senses; the pentagra~; the elements plus Akasha; a God-
dess number.

7. The planets which the ancients knew; the time of the Lunar

.These are, obviously, the vowels of the English language. Pronounce them as: A-"Ah," 0-"0," U-"Oo," E-
"E," I-"Eye." Extend the vowels as you vocalize them, stretch the sounds. This produces Goddess awareness,
and rouses the psychic mind.
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phase; power; protection and magic
8. The number of the Sabbats; a number of the God.
9. A number of the Goddess.

13. TJtenumber of Esbats;a fortunate number.
15. A number of good fortune.
21. The number of Sabbats and Moons in the Wiccanyear; a

number of the Goddess.
28. A number of the Moon; a number of the Goddess.

101. The number of fertility.

"

The planets are numbered thus:

Saturn, 3
Jupiter, 4
Mars, 5
Sun, 6

Venus, 7
Mercury, 8
Moon, 9*

Thirteen Goals of a Witch

I. Know yourself
II. Know your Craft (Wicca)

III. Learn
IV. Apply knowledge with<wisdom
V. Achieve balance

VI. Keep your words in good order
VII. Keep your thoughts in good order

VIII. Celebrate life
IX. Attune with the cycles of the Earth
X. Breathe and eat correctly

XI. Exercise the body
XII. Meditate

XIII. Honor the Goddess and God

.. There are many variants of this system. This is simply the one that I use.



RECIPES

Recipes for Food

CRESCENT CAKES

1 cup finely ground almonds
11/4cups flour
1/'1.cup confectioner's sugar
2 drops almond extract
1/'1.cup butter, softened
1 egg yolk

Combine almonds, flour, sugar and extract until thoroughly
mixed. With the hands, work in butter and egg yolk until well-
blended. Chill dough. Preheat oven to 325 degrees F. Pinch off pieces
of dough about the size of walnuts and shape into crescents. Place on
greased sheets and bake for about 20 minutes. Serve during the Sim-
ple Feast, especially at Esbats.*

.This is the best recipe I've been able to find. Most of the other published ones taste foul. Purists who worry
about the inclusion of sugar in this recipe needn't. It's rituaIly related to Venus and has a long magical history.
Besides, if you only eat sugar once every Full Moon, how bad can it be?
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BELTANE MARIGOLD CUSTARD

2 cups milk
1 cup unsprayed marigold petals
1/4tsp. salt
3 Tbsp. sugar
1 to 2-inch piece vanilla bean
3 egg yolks, slightly beaten
1/8tsp. allspice
1/8tsp. nutmeg
1/2tsp; rose water
whipped cream

Using a clean mortar and pestle reserved for cooking purposes,
pound marigold petals. Or, crush with a spoon. Mix the salt, sugar and
spices together. Scald milk with the marigolds and the vanilla bean.
Remove the. vanilla bean and add the slightly beaten yolks and dry
ingredients. Cook on low heat. When the mixture coats a spoon, add
rose water and cool.

Top with whipped cream, garnish with fresh marigold petals.

SOFT MEAD

1 quart water, preferably spring water
1 cup honey
1 sliced lemon

1/2tsp. nutmeg

Boil together all ingredients in a non-metallic pot. While boiling,
scrape off.the rising "scum" with a wooden spoon. When no more
rises add the following:

pinch salt
juice of 1/2lemon
Strain and cool. Drlnk in place of alcoholic mead or wine during

the Simple Feast.
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BEVERAGES

Uyou wish to avoid the use ofwine, which has longbeen utilized
in religious and magicalrites, there are many other beverages that can
be used to toast the Goddess and God. These include (but certainly
aren't limited to):

Sabbats:apple juice, grape juice, grapefruit juice,~orange~
juice, pineapple juice, black tea, soft mead, guava nec-
tar, cinnamon coffee,ginger tea, hibiscus tea

FuUMoons: lemonade, apricot nectar, mango nectar, pear
nectar, papaya nectar, peach nectar, jasmine tea, pep-
permint tea, rosebud tea, milk

Recipes for Incenses

To make incenses, simply grind the ingredients and mix them
together. As you mix,sense their energies. Bum on charcoalblocks in
the censer during ritual. See Appendix 1 for suppliers of herbs and
charcoal.

CIRCLE INCENSE

4 parts Frankincense
2 parts Myrrh
2 parts Benzoin
1 part Sandalwood
1/2part Cinnamon
1/2part Rose petals
1/4part Vervain
1/4part Rosemary
1/4part Bay

Burn in the circlefor all types of rituals and spells.Frankincense,
myrrh and benzoin should definitely constitute the bulk of the
mixture.
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ALTAR INCENSE

3 parts Frankincense
2 parts Myrrh
1 part Cinnamon

Burn as a general incense on the altar to purify it and to promote
ritual consciousness during rituals.

FULL MOON RITUAL INCENSE

2 parts Sandalwood
2 parts Frankincense
1/2part Gardenia petals
1/4part Rose petals
a few drops Ambergris oil

Burn during Esbats or simply at the time of the Full Moon to
attune with the Goddess.

SPRING SABBAT INCENSE

3 parts Frankincense
2 parts Sandalwood
1 part Benzoin
1 part Cinnamon
a few drops Patchouly oil

Burn during spring and summer Sabbat rituals.

/

,. --

FALL SABBAT INCENSE

3 parts Frankincense
2 parts Myrrh
1 part Rosemary
1 part Cedar
1 part Juniper

Burn during fall and winter Sabbat rituals.
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Recipes for Oils

To create oils, simply mix them in a bottle. Wear for ritual pur-
poses. See Appendix 1 for suppliers.

SABBAT OIL #1

3 parts Patchouli
2 parts Musk
1 part Carnation

..

Wear to the Sabbats to promote communion with the deities.

SABBAT OIL #2

2 parts Frankincense
1 part Myrrh
1 part Allspice
1 drop Clove

Use as the above formula.

FULL MOON OIL #1

3 parts Rose
1 part Jasmine
1 part Sandalwood

Anoint the body prior to Esbats to attune with Lunar energies.

FULL MOON OIL #2

3 parts Sandalwood.
2 parts Lemon
1 part Rose

Another like the above.
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GODDESS OIL

3 parts Rose
2 parts Tuberose
1 part Lemon
1 part Palmarosa
1 part Ambergris

Wear to honor the Goddess during rituals.

HORNED GOD OIL

2 parts Frankincense
2 parts Cinnamon
1 part Bay
1 part Rosemary
1 part Musk

Wear to honor the Horned God during rituals.

ALTAR OIL

4 parts Frankincense
3 parts Myrrh
1 part Galangal
1 part Vervain
1 part Lavender

Anoint the altar with this oil at regular intervals to purify and
empower it.



AN HERBAL GRIMOIRE

A guide to the use of herbs and plants in Wiccan ritual.

Of Gathering Flowers, Herbs and Plants:

Before cutting with the white-handled knife, attune with the
plant through visualization.Feelits energies. As you cut, saythese or
similar words:

0 little plant of (name, such as hyssop, etc.) I ask that you give of
your bounty that it may aid me in my work. Grow stronger by my
stroke, stronger and more powerful, 0 plant of (name)!

If it isa tree, substitute the appropriate word (tree of oak).Gently
cut only what you need, and never from very young plants or more
than twenty-five percent of the growth. At the base of the plant leave
an offering:a silver coin, a bright jewel, a bit of wine or milk,grain, a
quartz crystal and so on. Cover the offering and it is done.

Of the Circle:

The magiccirclemaybe fashionedwith garlands offlowerssacred
to the Goddess and God. Alternately,flowerscan be scattered around
the perimeter of the circle.

Thepoint stones maybe ringed with fresh flowersand herbs suit-
able to the elements, such as:

North: com, cypress, fern, honeysuckle, wheat, vervain
East: acacia, bergamot, clover, dandelion, lavender, lemon

159
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grass, mint, mistletoe, parsley, pine
South: basil, carnation, cedar, chrysanthemum, dill, ginger,

heliotrope, holly, juniper, marigold, peppermint
West: apple blossoms, lemon balm, camellia, catnip, daf-

fodil, elder, gardenia, grape, heather, hibiscus, jas-
mine, orchid

Fresh flowersmaybe present on the altaror, ifnone are available,
greens such as ferns may be used.

When casting the circle around a tree, you can use the fruit,
leaves, nuts or flowers of that tree to mark out the circle, if desired.

All of these can be used in addition to the cord and stones.

Of the Balefire:

Hyou wish to build afire foran outdoor ritual,it canbe composed
of all or any combination of the following woods:

Rowan Dogwood
Mesquite Poplar
Oak Juniper
Pine Cedar
Apple

H these are unavailable, use native woods. Rites run on the
seashore can be illuminatedwith balefiresof dried driftwoodcollected
prior to the rite.

Of the Home Circle:

Magicalplants growing outside the home in containers can be
placed around the circleor on the altar during ritual. Hyou primarily
work indoors, choose an odd-numbered selection of sacred plants
and grow these in your ritual area. Hthey need more sunlight, simply
move them outdoors and bring inside duririgritual.Givethem energy
and love, and they'll aid you in your worship and magic.

Though any but poisonous plants can be used, such plants as
these are recommended:
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African Violets
Cacti (all types)
Ferns (all types)
Holly
Hyssop
Palms (all types)

Red Geraniums
Rose
Rose Geranium
Rosemary
Ti (Cordyline terminalis)
Wax Plant (Hoya carnosa)

OJ-the Celebrant:

Wear fresh flowers and herbs in your hair and on your body, if
you prefer, during the rites. Crowns or chaplets offlowersare always
appropriate for spring and summer rites. Wear oak and pine during
the winter rituals.

You may wish to wear a necklace of herbs and seeds, such as
tonka beans, whole nutmegs, star anise, acorns and other seeds and
nuts, strung on a natural fiber. Strings of small pine cones may also
be worn.

For FullMoon ritualsheld at night,wear night-blooming,fragrant
flowers to suffuse yourself with Lunar energies.

Of the Tools:

These are suggestions for dedicating the tools prior to their first
use or formal consecration, if any. Perform these with proper visual-
ization and ritual intent.

The Magic Knife or Sword:
Rub the blade with freshbasil, rosemary or oak leaves,at sunrise,

outdoors where you will not be'disturbed or seen. Laythe sword or
knife on the ground with its point to the South. Walk clockwise
around it thrice, scattering bay leaves (preferably fresh) over it.Take
up the sword or knife, stand facing East and, holding it upward but
with arms lowered, invoke the God to infuse your knifeor sword with
His strength. Point it to the skY,invoking the Goddess to charge your
blade with Her love and power.

Wrap your knife or sword in red clothand take it home. Itmaybe
stored in the cloth, if desired.
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The White-Handled Knife:
Early in the morning, go to a forest (or park, garden, or your

indoor garden). Choose the most beautiful and vibrant plants. Touch
the point of the white-handled knife gently to these in turn, forging a
connectionbetween your knifeand the plants (and,thusly,the Earth).

Next, sit on the Earth. Ensuring that you are quite alone, draw a
pentagram with the white-handled knife's point on the ground. It
is done.

The Wand:
Hthe wand is of wood, take it outdoors at sunset and rub it with

fresh lavender, eucalyptus or mint leaves.Raiseit in the air toward the
East (or the Moon if it is visible)and invoke the Goddess. At sunrise,
take it again outdoors, rub with the fresh, fragrant leaves and invoke
the God by raising it to the East.

The Pentacle:

Place the pentacle on bare Earth. Lay upon it dried parsley,
patchouly, mistletoe, or fresh jasmine or honeysuckle £lowers. Sit
before it facing North for several seconds, visualizing the pentacle
absorbing the Earth's energies. Then pickit up and scatter the herbs or
£lowersto the four quarters, beginning and ending in the North.

Hthis must be done indoors, filla smalldish with fresh Earthand
place the pentacle on this. Proceed as above, saving the herbs or
£lowersto be scattered outdoors at a later time.

The Censer:

Fume pure rosemary, frankincense or copal within the censer
prior to its first use. Do this for about an hour.

The Cauldron:

Take the cauldron to a stream, river, lake or ocean. Gather the
leaves of some plants growing nearby (at the sea, perhaps seaweed).
Dip the cauldron into the water to fill it. Place the leaves in the
cauldron, then set it on the water's edge where it is on both water and
sand.Placeyour hands on.thecauldron and dedicate it to the Goddess
in any words you like.

Empty and dry the cauldron, and return home. The charge has
been made.

Hperformed inside,place the cauldron in a largebasin ofwater or
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the bathtub, in a candle-lit room. Add a bit ofsalt to the water, which
should be cold. Proceed as above.

Salt water corrodes metal. Thoroughly wash the cauldron after
immersion in sea or salt water.

TheCup:
Anoint the base with gardenia, rose or violet oiland fillwith pure

spring water. Then set afloat a sprig of ivy, a small rose, a fresh gar-
denia or some other appropriate floweror herb. Gaze into the cup and
invoke the Goddess to bless it.Youmight alsowish to take it outside at
night, filled with water, and catch the Moon's reflection within it.

The Broom:

It can be fashioned from an ash staff,birch twigs and a willow
binding. Brush the broom with chamomile,willow,lemon balm,elder
or mallow stalks and branches, then bury these with due solemnity.
Youmight also wish to carve a crescent Moon upon its handle.

~

The Crystal:

On the night of a FullMoon, rub the sphere with fresh (or dried)
mugwort, then take it outside. Hold it up so that it drinks in the light
and energies of the Moon. Gaze at the Moon through the crystal by
holding it before your eyes. Repeat at least thrice yearly for the
best benefits.

The Bookof Shadows:

Sewinto the cover ofthe Bookleavesofthe sacred herbs vervain,
rue, bay,willowor others, ifyou wish.They should be well-dried and
secretly placed by the light of the Moon. The covers of the Book of
Shadows should, of course, be covered with cloth for this purpose.

TheRobe:

Ifyou chooseto wear one,layitamongsachetsfilledwithlavender,
vervain and cedar when not in use. Sew a bit of rosemary or frankin-
cense into the hem while fashioning it,if desired (and ifany resulting
stains won't show after wash\ng).
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Of The Herbs of the Sabbats:

To be used as decorations on the altar, around the circle, in
the home.

Samhain:
Chrysanthemum,wormwood,apples,pears,hazel,thistle,pome-
granates, all grains, harvested fruits and nuts, the pumpkin,
corn.

Yule:
Holly, misteletoe, ivy,cedar, bay, juniper, rosemary, pine. Place
offerings of apples, oranges, nutmegs, lemons and whole cin-
namon sticks on the Yule tree.

1mbolc:
Snowdrop, rowan, the first flowers of the year.

Ostara:
Daffodil,woodruff, violet, gorse, olive,peony, iris,narcissus, all
spring flowers.

Beltane:
Hawthorn, honeysuckle, St. John's wort, woodruff, all flowers.

Midsummer:

Mugwort, vervain, chamomile, rose, lily,oak,lavender, ivy,yar-
row, fern, elder, wild thyme, daisy, carnation.

Lughnasadh:

All grains, grapes, heather, blackberries,sloe, crab apples, pears.

Mabon:
Hazel, corn, aspen, acorns, oak sprigs, autumn leaves, wheat
stalks, cypress cones, pirie cones, harvest gleanings.

Of the Herbs and Plants of Full Moon Rituals:

Place upon the altar all nocturnal, white or five-petaled flowers
such as the white rose, night-blooming jasmine, carnation, gardenia,
cereus, lily, iris; all pleasingly-scented flowers which shall call forth
the Goddess. Camphor is also symbolic.
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Of Offerings:

TotheGoddess:

AU watery and earthy flowers and seeds such as camellia; lily,
water lily, willow stalks; those flowers used in Full Moon rituals;
white or purple blooms such as hyacinth, magnolia, heatherandlilac;
sweet-scented herbs and flowers; those dedicated to Venus or to the
Moon; rue, vervain and olive; or others which seem suitable.

TotheGod:

All fieryand airyherbs and flowerssuch asbasil,chrysanthemum,
snapdragon, clover, lavender, pine; strongly-scented, clean or citrusy
herbs and flowers; those ruled by Mars or the Sun; yellow or red
blooms such as sunflower, pine cones, seeds, cacti, thistles and sting-
ing herbs; orange, heliotrope, cedar, juniper and so on.

Of the SacredHerbs of the Goddesses:

APHRODITE:olive, cinnamon, daisy, cypress, quince, orris
(iris), apple, myrtle

ARADIA: rue, vervain
ARTEMIS: silver fir, amaranth, cypress, cedar, hazel, myrtle,

willow, daisy, mugwort, date palm
ASTARTE:alder, pine, cypress, myrtle, juniper
ATHENA: olive,apple
BAST: catnip, vervain
BELLONA: belladonna
BRIGIT:blackberry
CAILLEACH:wheat
CARDEA: hawthorn, bean, arbutus
CERES:willow, wheat, bay,.pomegranate, poppy, leek, narcissus
CYBELE: oak, myrrh, pine
DEMETER:wheat, barley, pennyroyal, myrrh, rose, pomegranate,

bean, poppy, all cultivated crops
DIANA: birch, willow, acacia, wormwood, dittany, hazel, beech,

fir, apple, mugwort;plane, mulberry, rue
DRUANTIA: fir

FREYA: cowslip, daisy, primrose, maidenhair, myrrh,straw-
berry, mistletoe
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HATHOR: myrtle, sycamore, grape, mandrake, coriander, rose
HECATE: willow, henbane, aconite)' yew, mandrake, cyclamen,

mint, cypress, date palm, sesame, dandelion, garlic, oak,
onion

HEKAT: cypress
HERA: apple, willow, orris, pomegranate, myrrh
RINA: bamboo
HULDA: flax, rose, hellebore, elder
IRENE: olive
IRIS: wormwood, iris
ISHTAR: acacia, juniper, all grains
ISIS: fig, heather, wheat, wormwood, barley, myrrh, rose, palm,

lotus, persea, onion, iris, vervain
]UNO: lily, crocus, ashpodel, quince, pomegranate, vervain, iris,

lettuce, fig, mint
KERRIDWEN: vervain, acorns
MINERVA: olive, mulberry, thistle
NEFER-TUM: lotus

NEPTHYS: myrrh, lily
NUIT: sycamore
OLWEN: apple
PERSEPHONE: parsley, narcissus, willow, pomegranate
RHEA: myrrh, oak
ROWEN: clover, rowen
VENUS: cinnamon, daisy, elder, heather, anemone, apple, poppy,

violet, marjoram, maidenhair fern, carnation, aster, vervain,
myrtle, orchid, cedar, lily, mistletoe, pine, quince

VESTA: oak

Of the Sacred Herbs of the Gods:

ADONIS: myrrh, com, rose, fennel, lettuce, white heather
AESCULAPIUS: bay, mustard
AJAX: delphinium
ANti: tamarisk

APOLLO: leek, hyacinth, heliotrope, cornel, bay, frankincense,
date palm, cypress .

ATTIS: pine, almond
ARES: buttercup
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BACCHUS: grape, ivy, fig, beech, tamarisk
BALDUR: Stjohn's wort, daisy
BRAN: alder, all grains
CUPID: cypress, sugar, white violet, red rose
DAGDA: oak

DIANUS: fig
DIONYSUS: fig, apple, ivy, grape, pine, corn, pomegranate,

toadstools, mushrooms, fennel, all wild and cultivated trees
DIS: cypress

. EA: cedar
EROS: red rose
GWYDION: ash

HELlOS: sunflower, heliotrope
HERNE: oak

HORUS: horehound, lotus, persea
HYPNOS: poppy
JOVE: pine, cassia, houseleek, carnation, cypress
JUPITER:aloe, agrimony, sage, oak, mullein, acorn, beech, cypress,

houseleek, date palm, violet, gorse, ox-eye daisy, vervain
KERNUNNOS: heliotrope, bay, sunflower, oak, orange
KANALOA:banana.

MARS: ash, aloe, dogwood, buttercup, witchgrass, vervain
MERCURY: cinnamon, mulberry, hazel, willow
MITHRAS: cypress, violet
NEPTUNE: ash, bladderwrack, all seaweeds
ODIN: mistletoe, elm
OSIRIS: acacia, grape, ivy, tamarisk, cedar, clover, date palm,

all grains.
PAN: fig, pine, reed, oak, fern, all meadow flowers
PLUTO: cypress, mint, pomegranate
POSEIDON: pine, ash, fig, bladderwrack, all seaweeds
PROMETHEUS: fennel'

RA: acacia, frankincense, myrrh, olive
SATURN: fig, blackberry
SYLVANUS: pine
TAMMUZ: wheat, pomegranate, all grains
THOTH: almond .
THOR: thistle, houseleek, vervain, hazel, ash, birch, rowan, oak,

pomegranate, burdock, beech
URANUS: ash
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WODEN: ash

ZEUS oak, olive, pine, aloe, parsley, sage, wheat, fig

As the Wicca,we will take only that which we need from the
green and growingthings ofthe Earth,never failingto attune with the
plant before harvesting, nor failing to leave a token of gratitude
and respect.

HEREENDS mIS HERBAL GRIMOlRE

"
~



WICCAN CRYSTAL MAGIC

Crystals and stones are gifts of the Goddess and God. They are
sacred, magical tools which can be used to enhance ritual and magic.
Here are some of these ways of Earth magic.

Preparing the Circle:

The magic circle can be laid out with crystals and stones, if
desired, rather than with herbs.

Beginning and ending in the North,lay 7, 9, 21 or 40 quartz crys-
tals of any size around the circle, either inside the cord or in place of it.
If the ritual to be conducted within the circle is of a usual spiritual or
magical nature, place the quartz crystals with points outward. If of a
protective nature, place with points facing inward.

If you use candles to mark the four quarters of the magic circle
rather than large stones, ring each candle with any or all of the follow-
ing stones:

QlJ.J.;m:i&ress~ga~f~;lJet, Olivine,5artJ Black
Tourmaline

~~mperial Topaz,:!i~~~e~~];Jsitili,~o ochrosite/8~T~~a,
~

~~~~"'amn-WChalcedonYi~uli,
ift;j,~@~J:~mJ,Sugilite

A Stone Altar: "0

To make this altar, search through dry river beds and seashores
for a variety of smoothly-shaped stones. Or check rock shops for
appropriate pieces.
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Create the altar itself of three large stones. Two smaller ones of
even size are used as the base, while a longer, flat stone is placed on
top ofthese to form the altar itself.On this place one stone to the leftof
the altar to represent the Goddess. This might be a natural, river-
rounded stone, a holed stone, a quartz crystal sphere, or any of the
stones related to the Goddess which are listed below.

Tothe right of the altar, place a stone to represent the God. This
might be a piece of lava, a quartz crystal point, a long, thin or club-
shaped rock or a God-symbolicstone such as those presented below.

. Betweenthesetwostonesplaceasmallerstonewithared candle
affixedto it to represent the divine energy ofthe Goddess and God as
well as the element of Fire.

Before this, place a flatstone to receive offeringsofwine, honey,
cakes, semi-precious stones, flowers and fruit.

A small,cupped stone (ifone can be found) should be set to the
left of the offeringstone.Fit this with water to represent that element.

To the left of the offering stone place a flat rock. Pour saItupon
this to symbolize the element of Earth.

Additionally, another flatstone can be placed before the offering
stone to serve as an incense burner.

Use a long,thin, terminated quartz crystalas a wand and a flintor
obsidian arrowhead for the magic knife.

Any other tools which are needed can simply be placed on the
altar. Or, try to find stone alternatives to them.

This can be used for all types of Wiccan rituals.

Stones of the Goddesses:

In general, all pink, green and blue stones; those related to the
Moon or Venus; Water and Earth-ruled stones, such as peridot,
emerald, pink tourmaline,rose quartz, blue quartz, aquamarine,beryl,
kunzite and turquoise.

Stones which are related to specific deities follow.

i'APJ'lR(J)DJJ;E~t?
CERES:emerald

COATLICUE:jade
CYBELE:jet
DIANA:amethyst, moonstone, pearl
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FREYA: pearl
GREAT MOTHER, THE: amber, coral, geodes, holed stones
HATHOR: turquoise
ISIS: coral, emerald, lapis lazuli, moonstone, pearl
KWAN YIN: jade
LAKSHMI: pearl
MAAT: jade
MARA: beryl, aquamarine
NUlT: lapislazuli

-9_;;fflidbjJ'Jb~~~I~t.J0ti,Wm~~1J1'~e
SELENE:moonstone, selenite
TIAMAT: beryl
~"~medIJ;l."~arl

Stones of the God:

Generally, all orange and red stones; stones related to the Sun
and Mars; Fire and Air-ruled stones, such as carnelian, ruby, gamet,
orange calcite, diamond, tiger's eye, topaz, sunstone, bloodstone,
red tourmaline.

Stones which are related to specific deities follow.

AESCULAPIUS:. agate
~Im'@):..sappl;re
BACCHUS:amethyst

t@~1lJ~e:pcd'
DIONYSUS:amethyst
~;..eI!1:1Xfsardonyx
NEPTUNE:beryl
ODIN:holed stone
POSEIDON:beryl, pearl," aquamarine
RA: tiger's eye
TEZCATLIPOCA:obsidian

.Pearl and coral have been mentioned in these lists as:'stones" because they were anciently thought to be
such. Our knowledge of them as the products ofliving creatures leaves us with the ethical question of whether
or not to use them in rituaL This must be a personal decision. Save for beach-gathered coral, I have
chosen not to.
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Cairns:

In earlier times, throughout the world, people built mounds or
piles of stones. These were sometimes formed to mark the passage of
travelers, or to commemorate some historic event, but such cairns
usually had ritual significance.

In magicalthought, cairns are places ofpower. They concentrate
the energies ofthe stones used to create them. Cairns are rooted in the
Earth but liftupward to the sky, symbolicallyrepresenting the inter-
connectedness of the physical and spiritual realms.

During outdoor circles,a smallcairn,composed of no more than
nine or eleven rocks, can be fashioned at each point of the Circle of
Stones. This can be done prior to creating the circle itself.

The next time you're in some wild, lonely place with a profusion
of stones, clear a place among them and sit.Visualizea magicalneed.
Asyou visualize,grasp anear-by stone.Feelthe energybeating within
it-the power ofthe Earth,the power ofnature. Place it on the cleared
ground. Pick up another stone, still visualizing your need, and set it
next to the first.

Still visualizing, continue to add stones, building them into a
small pile. Keep adding stones until you feel them vibrating and
pulsating before you. Place the last rock on top of the cairn with firm
ritual intent-affirm to yourself, to the cairn and the Earth that with
this final magicalact you're manifesting your need.

Place your hands on either side of the pile. Give it your energy
through your visualization. Nurse it. Feed it strength and see your
need as being fulfilled.

Then leave the cairn alone to do its work.

A Quartz and Candle Spell:

Have acandle ofthe colorsymbolicofyour magicalneed, accord-
ing to the following list (or as your intuition tells you):

mur~r.PjeCtiIf11!;Purification~ce
!ed:"'P-re.!~tiQmi$.tr!ir~I!~tbtP.as~h;)1f;:c.Qal'age
i~~~ue~i!liJlg,-p~tiJ!n-~ap:p~ss
~Qlue~c!Jan~l2§~m
~re-euEIn..w}!l~~fefti1if¥,..gr.o:mb;'e1l)'!b2~e.nt
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_.:"~~~~~~fi:tiyinatiSi>n
12D.-~g1iDg~~s
~~'.'EIs~,,' 't.' ..'ea- "s.,

t(t)nnge:~D0n~~gf
"'~~0~~~.~1S~V~1~S;rSf.).ifituati0~IJ).e~tation...,

With the tip of a cleansed, terminated quartz crystal, scratch a
symbol ofyour need onto the candle.Thismight be a heart for love,a
dollar sign for money, a fist for strength. Alternately, use an appro-
priate rune'"or write your need on the candle with the crystal.

As you scratch or draw,visualizeyour need with crystalclarityas
if it had already manifested.Place the candle in a holder. Set the crys-
tal near it and light the wick.

As the flameshines, again strongly visualize.The crystal,candle
and symbol will do their work.

\,

.See the following section for runic information.



SYMBOLS AND SIGNS

. Tobe used as shorthand in magicalwritings,the BookofShadows,
your Mirror Book, correspondence, and so on.

The Goddess .~

The God (j
0

Candle 0

Broom ~
Cauldron M

Cup 'i?
~

Censer q

Pentacle @

Wand I
MagicKnife/Sword j

Balefire ~ Altar n
Magic Circle 0 Salt :~.
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Herbs, Greens f{S Water 6
Wine & Immortality 00

Bane, Deadly, Poison 5( Deosil 0

Widdershins V The Moon ~
0", I I,

The Sun ~ ~
"lilli"

Moonrise ~
Sunrise ~ Moonset tl

Sunset T
Spring 25

WaxingMoon f)
FullMoon 0

SummerV WaningMoon Ct

Autumn ~ New Moon.
Winter /..::\



RUNE MAGIC

Runes are symbols which, when drawn, painted, traced, carved
or visualized, release specific energies. As such, rune magic is sur- /
prisingly easy to practice and is undergoing a renaissance today.

In earlier times, runes were scratched onto birch bark, bone or
wood. They w"ere carved onto weapons to ensure accurate shots,
engraved on cups and goblets to ward off poisoning, and marked on
goods and the home for protective purposes.

But much confusion surrounds these figures. Some feel that
runes themselves contain hidden powers. The same is also said of the
pentagram and other magical symbols. The thought here is that, sim-
ply by drawing a rune, the magician unleashes supernatural powers.

This isn't the case. Runes are tools of magic. Their potency lies
within theiruser.Ifmy neighbor happened to doodle a healing rune on
a napkin and, later, used this to wipe his forehead, no healing energy
would be transferred to him simply because he didn't put any into
the rune.

Runes must be used with power to be magically effective. Carve,
paint or trace away-with visualization and with personal energy.

The ways to use runes are limited only by your imagination. For
example, if a friend had asked me to speed her recovery from an ill-
ness, I might draw a healing rune on a plain piece of paper and sit
before it.

While concentrating on the rune, I'd visualize my friend in a
healed, whole state. Then, after building up personal power, I'd send
the energy to her in the shape of the rune. I'd see it meshing with her
body, unblocking, soothing, healing.

Or, I could carve the rune on a piece of cedar wood, again
visualizing perfect health, and give it to her to wear.

Runes can also be fashioned onto food-with power-and then
eaten to bring that specific energy back into the body; marked on the
person with oil and visualization; carved onto a candle which is then
burned to release its energies; traced' or visualized in a pond or
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bathtub prior to entering it.
Todraw runes on paper, specificink colors related to each of the

runes presented here can be found in their descriptions below, and
can be utilized if you wish. The colors work in harmony with the
runes. .

Here are the runes:

~
GOOD FORTUNE

This is an all-purpose rune, often used to close correspondence.
It is also drawn on packages,inscribed on white candles to ensure for-
tune in all endeavors, or engraved onto jewelry.

t
VICTORY
Usedm legalbattles aswell asin general-purpose magic.Inscribe

on red candles while in the midst ofbattles of all sorts.Draw in scarlet
ink and bum during ritual or carry with you.

~
LOVE
This is used not only to receive and strengthen love, but also to

send love to a friend. Draw with emerald or pink ink, or visualize,
engrave, and so on. May alsobe traced in pans ofcooking food with a
spoon or fork to infuse the food with loving vibrations.

~
COMFORT .
To bring relief,and ease pain, and to send or induce happiness

and comfort to others. If you're depressed or anxious, stand before a
mirror, looking into your eyes, and visualize this rune embracing
your body. Or, carve onto a pink candle and bum.

--
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>K
WEALTH

Draw on your business card, if you have one. Visualize in your
pocket, wallet or purse. Trace with a money-attracting oil such as
patchouly or cinnamon on paper money before spending to ensure its
eventual return to you.

~
POSSESSION

Represents tangible objects. Use as a symbol to obtain a needed
item. For instance, if you need furniture for your house, this rune
could be manipulated magically to represent all the needed it-ems.

~,
TRAVEL

When you wish or need to travel, trace this rune on paper with
yellow ink,visualizing yourself traveling to your desired destination.
Wrap it around a feather and throw it off a high cliff.,ormail to your
intended destination. Or, carve on ayellowcandle,placethe candle in
its holder over a picture of the place you wish to visit, and bum
the candle.

B
FERTILITY
Ifyou wish to become fertile,tracethis rune with oilor visualizeit

in the sexualregion~Can alsobe used to induce mental fertility,and in
most growth-type spells.
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(I
PHYSICAL HEALTH

To improve or strengthen health. Visualize while exercising,
dieting and deep breathing.

ffgj]
ORDERLINESS

Tomaintain a structured life,or to keep thoughts in good order.
Wear the rune or trace on the forehead.

!
HEALING
Use to aid healing of the sick. Can be drawn in blue ink on pre-

scriptions, visualized on medicines before taking, traced above or in
herbal medicinal potions. This rune can also be made into a talisman
and worn.

00
PROTECTION

Thiscomplexsigncanbe marked on the home, your car or on any
objects you wish safeguarded. Sewn or embroidered on clothing or
robes it offers personal protection. Can also be made into an amulet
and worn or carried. In times.of danger when you have no access to
such amulets, visualize this rune strongly.

A
PROTECTION
Another like the last.
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l'
AMAN

Use in conjunction with other runes to represent the subject of
the spell.For example,if I wake up and can't seem to get mythoughts
together, I might draw this rune with power on a piece of paper in
yellow ink to represent myself. Then I'd draw the orderliness rune
directly on top of the man rune, while visualizing myself attaining
this state.

l
A WOMAN

Another like the last. Use in conjunction with other runes for
spells.

'i!
FRIENDSHIP

The man and woman runes can be drawn together foravariety of
purposes; experiment.

RUNIC SPELLS

A Money Rune Spell
.. With clove or cinnamonpi1, trac:ethe money rune on the largest
denomination billyou have.Put this in your walletor purse and resist
spending it for as long as possible. Every time you look at the bill,
visualize the rune to reinforce its power. This will draw money to
you.
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A RuneLoveSpeU
On an orris root or apiece ofapple wood, carve the 1'UI1efor love.

As you do so,visualize the type ofperson you wish to meet. Carry the
rune with you for three days, placing it in your bed at night. On the
evening of the third day, toss the root or wood into a river, stream,
lake, spring or ocean.

A RunePetition
At your altar, take a piece of clean, white paper. Draw the rune

appropriate to your need in the center ofthe paper. Ifyou wish, add a
pinch of herbs symbolic of your desire, or anoint the paper with an
appropriate magical oil. Fold up the paper and hold it tightly while
visualizing your need. Now take it to a fire and throw it on the flames.
Or, light a red candle and hold the edge of the petition in the flame,
then throw it into the cauldron or other heat-proof container to bum.
If the paper isn't completely consumed by the flames, re-light it and
repeat the spell another day.

To Destroy Negativity or a Baneful Situation
Drawa rune representativeofthe negativity(disorderedthoughts,

war, poison-see below) on a piece ofpaper with blackink.Gaze atit,
visualizing the baneful influence, habit or situation. Then, all at once,
blot the rune completely from sight with a jar of white ink or paint,
completely destroying the rune. Whilethe ink or paint dries,visualize
a good fortune, orderliness or comfort rune over the paper and blot
out all thoughts of the problem.

Casting the Runes

As mentioned above, runes can be used to glimpse possible
future events or unknown circUmstances.Perhaps the oldest method
entails marking each of the twelve runes below on flatwooden sticks
or small branches of a tree (gathered, of course, with the collection
formula in "An Herbal Grimoire"). The rune sticksare held, the ques-
tion or situation clearly visualized, and the sticks are cast to the
ground.

Read the runes that are clearlyvisible.Or, with your eyes closed,
pick out one rune stickat random. Divine its interpretation according
to the above information, and then draw two more sticksat random,

---
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reading each as you take it from the pile on the floor.
Alternately, go to a riverbed, the beach, or a rockshop and collect

twelve flat-sided stones. Draw or paint the runes on one side only of
the stones. Visualize the question and cast the rune stones onto the
flQor.Interpret the runes on the stones that have landed face-up,read-
ing them in a general order from right to left.

For example, the money rune next to "man" could signify that
wealth will somehow come into your life connected with a man, or
that money problems stem from a male influence. Interpretation of
the stones relies heavily on your own intuitive and psychic powers,
and the situation at hand.

Rune stones seem to have some built-in limitations.Most future
readings cover a two-week period; RememBerthat as with alldivina-
tory work,the runes show future trendsonly.Ifthe picture they unfold
for you is unappealing or dangerous, change your course to avoid
such a future outcome.

The more you use rune stones, the more comfortable you will
become with them. When not in use they can be placed in a basket,
box or cloth bag.

Here are twelve runes often used for divinatory purposes. You
can also design your own runes and use them.

fA

~
TheHome:family relations, foundation and stability.
Self-image.

Possessions:tangible objects, the material world.

~ Love: emotional states, romance, spouse difficulties
or influences.

T Poison: gossip, slander, negativity, baneful habits,

X harmful attitudes.
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}K
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'Y

x
~
~
~

, Wealth:money, financial concerns, employment, em-
ployers.

Disordered thoughts: emotional tension, irrationality,
confusion, doubt.

Woman: a female influence, or a woman.

Man: a male influence, or a man.

Gift:legacies, promotions, windfalls; also physical gifts,
psychic and spiritual gifts, sacrifices, volunteering,
giving of oneself.

Comfort:ease, pleasure, security, happiness, joy, a turn
for the better.

Death: the end of a matter, a new beginning, initiation,
change in all forms, purification.

War: conflicts, quarrels, arguments, hostility, aggres-
sion, anger, confrontations.
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SPELLS AND MAGIC

Protective Chant

~isn1~e~£i,~1J6l~~~~~.~O~Y~J4~~dy
w1tjl~~~tmg.

Q'am..qJJJt11eeteaitJyllour,l!.migli,
\'c~f!-~~~_IiJ;litess}..aay"antla'ii8htr

Another of the same type: visualize a triple circle and chant:

Thrice around the circle's bound,

Evil sink into the ground.

A Mirror Spell of Protection for the Home

Composeanaltar:placeacenserin thecenterbeforeanimageof -

. the Goddess.Havea twelve-inch(or so)round mirrorthereas well.
Ringthe altarwith nine white candles.Bum aprotective incense (such
as sandalwood, frankincense, copal or rosemary) in the censer.

Beginning with the candle most directly before the Goddess
image, say these or similar words:

Lunar light protectme!

Repeat as you light each candle until all are glowing.
Now,holding the mirror, invoke the Goddess in Her lunar aspect

with these or similar words:~

Great Goddess of theLunarLight
and Mistress of the Seas;
Great Goddessof the mystic night
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and of the mysteries;
Within this place of candles bright
And with your mirror nigh;
Protect me with your awesome might
While iU vibrations fly!

Standing before the altar, hold the mirror facingthe candles so
that it reflects their flames. Keeping the mirror toward the candles,
move slowly, clockwise, around the altar, watching the reflected
firelight bouncing off your surroundings.

Gradually increase your speed, mentally invoking the Goddess
to protect you. Move faster and faster; watch the light shattering the
air, cleansing it,burning away allnegativity and all lines along which
the ill energies have traveled into your home.

Charge your home with the protective light ofthe Goddess. Race
around the candles until you've felt the atmosphere change,until you
feel that your home has been cleansed and guarded by the Great
Goddess.

When finished, stand once again before the image. Thank the
Goddess in any words you wish. Pinch out the candles one by one,
bind them together with white cord and store them in a safe place
until (and if) you need to use them again for this same purpose.

A Spell to Break the Powers of a Spell

Hyou believe that a spell has been cast against you, place a large
blackcandle in a cauldron (ora largeblackbowl). The candle must be
tall enough to extend a few inches above the cauldron's rim.Affixthe
candle to the bottom of the cauldron with warmed beeswax or the
drippings of another black candle so that it will not tip over.

Fill the cauldron to the rim with fresh water, without wetting the
candle's wick.An inch or two of the candle should remain above the
water. Deep breathe, meditate, clear your mind, and light the candle.
Visualize the suspected spell's power as residing within the candle's
flame. Sit in quiet contemplation of the candle and visualize the
power flowing and growing with the candle's flame (yes,the power
againstyou). As the candle bums down, its flamewill eventually sput-
ter and go out as it contacts the water. As soon as the flame has been
extinguished by the water, the spell will be dispersed.
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Break your visualization ofthe spell's power; see it explode into
dust, becoming impotent.

Pour the water into a hole in the ground, a lake or stream. Bury
the candle. It is done.

String Magic

Takecord, ofthe appropriate color,andshape it on the altar into a
rune or the design of the object that you need: a car, a house, a pay
check.Whileyou do this,visualize the needed object;raisepower and
send it forth to bring it to manifestation. So shall it be.

To Protect an Object
(fromMorgana)

With the first and middle fingers, trace a pentagram over the
object to be protected. Visualizeelectric-blueor purple flamestream-
ing from your fingers to form the pentagram. Say this as you trace:

With this pentagram I lay
Protection here both night and day.
And the one who should not touch

Let his fingers burn and twitch.
I now invoke the law of three:
This is my will, so mote it be!



Appendix 1

Occult Suppliers

This small listing includes mail-order suppliers ofWiccan books,
tools, devotional materials, cassette tapes, herbs, candles and other
items. Some catalogs are sent free; others require a small fee. Send a
self-addressed, stamped envelope for information regarding catalogue
price (if any).

Many small busines~es continue to appear. It's a good idea to
peruse the latest issue of The Llewellyn New Times or CircleNetwork
News to find up-to-date mail-order listings.

CIRCLE
P.O. Box 219
Mt. Horeb, WI 53572

Circle publishes CircleNetwork News, a publication of interest to
Wiccans and Pagans of all persuasions. Circle also offers Wiccan
music tapes such as CircleMagickMusick by Selena Fox and Jim Alan,
Gwydion Sings Songsof the OldReligionby the late, respected Gwydion
Pendderwen, The Mother Callsby Angie Remedi and many others.

THE CRYSTAL CAVE
415 W. Foothill Blvd.
Claremont, CA 91711 ,

Ritual jewelry, candles, censers, crystals, incense, herbs, oils,
charcoal blocks, cauldrons and many other items.
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EYE OF THE CAT

3314 E. Broadway
Long Beach, CA 90803

Ritual tools and jewelry, herbs and oils,charcoal blocks, books,
candles, crystals, incenses, Goddess and God images.

ISIS
5701 E. Colfax
Denver, CO 80220

Ritualtools,candles,charcoalblocks,books,MoonMagicincenses
and oils, crystals and stones, ritual jewelry.

MAGICKAL CIllLDE
35 W. 19th Street
New York, NY 10011

Ritual tools, candles, charcoal blocks, books, incenses and oils,
herbs, crystals and stones, Goddess and God images.

MAGICK BOOKSTORE

2306 Highland Avenue
National City, CA 92050

Athames and other ritual tools, herbs and oils, candles,incense,
books, ritual jewelry.

MERMADE
P.O. Box 33-#402

Long Beach, CA 90801

Stones, scrying mirrors, incense and oils, amulets, Goddess
images. .

MOON MAGICK
P.O. Box 395

Littleton, CO 80160 .
High quality incense and oil blends.

/
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Wiccan,Pagan and
Shamanistic Publications

As stated before, solitary Wicca can be a lonely path, but it
needn't be. Subscribing to such magazines and tabloids as the ones
listed here is a way of connecting with others of like mind and of ref-
reshing your spiritual experience.Additionally,many include contact
ads or services to meet others of like mind.

Frequency of publication and subscription prices noted below
were current as of this writing. Some changes may occur.

A great many Wiccan and Pagan publications are produced, so
the list below is merely a sampling to get you started. The most com-
plete guide to Wiccanpublications,groups, networks and individuals
is the Circle Guide to Pagan R£sources. Updated yearly, the most recent
issue is a bargain at $11. See their address below.

Happy reading and networking!

THE CAULDRON

A Welsh newsletter devoted to Wicca,Druidism, Odinism and
Earth Mysteries. I don't know how many issues are published each
year, but the subscription rate is $10/year in dollar bills only, no
Americanchecks.Theeditorasksthatwritersdonotput 'The Cauldron"
on the envelope when addressing it to him. Simply use the address
provided below.

Mike Howard Treforgan
Mansion Uangeodmor
Cardigan, Dyfed SA43 2LB
Wales,UK
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CIRCLE NETWORK NEWS
P.O. Box 219
Mt. Horeb, WI 53572

A publication devoted to Wicca, Shamanism, Paganism and Earth
Mysteries. Rituals, invocations and incantations, herbcraft, Pagan Pro-
gress (reports of efforts to broaden public understanding of Wicca),
contacts and reviews. 4 issues yearly, $9 sent bulk mail; $13 first class
mail. Sample copy, $3. Also publishes The Circle Guide to PaganRe-
sources.

CONVERGING PATHS
P.O. Box 63
Mt. Horeb, WI 53572

Traditional ways of Wicca. Articles, rituals, poetry, artwork. 4
times yearly, $13. Sample issue $4.

HARVEST
P.O. Box 228

Framingham, MA 01701

A Neo-Pagan journal. Articles, songs, news, poetry, rituals. 8 issues
yearly, $10. Sample issue $2.

THESMORPHORIA
P.O. Box 11363
Oakland, CA 94611

A Dianic newsletter. Feminist Wicca, Women's mysteries, God-
dess rituals, poems and contacts. 8 issues yearly, $13 a year. Sample
issue free with self-addressed, stamped envelope.

THE UNICORN
P.O. Box 8814

Minneapolis, MN 55408

Wicca, herbalism, shamanism. Write for information regarding
subscription price.

)
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THE WAXING MOON
Box 4127
Sunland, CA 91040

The WaxingMoon was founded in 1965 as the first Wiccan publica-
tion in the United States. Since then it has undergone many changes
in content and management. Today, The WaxingMoon has re-emerged
as a journal of the Nature-oriented Shamanic experience with articles,
rituals, crafts and reviews. 4 yearly issues. Free to members of the
Temple of the Elder Gods; for nonmembers, a minimum donation of
$10 yearly.



Glossary

I've included this glossaryto provide easyaccessto definitions of
some of the more obscure terms used in this book.

These are, ofcourse, personal definitions,a reflection ofmy Wic-
can involvement, and Wiccansmay disagree with me on some small
matters. This is to be expected, owing to our religion's individualistic
structure. However, I've tried to make it as non-sectarian and univer-
sal as possible.

Italicizedterms within the body ofeach discussion refer to other,
related entries in the glossary.

: The fifthelement, fill."NI~~flfjt~.~.er-
.~~t~~.:~. It is the energyout ofwhichthe Elements
formed.

"~e~
with Talisman.)

Asperger: A bundle of fresh herbs or a perforated object used to
sprinkle water during or preceding Ritual,for purificatory pur-
poses.

Athame: A Wiccanritual knife. It usually has a double-edged blade
and a blackhandle.Theathameis used to directPersonalPower
during Ritualworkings. It is seldom (if ever) used for actual,
physical cutting.The term is of obscure origin,has many variant
spellings among Wiccans,and an even greater variety of pro-
nunciations. American East-CoastWiccansmaypronounce it as
"Ah-THAM-ee"(torhyme with "whammy"); Iwas firsttaughtto
say" ATH-ah-may"and later "ah-THAW-may."For various pur-
poses currently unknown to me I decided to substitute the term
"magic knife" for athame in TheStandingStonesBookofShadows.
Either term, or simply "knife," will do.

195
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Balefire: A fire lit for magical purposes, usually outdoors. Balefires
are traditional on Yule, Beltaneand Midsummer.

Bane: That which destroys life, which is poisonous, destructive,
evil, dangerous.

Beltane: A Wiccanfestival celebrated on April 30th or May 1st (tra-
ditions vary). Beltane is also known as May Eve, Roodmas,
WalpurgisNight, Cethsamhain. Beltanecelebrates the symbolic
union, mating or marriage ofthe Goddess and God, and links in
with the approaching summer months.

Besom: Broom.

Bolline: The white-handled knife, used in magic and Wiccan ritual
for practicalpurposes such as cutting herbs or piercing a pome-
granate. Compare with Athame.

Bookof Shadows: A Wiccanbook of rituals, spells and magicallore.
Once hand copied upon Initiation,the B.O.S.isnow photocopied or
typed in some Covens.No one "true" Book of Shadows exists; all
are relevant to their respective users.

Censer: A heat-proof container in which incense is smouldered. An
incense burner. It symbolizes the Element of Air.

Charge, To: To infuse an object with PersonalPower."Charging" is 'an
act of Magic.

Circle, Magic. See Magic Circle.

Circle of Stones: See Magic Circle.

Conscious Mind: The analytical, materially-based, rational half of
our consciousness. The mind at work when we compute our
taxes, theorize or struggle with ideas. Compare with Psychic
Mind.

Com Dolly: A figure,often human-shaped, created by plaiting dried
wheat or other grains. It represented the fertilityofthe Earthand
the Goddess in early European agricultural rituals and is still
used in Wicca.Com dolliesaren't made from cobs or husks; com
originallyreferred to any grain other than maize and stilldoes in
most English-speaking countries except the United States.

Coven: A group of Wiccans, usually initiatory and led by one or
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two leaders.

Craft, The: Wicca.Witchcraft.Folk magic.

Days of Power, The: See Sabbat.

Deosil: Clockwise,the direction ofthe Sun's apparent motion in the
sky. In northern hemisphere magic and religion, deosil move-
ment is symbolicoflife,positive energies, good~It is much-used
in spellsand rituals;i.e."walkdeosilaround the Circleof Stones."
Some Wiccan groups below the equator, notably in Australia,
have switched from deosil to Widdershinsmovements in their
rituals, for the Sun Hmoves"in an apparent counter-clockwise
motion from this vantage point. See also Widdershins.

Divination: The magical art of discovering the unknown by inter-
preting random patterns or symbols through the use of tools
such as clouds, tarot cards, £lames,smoke. Divination contacts
the PsychicMind by tricking or drowsing the ConsciousMind
through Ritual and observation or of manipulation of tools.
Divination isn't necessary for those who can easily attain com-
municationwith the psychicmind, though they may practiceit.

Divine Power: The unmanifested, pure energy that existswithin the
Goddess and God. The life force, the ultimate source of all
things. Compare with Earth Power and Personal Power.

Earth Power: That energy which exists within stones, herbs, £lames,
wind and other natural objects. It is manifested Divine Powerand
can be utilized during Magicto create needed change. Compare
with Personal Power.

Elements, The: Earth, Air, Fire, Water. These four essences are the
building blocks of the universe. Everything that exists (or that
has potential to exist) contains one or more of these energies.
The elements hum within ourselves and are also "at large" in the
world. They can be utilized to cause change through Magic.The
four elements formed from the primal essence or power-Akasha.

Esbat: A Wiccan ritual, usually occurring on the Full Moon.

Evocation: Calling up spirits or other non-physical entities, either to
visible appearance or invisible attendance. Compare with In-
vocation.
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Grimoire: A magical workbook containing ritual information, for-
mulae, magicalproperties of natural objects and preparation of
ritual equipment. Many of these works include "catalogues of
spirits." The most famous of the old grimoires is probably The
Keyof Solomon.* Most first appeared in the 16th and 17th cen-
turies, though they maybe farolder and containtraces ofRoman,
Greek, Babylonian, late Egyptian and Sumerian rites.

Handfasting: A Wiccan,Pagan or Gypsy wedding.

Imbolc: AWiccanfestivalcelebrated on February 2nd, alsoknown as
Candlemas, Lupercalia, Feast of Pan, Feast of Torches, Feast of
the WincingLight, Oimelc, Brigit'sDay and many other names.
Imbolc celebrates the first stirrings of spring and the recovery of
the Goddess from giving birth to the Sun (the God) at Yule.

Initiation: A processwhereby an individualis introduced or admitted
into a group, interest, skill or religion. Initiations may be ritual
occasions but can also occur spontaneously.

Invocation: An appeal or petition to a higher power (or powers),
such as the Goddess and God. A prayer. Invocation is actuallya
method of establishing conscious ties with those aspects of the
Goddess and God that dwell within us. In essence, then, we
seemingly cause them to appear or make themselves known by
becoming aware of them.

Kahuna: A practitioner of the old Hawaiian philosophical, sCientific
and magical system.

Labrys: A double-headed axe which symbolized the Goddess in
ancient Crete, stillused by some Wiccansfor this same purpose.
The labrys may be placed on or leaned against the left side of
the altar.

~

LlIghnasadh: AWiccanfestivalcelebrated on August 1st,alsoknown
as August Eve,Lammas,Feast of Bread.Lughnasadh marks the
first harvest, when the fruits of the Earth are cut and stored for
the dark winter months, and when the God also mysteriously
weakens as the days grow shorter.

Mabon: On or around September 21, the autumn equinox, Wiccans

.See Mathers, S. L. MacGregor in the 'Magic' section of the Bibliography.
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celebrate the second harvest. Nature is preparing for winter.
Mabon is a vestige of ancient harvest festivals which, in some
form or another, were once nearly universal among peoples of
the Earth.

Magic: The movement ofnatural energies (suchasPersonalPower)to
create needed change.Energyexistswithinallthings-ourselves,
plants, stones, colors, sounds, movements. Magicis the process
of rousing or building up this energy, giving it purpose, and

. releasingit.Magicisanatural,notsupernatural,practice,though
it is little understood

Magic Circle, The: A sphere constructed of PersonalPower in which
Wiccan rituals are usually enacted. The term refers to the cirle
that marks the sphere's penetration ofthe ground, for it extends
both above and below it. It is created through Visualizationand
Magic.

Magic Knife: See Athame.

iiiaeR'.

Megalith: Ahuge stone monument or structure. StoJ;lehengeis per-
haps the best-known example of megalithic construction.

Menhir: A standing stone probably lifted by early peoples for relig-
ious, spiritual or magical reasons.

Midsummer: The summer solstice,usually on or near June 21st,one
ofthe Wiccanfestivalsand an excellentnight forMagic.Midsum-
mer marks the point of the year when the Sun is symbolicallyat
the height of its powers, and so too the God. The longest day of
the year.

Mighty Ones, The: Beings,deities or presences often Invokedduring
Wiccan ceremony to witness or guard the rituals. The Mighty
Ones are thought to be either spiritually evolved beings, once
human, or spiritual entities created by or charged by the God-
dess and God to protect the .Earthand to watch over the four
directions. They are sometimes linked with the Elements.
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Neo-Pagan: Literally, new-Pagan. A member, follower or sym-
pathizer of one of the newly formed Pagan religions now spread-
ing throughout the world. All Wiccans are Pagan, but not all
Pagans are Wiccan.

Old Ones, The: A Wiccan term often used to encompass all aspects of
the Goddess and God. I've used it in this context in The Standing
Stones Bookof Shadows.Some Wiccans view it as an alternative of
The Mighty Ones.

Ostara:Occurring at the spring equinox, around March 21st,Ostara
marks the beginning of true, astronomical spring, when snow
and ice make way for green. As such, it is a fire and fertility fes-
tival,celebrating the return of the Sun, the God and the fertility
of the Earth (the Goddess).

Pagan: From the Latin paganus,country-dweller. Today used as a
general term for followers of Wiccaand other magical,shaman-
istic and polytheistic religions. Naturally, Christians have their
own peculiar definition ofthis word. It canbe interchanged with
Neo-Pagan.

Pendulum: A divinatory device consisting of a string attached to a
heavy object,such as aqt1artzcrystal,root or ring.The free end of
the string is held in the hand, the elbow steadied against a flat
surface, and a question is asked. The movement of the heavy
object's swings determines the answer. A rotation indicates yes
or positive energy. A back and forth swing signals the opposite.
(There are many methods ofdeciphering the pendulum's move-
ments; use those that work best for you.) It is a tool which con-
tacts the PsychicMind.

Pentacle:Aritual object (usuallyacircularpiece ofwood, metal,clay,
etc.) upon which a five-pointed star (Pentagram)is inscribed,
painted or engraved. It represents the Elementof Earth. The
words "pentagram" and "pentacle" are not interchangeable,
though they understandably cause some confusion.

PersonalPower: That energy which sustains our bodies. Itultimately
originates from the Goddess and God (or, rather, the power
behind Them). We first absorb it from our biological mothers
within the womb and, later,from food,water, the Moon and Sun
and other natural objects. We release personal power during
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stress, exercise, sex, conception and childbirth. Magic is often a
movement of personal power for a specific goal.

Polarity: The concept of equal, opposite energies. The Eastern yin/
yang is a perfect example. Yin is cold; yang is hot. Other examples
of polarity: Goddess/God, night/day, Moon/Sun, birth/death,
dark/light, Psychic Mind/Conscious Mind. Universal balance.

Projective Hand, The: The hand that is normally used for manual
activities such as writing, peeling apples and dialing telephones
is symbolicallythought to be the point at which PersonalPoweris
sent from the body. In ritual, personal power is visualized as
streaming out from the palm or fingers of the hand for various
magical goals. This is also the hand in which tools such as the
Athameand wand are held Ambidextrouspersons simplychoose
which hand to utilize for.this purpose. Compare with Recep-
tiveHand.

Psychic Mind: The subconscious or unconscious mind, in which we
receive psychic impulses. The psychic mind is at work when we
sleep, dream and meditate. It is our direct link with the Goddess
and God and with the larger, non-physical world around us.
Other r~lated terms: Divination is a ritual process which utilizes
the Conscious Mind to contact the psychic mind. Intuition is a
term used to describe psychic information which unexpectedly
reaches the conscious mind.

Psychism: The act of being consciously psychic, in which the Psychic
Mind and ConsciousMind are linked and working in harmony.
RitualConsciousnessis a form of psychism.

Receptive Hand: The left hand in right-handed persons, the reverse
for left-handed persons. This is the hand through which energy
is received into the body. Compare with ProjectiveHand.

Reincarnation: The doctrine of rebirth. The process of repeated in-
carnations in human form to allow evolution of the sexless, age-
less soul.

Ritual: Ceremony. A specific form of movement, manipulation of
objects or inner processes designed to produce desired effects.
In religion, ritual is geared toward union with the divine. In
Magicit produces a specificstate of consciousness which allows
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the magicianto moveenergytowardneeded goals.A Spellis a
magical ritual

Ritual Consciousness: A specific,alternate state ofawareness neces-
sary to the successful practice of magic. The magician achieves
this through the use of Visualizationand Ritual.It denotes a state
in which the ConsciousMind and PsychicMind are attuned, in
which the magician sense energies, gives them purpose and
releases them toward the magicalgoal. It is a heightening of the
senses, an awareness-expansion of the seemingly non-physical
world, a linking with nature and with the forces behind all con-
ceptions of Deity.

Runes: Stick-likefigures, some of which are remnants of old Teu-
tonic alphabets. Others are pictographs. These symbolsare once
again widely being used in Magicand divination.

Sabbat: A Wiccan festival. See Beltane,Imbolc,Lughnasadh,Mabon,
Midsummer,Ostara,Samhainand Yule for specific descriptions.

Samhain: A Wiccanfestivalcelebrated on October 31st,also known
as November Eve,Hallowmas,Halloween, Feast of Souls, Feast
of the Dead, Feast of apples. Samhain marks the symbolic death
of the Sun God and His passing into the "land of the young,"
where He awaits rebirth of the Mother Goddess at Yule. This
Celtic word is pronounced by Wiccans as: SOW-wen; SEW..
wen; SAHM-hain; SAHM-ain; SAV-eenand other ways. The
first seems to be the one preferred among most Wiccans.

Say, To: Togaze at or into an object (a quartz crystal sphere, pool of
water, reflections,a candle flame) to still the ConsciousMindand
to contact the PsychicMind. This allows the scryer to become
aware ofpossible events prior to their actual occurrence, as well
as of previous or distant, simultaneous events through other
than the normally accepted senses. A form of Divination.

Shaman: A man or woman who has obtained knowledge ofthe sub-
tler dimensions ofthe Earth,usually through periods ofalternate
states of consciousness.Varioustypes ofRitualallowthe shaman
to pierce the veil of the physical world and to experience the
realm of energies. This knowledge lends the shaman the power
to change her or his world through Magic.

Shamanism: Thepracticeofshamans,usually ritualisticor magicalin
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nature, sometimes religous.

Simple Feast, The: A Ritual meal shared with the Goddess and God.

Spell: A magical Ritual, usually non-religious in nature and often
accompanied by spoken words.

Spirits of the Stones, The: The elemental energies naturally inherent
at the four directions of the Magic Circle,personified within the
Standing Stones Traditionas the "Spirits of the Stones." They are
linked with the Elements.

~tisDl~;;"A1b1~6~jeet~~~~~~~...iI1~~~JD~~t~f.)l~m~.w~~ged
~tl1Iispseii..t>}~~~~~~r.Com-
pare with Amulet.

Tradition,. Wiccan: An organized, structured, specific Wiccan sub-
group, usually initiatory, with often unique ritual practices. Many
traditions have their own BooksofShadowsand mayor may not
recognize members of other traditions as Wiccan. Most tradi-
tions are composed of a number of Covens as well as solitary
practitioners.

Trilithon: A stone arch made from two upright slabs with one lying
atop these. Trilithons are featured in Stonehenge as well as the
circle visualization in The Standing Stones Bookof Shadows.

Visualization: The process of forming mental images. Magical vis-
ualization consists of forming images of needed goals during
Ritual. Visualization is also used to direct PersonalPowerand
natural energies during Magic for various purposes, including
Chargingand forming the Magic Circle.It is a function of the Con-
scious Mind.

White-Handled Knife: A normal cutting knife, with a sharp blade and
white handle. It is used within Wicca to cut herbs and fruits, to
slice bread during TheSimpleFeastand for other functions-but
never for sacrifice. Sometimes called the bolline. Compare
with Athame.

Wicca:AcontemporaryPaganreligion with spiritual roots in Shaman-
ism and the earliest expressions of reverence of nature. Among
its major motifs are: reverence fot the Goddess and the God;
reincarnation; magic; ritual observances of the Full Moon, astro-
nomical and agricultural phenomena; spheroid temples, created
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with PersonalPower, in which rituals occur.

Widdershins: Anti-clockwise motion, usually used in the Northern
Hemisphere for negative magical purposes or for dispersing
negative energies or conditions such as disease. Southern
Hemisphere Wiccans may use widdershins motion.s for exactly
the opposite purposes; namely for positive ends, for the reason
stated in the entry under Deosil.In either case, widdershins and
deosil motions are symbolic; only strict, close-minded tradition-
alists believe that accidentally walking around the altar back-
wards, for instance, will raise negativity. Their use in Wicca
stems from ancient European rituals practiced by peoples who
watched and reverenced the Sun and Moon in their dailyrevolu-
tions. Widdershins motion, within ritual contexts, is still shunned
by the vast majority of Wiccans, though others use it once in a
while, for instance, to disperse the Magic Circleat the end of a
rite.

Witch: Anciently, a European practitioner of the remnants of pre-
Christian folk magic, particularly that relating to herbs, healing,
wells, rivers and stones. One who practiced Witchcraft.Later, this
term's meaning was deliberately altered to denote demented,
dangerous, supernatural beings who practiced destructive magic
and who threatened Christianity. This change was a political,
monetary and sexist move on the part of organized religion, not
a change in the practices of Witches. This later, erroneous mean-
ing is still accepted by many non-Witches. It is also, somewhat
surprisingly, used by some members of Wicca to describe
themselves.

Witchcraft: The craftof the Witch-Magic, especially magic utilizing
PersonalPower in conjunction with the energies within stone~,
herbs, colors and other natural objects. While this may have
spiritual overtones, Witchcraft, using this definition, isn't a re-
ligion. However, some followers of Wiccause this word to
denote their religion.

Yule: A Wiccanfestival celebrated on or about December 21st, mark-
ing the rebirth of the Sun God from the Earth Goddess. A time of
joy and celebration during the miseries of winter. Yule occurs on
the winter solstice.
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, Thisis awide-ranging listofbooks related, in someway,to Wicca.
A book's inclusion here doesn't necessarily indicate that I'm in perfect
agreement with its contents. Many of these books were written from
far different perspectives than the one you've been reading.

All, however, if read with intelligence and discrimination, will
deepen your understanding of the Goddess and God, and of the
myriad forms of Wicca, magic and shamanism.

Those asterisked ("')are highly recommended.
Where I felt it important, I have appended short comments con-

cerning the book's contents, not my views on them.
Such a list as this cannot hope to be complete. Books on these

subjects are being published everyday. Still, this should serve as a
starting point for those interested in reading further.

Shamanism

~e...wsz~~~~~~. SanFrancisco:Harper & Row,
1981. h...,

Bend, Cynthia and Tayja Wiger, Birth of a Modern Shaman. St. Paul:
Uewellyn Publications, 1988.

Castaneda, Carlos, The Teachings of Don Juan: A Yaqui Way of Knowledge.
New York: Ballantine, 1970.

Furst, Peter T., Hallucinogensand Culture. Corte Madera (California):
Chandler & Sharp Publishers, 1976.

"'Harner, Michael J., (editor), Haqucinogensand Shamanism. New York:
Oxford University Press, 1978. ,

_.~nmn1m. SanFrancisco:Harper&
Row, 1981.The ffrst "how.to" book on this subject, TheWayof the
Shamanintroduces simple techniques for acquiring alternate states
of consciousness, on contactingyour power animal,healing rituals
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and much else of interest.
"Howells,William,TheHeathens:PrimitiveManandHisReligions.Gar-

den Oty (New York):Doubleday, 1956.Covers the entire range of
pre-Christian and pre-technological religion and magic,including
totemism, ancestor worship, shamanism, divination, mana and
tabu.

Kilpatrick, Jack Frederick and Anna Gritts, Notebookof a Cherokee
Shaman.Washington D.C.:Smithsonian, 1970.

"Lame Deer, John (Fire) and Richard Erdoes, LameDeer:Seekerof
Visions.New York: Pocket Books, 1978. A portrait of a contem-
porary shaman, revealing the essential humanness of the subject.
Much Sioux lore.

Lewis, I.M, EcstaticReligion:anAnthropologicalStudy ofSpirit Possession
andShamanism.Baltimore:Penquin, 1976.This is a scholarlysocio-
logical investigation into shamanism and alternate states of con-
sciousness.

Rogers, Spencer L, TheShaman'sHealingWay.Ramona (California):
Acoma Books,1976.

"Sharon, Douglas, Wizardof the FourWinds:A Shaman'sStory.New
York: The Free Press, 1978. A portrait of Eduardo Calderon, a
contemporary Peruvian shaman, detailing much of his rites and
rituals.

-Torrey,E.Fuller,TheMindGame:WitchdoctorsandPsychiatrists.New
York:Bantam, 1973.

"Wellman,Alice,SpiritMagic.New York:Berkeley, 1973. This short
paperback is a guide to shamanism as practiced in various parts of
the world. One chapter, "The Tools of Wizardry," is of particular
interest.

Goddess Studies

Briffault,Robert, The Mothers.(Abridged by Gordon Taylor.) New
York:Atheneum, 1977.

Downing,Christine,TheGoddess:MythologicalImagesoftheFeminine.
New York:Crpssroad,1984.

t~av...e$,';Robert,-T-iie:White..GoddeSs.New York: Farrar, Straus and
Giroux, 1973.Perhaps the book which has had the greatest effect

.'on moderI1.\Vi<:~a:~o~!ic in:,,;stig~on into t~e Goddess.tJfif.diiig",Esther,..women9s~Mystmes:.A.nC1ent:.an"i1;Mfj'dern?New York:
Pantheon, 1955.
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James E. 0., The Cult of the Mother-Goddess. New York: Barnes and
Noble, 1959.

Leland, Charles G.,Aradia, orthe Gospelof the Witches.New York: Buck-
land Museum, 1968.Thiswork presents avery differentview ofthe
Goddess than most others. The material was collected by Mr.
Leland in the late 1800's and has had an affecton current Wicca.

'I:\iIt4.~.~.&~~ii~N1m~lifIs:is;;uf~~~pe.
Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1974.A Jungian approach
to the Goddess. This book concludes with 185 pages of photo-
graphs of Goddess images.

Stone, Merlin, WhenGodWasa Woman.New York:Dial Press, 1976.
Walker/Barbara,TheWomen'sEncyclopediaofMyths andMysteries.San

Francisco:Harper & Row, 1983.

Folklore, Mythology, Legend and History

.Bord, Janet and Colin Bord, EarthRites:FertilityPracticesin Pre~Indu§-
trial Britain. London: Granada, 1982. An account of Pagan rituals
of Britain.

Busenbark, Ernest, Symbols, Sex and the Stars in Popular Beliefs. New
York: Truth Seeker, 1949.

.Campbell, Joseph, The Masks of God: CreativeMythology. New York:
Viking Press, 1971.

.Campbell, Joseph, The Masks of God: OrientalMythology. New York:
Viking Press, 1977.

.Campbell, Joseph, The Masks of God:Primitive Mythology. New York:
Viking Press, 1977. These books cover the whole sweep of world-
wide mythology.

Campbell, Joseph, Myths to Live By. New York: Bantam Books, 1973.
.Carpenter, Edward, Paganand Christian Creeds:TheirOrigin andMean-

ing. New York: Harcourt, Brace and Company, 1920. An early work
by a renegade scholar, it shows the. origins of many Christian
religious symbols from earlier Pagan religions. Along the way it
covers food and vegetation magic, pagan initiations, ritual dancing,
the sex-taboo and much else of interest.

.Dexter, T. F.G., FireWorshipin Britain.London: Watts and Co., 1931. A
43-page booklet, printed before World War II, detailing the sur-
vivals of ancient Pagan festivals in Britain before that conflict ended
many of thelIJ.forever.
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'mJ,U:elU'.ei~J3~uu\')jta!jm.4'Ii2~if"c.eJEb~J~s.WitGh1!S"';t;:1i~:
ff:lJiStory...o!-Women-:maaOld Westbury (New York): 1973. An
important investigation of the role of women as healers and witches
in earlier times.

Frazer, Sir James, The GoldenBough.New York: Macmillan, 1956. (One
volume abridged edition.)

Harley, Timothy, Moon Lore.Tokyo: Charles E. Tuttle Co., 1970.
Kenyon, Theda, Witches Still Live. New York: Washburn, 1929. An

early collection of myths, legends and tales of Witches and folk
magicians.

"'Leach, Maria (editor) and Jerome Fried (associate editor), Funk and
Wagnalls Standard Dictionary of Folklore, Mythology and Legend. New
York:Funk and Wagnall's, 1972.This classic,one-volume collec-
tion nearly sums up the totality of mythic information. Of great
interest to Wiccans.

Watts, Alan, The TwoHandsof God:the Myths of Polarity.New York:
Collier, 1978.

Wentz, W. Y. Evans, The Fairy-Faith in Celtic Countries. London: Oxford
University Press, 1911. Gerrards Cross (Buckinghamshire, Eng-
land): 1981.

Wicca

Bowness, Charles, The Witch's Gospel.London: Robert Hale, 1979.
Bucklan4, Raymon4, Witchcraft.. . TheReligion.Bay Shore (New York):

The Buckland Museum of Witchcraft and Magick, 1966. An early
explication of Gardnerian Wicca.

Buczynski, Edmund M., The Witchcraft Fact Book. New York: Magickal
Childe, N.D.

Crowther, Patricia, Witch Blood! The Diary of a Witch High Priestess. New
York:House of Collectibles, 1974.

Deutch, Richard, The Ecstatic Mother: Portrait of Maxine Sanders-- Witch
Queen.London: Bachmanand Turner, 1977.One of the key figures
of the Alexandrian Wiccantradition is explored in this work.

"'Gardner, Gerald, TheMeaningof Witchcraft.London: 1959.London:
Aquarian Press, 1971.An historica1look at Wicca.

Gardner, Gerald, WitchcraftToday.New York:Citadel, 1955.The first
book written about contemporary Wiccadetails what has come to
be termed Gardnerian Wicca.
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*Glass, Justine, Witchcraft:the Sixth Sense and Us. North Hollywood:
Wilshire, 1965.

Johns, June, King of the Witches:the WorldofAlex Sanders.New York:
Coward McCann, 1969. Another investigation of Alexandrian
Wicca and a biograpby of its founder.

Lady Sara, QuestionsandAnswers on WiccaCraft.Wolf Creek (Oregon):
Stonehenge Farm, 1974.

*Leek, Sybil, The CompleteArt of Witchcraft.New York: World Publish.
ing, 1971. This influential work describes an eclectic Wiccan
tradition.

Leek, Sybil, Diary of a Witch. New York: Prentice-Hall, 1968.
'Lugh', Old George Pickingill and the Roots of Mod~m Witchcraft.

London: Wiccan Publications, 1982. Taray, 1984. This work pur.
ports to describe the historical background to the modem revival of
Wicca by Gerald Gardner.

Martello, Leo L., Witchcraft: the Old Religion. Secaucus: University
Books, 1974. An investigation into Sicilian Wicca.

Roberts, Susan, Witches USA. New York: Dell, 1971. Hollywood:
~hoenix, 1974. This.book, an investigation into Wicca by an out-
sider, created a storm of controversy when it was reprinted. It
stands as an overview of part of the Wiccan scene circa1970, and is
no more flawed by inaccuracies than any other book included in
this list.

Sanders, Alex, TheAlex SandersLectures.New York: Magickal Childe,
1980. Another look at Alexandrian Wicca.

Sanders, Maxine, Maxine the Witch Queen. London: Star Books, 1976.
Yet another look-this time autobiographical-at the founding and
activities of Alexandrian Wicca.

*Valiente, Doreen, An ABCofWitchcraftPastandPresent.New York:St.
Martin's, 1973. A Gardnerian Wiccan's answer to earlier Witchcraft
books, this is an encyclopedic look at British Wicca, folklore and
legend.

*Valiente, Doreen, Where Witchcraft Lives. London: Aquarian Press,
1962. An early look at British Wicca and Sussex folklore.
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Practical Instructions

-Alan, Jim and Selena Fox, CircleMagic Songs. Madison (Wisconsin):
Circle Publications, 1977.

Budapest, Z., The FeministBookof Light and Shadows. Venice (Califor-
nia): Luna Publications, 1976. An influential, first book of Fem-
inist Wicca.

Budapest, Z., TheHolyBookof Women'sMysteriesPartI. Oakland: The
Susan B.Anthony coven #1,1979. An expanded version of the
above book. A second volume was also published.

Buckland, Raymond, The Tree:The Complete Bookof SaxonWitchcraft.
New York: Weiser, 1974.

~;:Riymo1nJ:;;m.1ClltJrd~omp-lete..BopkrQf!yirehcraft. St. Paul:
Uewellyn Publications, 1985. A course in-Wicca, drawn from
several traditions. k!:~~des~e~tn,OI!~$0lit.@.~ra~pners1

Crowther, Patricia, Lid Off the Cauldron: A WiccaHandbook. London:
Robert Hale, 1981.Another how-to book.

-Farrar,Janet and StewartFarrar,EightSabbatsfor Witches.London:
Robert Hale, 1981.These once-AlexandrianWiccanshave ex-
plored new territory, incorporating much Irish lore and deity-
forms. This book also presents a unique look at the origins of the
so-called Gardnerian Book of Shadows.

-Farrar, Janet and Stewart Farrar, TheWitches'Way:Principles, Rituals
and Beliefsof Modern Witchcraft. London: Robert Hale, 1984. Further
revelations concerning Gardner's Book of Shadows and much
practical information.

-Fitch, Ed, MagicalRites From the Crystal WeU.St.Paul: Uewellyn Pub-
lications, 1984. A collection of Neo-Pagan rituals for every occasion.

1<.Amber, How to Organizea Covenor MagicalStudyGroup.Madison
(WiscoI).sin): Circle Publications, 1983.Guidelines for doing just
that.

-Slater, Herman (editor), A Bookof PaganRituals. New York: Weiser,
1974. Another collection of rituals, this time drawn from the
Pagan Way.

tStm;.iwk,..11%e.5pzr.a.tDance!ii:BllJirt1i1lfJ1l"e:A'fiEim{Jfeligjdy:o$.th7f;inat
~zldess:-?an Francisco: Harper and Row, 1979. It seems strange
that it's been nearly ten years since this book was firstpublished. It
has had a tremendous impact on Wiccangroups and individuals.
DefinitelyGoddess- and woman-oriented, it includes exercisesfor
developing magical fluency and many rituals as well.
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Valiente,Doreen, Witchcraftfor Tomorrow.London: Robert Hale, 1978.
Valiente's work, the first of the modem how-to-practice-Wicca
books, contains a complete Book of Shadows-which she wrote
just for publication-as well as several chapters covering various
aspects of Wicca.

"Weinstein, Marion, EarthMagic:A DianicBookofShadows.New York:
Earth Magic Productions, 1980. This is a Wiccan book like no other.
It contains complete, explicit information on forming alignments
~th "all five aspects" of the Deities, working with familiars, the
tools and much else of interest. An expanded version has been
published.

Spell Books

Buckland,Raymond, Practical Candleburning Rituals. St. Paul, Uewel-
lyn Publications, 1971.

~~,pel}lIiI@l~L1T~~ngi~~t~~NewYork:
Links, 1974.

Dixon, Jo and James, The Color Book: Rituals, Charms and Enchantments.

Denver: Castle Rising, 1978.
Grammary, Ann, TheWitch'sWorkbook. New York:Pocket, 1973.
Huson, Paul, Mastering Witchcraft.New York: Berkeley, 1971. An early

book responsible, in part, for the tremendous interest in occult mat-
ters during the early 1970's. Little of its information bears much
resemblance to Wicca, or to the type of magic Wiccans practice.

Lorde, Simon and ClairLorde,TheWiccanCuidetoWitchesWays.New
South Wales (Australia): K.J. Forrest, 1980.

Malbrough, Ray T., Charms, Spells and Formulas for the Making and Use of
Cris-Cris, Herb Candles, Doll Magick, Incenses, Oils and Powders to Cain

Love, Protection, Prosperity, Luck and Prophetic Dreams. St. Paul:
Uewellyn, 1986.A collection of Cajun magic from Louisiana.

Paulsen, Kathryn, Witches Potions and Spells. Mount Vernon: Peter
Pauper Press, 1971.

"WorthValerie,TheCrone'sBookof Words.St. Paul: Uewellyn Pub-
lications, 1971, 1986.
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Magic

Agrippa, Henry Carnelius, The Philosophy of NaturalMagic.Antwerp,
1531. Secaucus: University Baaks, 1974. This is the first af the three
baaks mentianed in the next entry.

..Agrippa, Henry Carnelius, ThreeBooksofOccultPhilosophy.Landan:
1651. Landan: Chthanias Baaks, 1986. This baak canstituted the
bulk af magical infarmatian knawn in the 16th century. Stanes,
stars, herbs, incenses, sigils and all manner af delights are to, be
faund in this baak. Recently reprinted in its entirety for the first
time in 300 years, it is expensive ($60.00) but well warth the.
price.

"Barrett, Francis, The Magus, or CelestialIntelligencer,Being a Complete
System of Occult Philosophy. 1801. New Hyde Park (New Yark):
University Baaks, 1967. Ceremanial (as appased to, natural)
magic. .

"Burland, C. A., TheMagicalArts: A Short History. New Yark: Harizan
Press, 1966. A histary af falk magic.

Devine, M. V., Brujeria:A Study of Mexican-American Folk-Magic.St.
Paul: Llewellyn Publicatians, 1982.

Fartune, Dian, Psychic Self-Defence.Landan: Aquarian, 1967.
"Haward, Michael, The Magic of Runes. New Yark: Weiser, 1980.
Haward, Michael, The Runes and Other MagicalAlphabets. New Yark:

Weiser, 1978.
Kach, Rudalph, The Book of Signs. New Yark: Daver, 1955. A boak af

signs, symbals and runes.
Leland, Charles Gadfrey, EtruscanMagic and OccultRemedies.New

Hyde Park (New Yark): University Baaks, 1963.
Leland,Charles Gadfrey, GypsySorceryandFortune-Telling.New Yark:

Daver, 1971.
Mathers, S. L. MacGregar (editar and translatar), TheKey ofSolomon

theKing. NewYark: Weiser, 1972.
"Mickaharic,Draja,SpiritualCleansing:A HandbookofPsychicProtection.

Yark Beach (Maine): Weiser, 1982. Same afthe magic in this warkis
shamanistic in tane and arigin.

"Pepper, Elizabeth and Jahn Wilcax,WitchesAll. New Yark:Grasset
and Dunlap, 1977. A callectian af falk magic drawn fram the pap-
ular (naw defunct) WitchesAlmanac.

Pliny the Elder, Natural History. Cambridge: Harvard University
Press, 1956.
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Shah, Sayed Idries, OrientalMagic. New York: Philosophical Library,
1957.

Shah, Sayed Idries, TheSecretLoreof Magic. New York: Citadel, 1970.
Extracts from several Renaissance books of ceremonial magic.

Shah, Sirdar Ikbal Ali, Dccultism: Its Theory and Practice. Castle
Books. N.D.

Valiente, Doreen, NaturalMagic.New York: St. Martin's Press, 1975.
"Weinstein, Marion, PositiveMagic:OccultSelf-Help.New York: Pocket

Books, 1978. An introduction to magic. An expanded edition ofthis
popular book has also been published.

Periodicals Consulted

Some of these magazines and newspapers are still being pub-
lished; others are not:

A PaganRenaissance
Circle Network News

The Crystal Well
Earth Religions News
GeorgianNewsletter
Gnostica

The GreenEgg
Nemeton
The New Broom
New Dimensions

Pentagram
Revival

Seax-WiccaVoys
The Unicorn

The WaxingMoon
TheWitch'sAlmanac



Air (element), 27,29
gesture, 44
musical instruments of, 39
symbols of, 58

Akasha, 42,150
All Hallows, 67. See also Samhain.
Altar, 59-61

arrangement, 59-61
direction of, 59
F~ Moon, 61
stone, 169-70
Wiccan attitude toward, 61

Amulets, 42, 51, 52
"An Herbal Grimoire," 159-169
Athame, 30-31, 57, 59. See also Magic Knife.
Australia,98 (footnote)
Autumn Equinox, 67. See also Mabon.

Baleme, 160
Bath, ritual, 48-49
Bathing, 94
"Before Time Was," 113
Bell, 34-35, 40, 94
Beltane, 63, 66

foods of, 135
lore, 135
ritual for, 134

Beverages, ritual, 154
"Blessing Chant, The," 123
Bonfires, 66-67
Book of Shadows,The, 34, 163 . ~

Breaking the circle, 104-10S---~
Breathing, 80-81
Brigid's Day, 65. See also Imbolc.
Broom, 26-27, 59, 95, 163
Buckland's CompleteBook of Witchcraft, 65

(footnote)

Cairn, 172
Cakes and Wine, 103
"Call of the God," 114-115
Candles, snuffing, 105
Cauldron, 12,29-30,45,59,66,71,162-163
Censer, 28-29, 58, 59, 61, 162
Chants, to the God, 149

to the Goddess, 149, 150
Childbirth, 20
Circle, magic. See Magic Circle.
Circle of stones, 115-120
Clothing, ritual, 51
Colors, of ritual robes, 50-51
Conscious mind, 81
Consciousness, alternate states of, 3, 4, 37, 41
Consecration of tools, 124
Copal, 95

INDEX

Covens, 53, 65

Crescent cakes, recipe for,152
Crystal magic, 169-173
Crystal sphere, 32, 163
Crystals, quartz, 20, 28, 85, 169, 170

for the circle of stones, 169

spell of, 172-173
Cup, the, 33, 163
Cymbal,40

Dance, 38, 41
Dance, the, 41

Days of Power, The, 63-68. See also: Sabbats.
Diana, 148
Diaphragm, 80
Death, 65, 67, 69, 71, 72
Deities, the (the Goddess and God), 9-18, 23,

91-92

candles for, 16

equality of, 16
gestures to invoke, 42-44

,herbal offerings to, 165
invoking, 30, 99-101
musical instruments to invoke, 39-40
names of, 10

plants sacred to, 165-168
stones of, 170-171

symbols of, 12, 91
Wiccan worship of, 18
See also: Goddess, the and God, the.

Divine power, 20
Doorway, creation of in circle, 119-120
Dreams, to induce pleasant, 26
Druids, 109 (footnote)
Drum, 39, 40

Earth (element),33
gesture, 44
musical instruments of, 39
symbols of, 57

Earth Mother, 13
Earth power, 20
Earthing the power, 103-104
Easter, 63 (footnote)
Eating, 103. See also Food.
Ecology, 10, 89
Ecstasy, 3, 4, 37, 103
Elements, 42

gestures of, 44,144
numbers for, 150
rules of, 97
symbols of, 57-58

"Elements, Invocation of," ] 46
Energy, 82, 84-86

directing, 85-86
215
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earthing, 103-104
raising, 84, 101-103
sensing, 84, 85
types of, 19-21

Energy play, 84-86
Eostra's Day, 66. See also Ostara.
Equinoxes, 64
Esbats, 64

ritual for, 124-126.
See also Full Moon Rituals.

"Evening Chant to the God," 149
"Evening Chant to the Goddess," 150

'c,.

Fate, 70

Fertility, 13, 29, 33, 65, 66, 151
Fire (element), 31

gesture, 44
musical instruments of, 39-40

symbols of, 58
Flowers, 59-60 .

Flute, 39
-- -'-. Food,67, 68

as offering to Deities, 103
for Sabbats, 129, 131, 133, 135, 137, 139,

141, 143

recipes for, 152-153
to Earth energy, 103
See also Cakesand Wine,Eating,SimpleFeast.

Fortune, Dion, 146

Four quarters, rulers of, 97-98
Full Moon rituals, 32, 33, 64, 68, 124-126

herbs for, 164

Gardner, Gerald, 49
Gestures, 37, 41-45

ritual of; 144-145
God, the, 9, 12-13, 64-68

and altar, 59
"Call of," 114-115
chant to, 149
creatures sacred to, 12
gestures to invoke, 42, 43, 145
herbal offerings to, 165
invocations to, 114-115, 123, 147, 148, 149

invoking, 99-101
musical instruments to invoke, 39, 40
numbers of, 150, 151

plants sacred to, 166-168
rapport with, 14
stones sacred to, 166-168
symbols of, 13, 31, 60, 66, 115, 172, 175

Goddess, the, 9,11-12,13
and altar, 59
and circle, 59
chants to, 148, 149, 150
creatures sacred to, 12

gestures to invoke, 42, 44, 144
herbal offerings to, 165-166

invo&tionsto,114,123,124,147,148,149

invoking, 99-101
musical instruments to invoke, 39, 40

numbers of, 150, 151

plants sacred to, 165-166
rapport with, 14
"Song of," 114
stones sacred to, 170-171

symbols of, 12, 29, 32, 33, 60, 66, 116, 170,
175

Gong, 40, 94
Ground-hog Day, 64
Guitar, 39

Haleakala, 56
Halloween, 64
Hand, powers of, 42, 44, 45
Handfastings, 27
Harp, 39
Harvest, 67
Hawaii, 41, 94

deities of, 56
High Magic's Aid, 39 (footnote)
Horns, 12,44
Hula, 41

Imbo1c, 63, 65
foods of, 131
lore, 131
ritual for, 130-131

Incense
burner, 28-29
recipes for, 154-155

Indoor rituals, 56, 95-96
Initiation, 65, 73-76
Invocation, 99-101
"Invocation of the Elements," 146
"Invocation to Pan," 147
'1nvocation to the God," 149
'1nvocation to the Goddess," 147, 149
Isis, 40

invocation to, 147-148

Jewelry, ritual, 51-52
Jupiterian vegetable, 63

Kahuna, 94-95
Karma, 70
Kerridwen, 29

Key of Solomon, The, 31, 49, 124
Knife, magic, 30-31, 57, 59, 161
Knife, white-handled, 31, 162

Labrys, 12, 59 (footnote)
Lammas, 67. See also: Lughnasadh.
Laughter, magical function of, 101 (footnote)
Lava, 58
"Law of the Power, The," 145



licorice root, 28
life, meaning of, 18
"living-room Wicca," 56
Lughnasadh,63,67

foods of, 139
lore, 139
ritual for, 138-139

Lyre, 39

Mabon, 67
foods of, 141
lore, 141
ritual for, 140-141

Magic, 19-24, 82-86
and money, 145
dangers of, 23-24
definitions of, 6, 19
effectiveness of, 21

energies of, 19-21, 82, 84-86
evil,103
guidelines on, 145
religious, 5, 19, 20

Magic circle, 55, 57-61, 97, 102, 169
breaking, 104-105, 120
creation of, 96-99,115-119
diameter of, 57, 116

doorway in, 119-120
herbs for, 159-160

releasing, 120
stones for, 169

symbolism of, 59
tools for, 116
visualizations for, 122

Magic knife, 30-31, 57, 59, 161
Magical energies, types of, 19-21
Magnetism, 21
Mano cornuta, 42
Mano figa, 42
Maui (god), 52
Maui (Hawaiian island), 56

May Day, 64, 66
May pole, 66
Mead, recipe for, 153
Meditation, 81
Midsummer, 66

foods of, 137
lore, 137
ritual for, 136-137

Mighty Ones, The, 98
Mirror, 12

spell, 185-186
Mirror Book, 79-80, 88
Money and magic, 145
Moon, 11, 20, 44, 59, 63. See also FuUMoon

Rituals.
Morality, Wiccan, 5
Morgan, 114 (footnote)
Mugwort, 32

Index1217

Music,37-40
Musical instruments, magical uses of, 39-40

Nature, reverence for, 89
"Nature of our Way, The," 112-113
"New Moon Chant to Diana," 148
Nudity, ritual, 49-50
Numbers, the lore of, 150-151

Oils, recipes for, 156-157
Old Ones, the, 20, 53
One, the, 113, 150
Ostara, 66

foods of, 133
lore, 133
ritual for, 132-133

Outdoor rituals, 56-57, 59

purification of space, 96

Pagan Spirit Alliance, 89
Pan, 147
Past-life regression, 70
Pele, 56
Pentacle, 33, 57, 61, 162
Pentagram, 33, 150
Personal power, 20, 22, 23, 57
Planets, numbers of, 151

Prayer, 5-6
"Prayer to the Homed God," 148
Predestination, 6

Preparation for ritual, 48-54
Psychic awareness, 32, 38
Psychic mind, 100
Purification for ritual, 48-49
Purification, self, 48-49, 94

of ritual area, 95-96

Quartz crystal. See Crystal, Quartz.
"Quartz and Candle Spell, The," 172-173

Rattle, 39
Recipes, for food, 152-153

incense, 154-155
oils,156-157

Recorder (musical instrument), 39
Recycling, 89
Rhyme, 100, 146
Reincarnation, 5, 69-72
Religion, 9

genuineness of, 18
Religious magic, 5, 19, 20
Ritual

bath, 48-49
beverages, 154
clothing, 51
creating new, 48
design of, 93-105
group, 53
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indoor, 56, 95-96
jewelry, 51-52
nudity, 49-50
outdoor, 56-57, 59, 96
preparation for, 48-54
purification for area, 95-96
robes, 50-51

Ritual of gestures, 144-145
Robes, 50-51, 163
Runes, 177-183.

Sabbats, 63-64
herbs of, 164
rituals for, 127-143

symboi of, 142 (footnote)
Sacred space, creation of, 96-99
Salt, 95, 104

blessing of, 118
Samhain,63,64,67

foods of, 144
lore, 143-144
ritual for, 142-143

Satan, 17

Scrying, 32
Sea, 11, 32

Secrecy, 17,93
in covens, 73-74

Self-dedication, 87-92
ritual for, 90-92

Self-initiation, 87-92
ritual for, 90-92

Sex, 13, 20
Shamanism, 3, 4, 13, 17, 39
Shrine, Wiccan, 15-16

Simple Feast, The, 103, 123
Sistrum, 40, 94
Sky Father, 13
Solstices, 64
"Song of the Goddess," 114
Soul, human, 69-70

Spells, 185-187
with crystals, 172-173
with runes, 177-182

Spring Equinox, 63 (footnote), 66
Standing Stones Book of Shadows, The, 111-189
Stone altar, 169-170
Stonehenge, 109
Stones, colors of, 172-173
Soul mates, 72
Summerland, 71 (footnote)
Summer Solstice, 66. See also Midsummer.
Sun, 12, 20, 64, 65, 66, 67, 127, 128
Sword, 31, 161

Symbols and signs (magical shorthand), 175-
176

Talismans, 51, 52
Thanksgiving, 64

"Thirteen Goals of a Witch," 151
Tools, 25-35

consecration of, 124
herbal dedications for, 161-163

preparation for ritual, 35
Trilithon, 122

Visualization, 82-84

Wand, 27-28, 59, 162
Water, consecration of, 116
Water (element), 26, 29, 33, 94

gestures, 44
musical instruments of, 40

symbols of,58
White-handled knife, 31, 162
Wicca,

and magic, 20, 23, 24
Deities of, 9-18
moral code,S
religious calendar, 63-64
rituals of, 123-145
tools of, 25-35

Widdershins, 105 (footnote)
Willow, 59 .
Wine, 103
Winter Solstice, 65. See also Yule.
Witch, Witches, 19, 25, 26, 29

goals of, 151
Witchcraft for Tomo"ow, 38 (footnote)
Women's spirituality, 59 (footnote)
"Words to the Wise," 111-112

Xylophone, 39

Yule, 64, 65
foods of, 129

log, 128-129
lore, 128-129
ritual for, 127-128
tree, 128
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